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ABSTRACT
HRA Gray & Pape, LLC, of Houston, Texas, performed eligibility testing on four
archaeological sites (41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, and 41FB306) located on the Aliana
Development in Fort Bend County, Texas. Supplemental archival, oral historical, and
geophysical research to investigate Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church and Cemetery
(Site 41FB281); three suspected locations of Kirk’s Point Cemetery; and to further
understand modern Prison era landuse on the Aliana Development, which is part of the
former Harlem (later B.H. Jester) State Prison Farm, was also conducted. This work was an
outgrowth of earlier cultural resource management investigations associated with the Aliana
Commercial and Residential Development, and was conducted in order to comply with
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permitting requirements associated with
wetlands impacted during construction.
Previous intensive pedestrian surveys in the area indicated that these multicomponent sites
may contain prehistoric and or historic resources eligible for listing in the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP). It was thought that Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, and 41FB304
might be associated with Antebellum and Reconstruction era activities on the former Knight
Plantation. The Knight Plantation was owned by Colonel James Knight, one of the Austin
Colony’s Old Three Hundred. He and his daughter Lucinda were buried at Kirk’s Point
Cemetery, which is likely to be located at one of three locations investigated within the APE
of this project. Site 41FB306 is a buried midden site that may be associated with similar
midden sites east of the project boundary such as Site 41FB123.
Field investigation consisted of geophysical survey at all seven localities (Sites 41FB280,
41FB281, 41FB304, and 41FB306 and three suspected Kirk’s Point cemetery locations).
The geophysical survey indicated that the midden at Site 41FB306 is likely to be intact for
much of its extent; and that subsurface features consistent with grave like geometries are
present at the three Kirk’s Point localities. Therefore, the Aliana Development revised the
construction plans to avoid these four locations in perpetuity.
Geophysical survey was followed by machine scraping to search for historic features and or
graves in portions of Site 41FB281 lying within the APE, and at Sites 41FB280 and
41FB304. The scraping revealed that the likelihood for graves or NRHP eligible resources
outside of the Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church (Site 41FB281) is extremely low;
however, a 30-meter buffer around the church property in the APE is recommended. The
remainder of the multicomponent site is not recommended eligible for the NRHP due to
severe impacts by prison era agriculture and low artifact density.
Test unit excavations were recommended at Sites 41FB280 and 41FB304 to further assess
integrity. The results of the testing indicated that these sites have also been deeply disturbed
by State Prison Farm agricultural practices. Sites 41FB280 and 41FB304 are therefore not
recommended eligible for the NRHP due to very poor integrity and low artifact density.
i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Between March 11, 2006 and June 6, 2007, HRA Gray & Pape, LLC of Houston, Texas
(HRA Gray & Pape) under contract with Berg Oliver Associates, Inc. (Berg Oliver)
performed eligibility testing on four archaeological sites (41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, and
41FB306) located on the Aliana Development in Fort Bend County, Texas (Figure 1).
Supplemental archival, oral historical and geophysical research to investigate Pleasant Green
Missionary Baptist Church and Cemetery; three suspected locations of Kirk’s Point
Cemetery (KP 1, KP 2 and KP 3); and to further understand modern Prison era landuse on
the approximately 827 hectares (2044 acres) of the Aliana Development property, which is
part of the former Harlem State Prison Farm, was also conducted as part of this project. All
work discussed in this report is an outgrowth of earlier cultural resource management
investigations associated with the Aliana Development (Foradas 2006) and was conducted in
order to comply with United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permitting
requirements associated with wetlands impacted during construction in the project area.
Applicable permits include USACE Individual Permit 24124 and Nationwide permit D-18168.

1.1 Project Description
The project area is located on the USGS Clodine 7.5 Minute Quadrangle map, and lies
entirely in Fort Bend County, Texas. The subject property consists of approximately 827
hectares (2044 acres) of property located approximately 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) northeast of
the town of Clodine, in Fort Bend County, Texas (Figure 1). The parcel under investigation
is situated on a rural tract of land bounded to the west by State Highway 99 (also called the
Grand Parkway) and Harlem Road; to the north by Madden Road; to the east by FM 1464
and portions of Oyster Creek, and to the south by private residences, a church, the
Houstonian Golf Course, and public property currently managed by the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice (TDCJ) Beauford H. Jester State Prison Farm (Jester Prison Farm) (Hardin
2001). The entire parcel, which is now the proposed Aliana Development (Figures 2 and 3)
is private property owned by David Chang, was previously owned by TDCJ and utilized by
the Jester State Prison Farm.
It should be noted that the project area surrounds a small 0.8-hectare (2.1 acre) rectangular
parcel owned by the Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church (Figure 3). Access to the
church is along an easement through the Aliana Development property leading south from
Madden Road (Figure 3). The church is not considered part of the project area; however, it
contains a historic Freedmen’s cemetery whose boundaries were clearly platted during this
study. In addition, existing plat maps provided by the State of Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) (TxDOT 1999:Sheets 1 and 3) indicate that the
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Figure Created in ArcGIS 10.4 for HRA Gray & Pape, LLC Project #276.00 & 277.00 on 07-03-18.
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Figure 2. Illustrative Master Plan for the Aliana Development at the end of Intensive
Pedestrian Survey showing Archaeological Workspaces for Eligibility Testing and
Grave Survey (adapted from Foradas 2006:Figure 11)
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Figure 3. Overview of Eligibility Testing and Graves Survey Investigations in the
Aliana Development.
Areas Outside Workspaces are Currently Cleared for
Construction under the Comprehensive Cultural Resources Management Plan
(CCRMP)
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gravel access road in the easement to the church and the current church parking lot north of
the church are considered part of the project area. Determining whether graves from Pleasant
Green Missionary Baptist Church Cemetery were likely to be present in the current project
area was one goal of this project.
The entire project area is being developed for use as a residential and commercial
development that will be called the Aliana Development (Figure 3). The proposed
development will include clearing and grading, excavation, infilling, street and utility line
construction. Wetland mitigation efforts will result in the excavation of several large
drainages and detention basins across the property several of which will be converted to
wetlands (Appendix A). Some of this construction has already started and is being
monitored under a Comprehensive Cultural Resources Management Plan (CCRMP)
developed for the project by HRA Gray & Pape in consultation with the USACE and the
Texas Historical Commission (THC) (Appendix A).
Based on these plans, the Area of Potential Effects (APE) for this project was defined as all
property within the Aliana Development. APE depth was considered to extend to culturally
sterile strata in areas where artificial watercourses, detention basins, proposed roadways,
utility easements and commercial developments are to be constructed (Figure 3). It should
be noted that APE depth is not anticipated to exceed more than 1 meter (3 feet) in residential
lots outside the areas stated above, but may be deeper in areas where roads, infrastructure,
and commercial developments are planned (Figure 3).
The project area includes land that was intensely utilized as a prison work farm since the
1880s (Carpenter 2001a; Foradas 2006:20-30; TxDOT 1999:Sheets 1, 3 and 4).
Consequently, extensive disturbance due to plowing, tilling, harvesting, and channelization
of natural drainages was anticipated in the shallow zone across much of the parcel.
Drainage on the 827-hectare (2044-acre) parcel consists of Red Gully, an intermittent
tributary of Oyster Creek, in the northeastern portion of the project area; and Oyster Creek,
which bisects the western half of the project area (Figure 2). Two large oxbows are also
present in the parcel, as are remnants of several older roads visible on early maps and more
recent aerial imagery (compare Mowery et al. 1960:sheet 18; Pressler 1865; TSHD 1936;
USGS 1930a-b, 1982, 1995, 2002; 2006a-b). Well-maintained drainage ditches are found
along Madden Road to the north, FM 1464 to the east, Texas State Highway 99 (The Grand
Parkway) to the west, and elsewhere on the parcel. Smaller drainages consist of partially
eroded ditches that were part of the prison farm or possibly older plantation drainage
systems.
At the time of this project much of the property was still being leased by its current owners
for the production of hay, row crops, and raising of cattle. Construction being monitored
under the CCRMP and earlier temporary agreements included borehole testing across the
project, drilling of a gas well and a water well, filling, and excavation of several artificial
watercourses. The construction was taking place outside of archaeological workspaces, in
areas already cleared for construction under the CCRMP (Figures 2 and 3).
5

1.2 Organization of the Report
This report is organized into eight numbered sections. Section I provides an overview of the
project. Overviews of the environmental setting and geomorphology of the project area were
provided in the report of results of the intensive pedestrian survey of the Aliana Development
that recommended further work at Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, 41FB306, and at
potential Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations KP 1, KP 2 and KP 3 (Foradas 2006:90-92).
Therefore, Section II presents an overview of the methodology of eligibility testing and other
post-intensive-pedestrian-survey-investigations in the project area. Section III presents the
results of eligibility testing investigations at Site 41FB280. Section IV presents the results of
eligibility testing investigations at Site 41FB281. Section V presents the results of eligibility
testing investigations at Site 41FB304. Section VI presents the results of preliminary
investigations at Site 41FB306 and the three potential Kirks Point cemetery locations (KP 1,
KP 2 and KP 3) that led to a recommendation for avoidance of further testing at these sites,
and protection of these sites as green spaces in perpetuity. Section VII summarizes the
results of Supplemental Investigations conducted at the THC and USACE’s recommendation
elsewhere on the Aliana Parcel. Section VIII summarizes the results and recommendations
of this project.
There are five lettered Appendices in the report.
Appendix A: Project Related
Correspondence includes various project construction plans, the Comprehensive Cultural
Resources Management Plan for the Aliana Development, a Site Avoidance Plan for Site
41FB306 and the Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations (Foradas 2007); and other relevant
correspondence.
Appendix B, Supplemental Ethnohistorical Data, contains historic
documentation and notes of interviews about the Knight and Cartwright Plantations, Kirks
Point, Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church and Cemetery (Site 41FB281) and the
Harlem and Jester Prison Farms. Much of this documentation was provided by Mr. Robert
Crosser (2007a-b), the THC Section 6 Archaeological Steward, and is used with his
permission. Appendix C includes a report on geophysical surveys of Sites 41FB280,
41FB281, 41FB304, 41FB306 and the three potential Kirks Point cemetery locations (KP 1,
KP 2 and KP 3) by Henning (2006) and other geophysical data (from Crosser and Greg 2007)
and geotechnical maps of test boring locations. Appendix D contains a table of prehistoric
artifacts recovered from Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, 41FB306 and other noneligible sites on the Aliana Development. Appendix E contains a table of historic artifacts
recovered from Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, and 41FB304 and other sites on the Aliana
Development.
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to all of these individuals.
Archaeological and ethnoarchaeological fieldwork for these stages of the project took place
from May 11, 2006 to June 6, 2007 and required a total of approximately 3,114 person hours
to complete. All fieldwork for this project was directed by Senior Principal Investigator
James Foradas; assisted by Principal Investigators Juliet Christy Michael and Tom Fugate;
Archaeologist Rebecca Sick; Field Director Jeremy Mangum; Crew Chiefs Kerry McGuire
and Robert Rome; and Archaeological Technicians Julia Balakirova, Craig Cosby, Glen
Wagner, Martha Jane Steele, Jessica Campbell, Charles Bludau, Amanda Simmons, and
Robert Beckwith. Osteological analyses were conducted by Kristy Turner, Rebecca Sick,
Melinda Mendoza-Scott, and Tony Scott in the field and if necessary in HRA Gray & Pape’s
laboratory. Ethnohistorical and archival research was conducted by James G. Foradas
assisted by Robert Rome and Ann Scott. Preliminary laboratory processing of artifacts in
HRA Gray & Pape’s Houston laboratory was supervised by Archaeologist Rebecca Sick,
assisted by Melissa Murphy and many of the field technicians mentioned above. Further
artifact analyses and preparations of artifacts for curation were conducted at HRA Gray &
Pape’s Archaeological Laboratory in Cincinnati, Ohio. Laboratory analyses were performed
by Laboratory Analyst Dr. Donald Miller assisted by Laboratory Supervisor Eric Edelbrock,
Technical Specialist Melissa Gruner, and Laboratory Technicians Joshua Haddix and Emily
L. Wicks
James Hughey served as Project Manager. Graphics were produced by Tony Scott, Glen
Wagner, and Julia Balakirova. Report text was written by James Foradas and Rebecca Sick.
The report was edited by James Hughey and Madonna Ledford, and produced by Melinda
Mendoza-Scott assisted by Melissa Murphy.
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It should also be noted that the cover photograph for this report, which shows Boss Hollis
and several inmates apparently discussing produce in the garden of the Harlem Prison Farm
(ca. 1952) is a scan of an original photograph on file at the Texas Prison Museum, Inc., and is
used with their permission. A number of other photographs in their files and exhibits were
useful for understanding prison era landscape modifications and daily life.
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2.0 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Cultural resources investigations on the Aliana Development started with an intensive
pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006) designed to identify and assess preliminarily cultural
resources that may be impacted by the proposed project, as well as to assess effects to
cultural resources impacted by construction activities initiated by this project. Throughout
this process correspondence with the USACE and the THC (both at their main office in
Austin, Texas, and with the Section 6 Steward in Fort Bend County) resulted in a staged
approach to fieldwork. This section focuses on discussion of the methodology for various
stages of the project, beyond the intensive pedestrian survey.

2.1 Research Design
The project area is situated on 827 hectares (2044 acres) of land proposed for development
along Oyster Creek. Activities associated with this undertaking will consist of the
construction of residential and commercial properties and associated road and utility
easements. The archaeological survey project area is defined as all property within the
proposed project boundaries.
A key factor in creating a strategy for sampling a project area is in developing a predictive
model whereby testing can be concentrated most efficiently in areas with the greatest
potential for containing intact cultural resources. These models are based on soil and
topographic characteristics, including variations in elevation, distance to existing or remnant
water sources, and plant communities. Generally, these include areas located near existing
watercourses on higher topographic landforms containing well-drained, sandy soils.
These models serve as heuristic devices that assists researchers in devising sampling
strategies best suited for collecting data in given environmental settings. Based on the results
of previous studies, the predictive model developed for this project area, indicated that
undisturbed areas on higher topographic landforms near Oyster Creek held the highest
potential for containing intact cultural resources.

2.2 Literature Review and Site File Research Strategy
Additional documentary research was conducted in order to provide an understanding of the
development and history of Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304 and 41FB306 as well as that
of the Kirks Point Cemetery and the Knight Plantation in general. This research was used to
supplement the overview history of the area provided in the intensive pedestrian survey
report (Foradas 2006), and added to our understanding of the contextual framework of Fort
Bend County’s prehistory and history. It should also be noted that the THC recommended
additional research to assess the origin and use of the modern landscape on the parcel by the
TDCJ. This latter research was conducted concurrently with other fieldwork.
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2.3 Methodology
The Aliana project area consists of approximately 827 hectares (2044 acres) of land. As
such, a variety of field methods were utilized to examine the project area as appropriate
dependent on a number of factors. These factors include but are not limited to the presence
of known archaeological sites, the presence of favorable soils, high areas, and areas where
ethnographic informants indicated that historic-era sites may be present.
During the intensive pedestrian survey portion of this project, archaeological methods
employed included pedestrian survey augmented by systematic shovel testing (Foradas
2006:31-33). In areas where surface visibility allowed for an examination of the ground
surface, a surface inspection was conducted. Linear transects were utilized to facilitate
survey activities within the limits of the entire survey area. Based on information collected
during the intensive pedestrian survey, it was determined that several areas within the Aliana
Development project area contained archeological sites that might possess the qualities of
significance based on the criteria of evaluation for eligibility for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and as a Texas State Archaeological Landmark (SAL).
If there were portions of the project area were not examined or not examined fully at the time
of the original survey, the same methods were applied in order to maintain consistent data
collection methods for the duration of the project
As a result of the initial survey, a total of four sites (41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, and
41FB306) were recommended for National Register of Historic Places Eligibility testing
under Criteria A, B, or D which are described in USDA (1982). In order to test these
different sites effectively and appropriately, a staged approach was utilized. The
methodology of the intensive pedestrian survey has already been described in Foradas
(2006:31-33), and is defined herein as Stage 1 of these project stages, a summary of which is
presented below. For further information on previously submitted and reviewed portions of
this project, please see Foradas (2006) and the CCRMP in Appendix A.
2.3.1 Stage 1A: Supplemental Archival and Oral Historical Research

Archival Research
A series of archival sources were identified during the initial intensive pedestrian survey
(Foradas 2006:20-30). These sources were further investigated in order to gain a more
detailed understanding of historical events concerning Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304
and 41FB306 and Kirk’s Point cemetery. The chain of title for these sites, which was started
during the intensive pedestrian survey, was completed using Fort Bend County archives
(Office of the Fort Bend County Clerk (1836, 1838, 1850, 1857a-b, 1859, 1876). Sources to
be investigated during this search included deeds and records on file in the Office of the Fort
Bend County Tax Assessor, the memoirs of Clarence R. Wharton, historic correspondence
preserved by members of the Knight and Kirk families, records of the Freedmen’s Bureau,
Texas Department of Criminal Justice, and other State and Federal Agencies concerning the
parcels. Local newspapers and genealogical records were also be consulted to learn more
about individuals and events associated with the parcel.
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Oral History
A number of ethnographic informants familiar with the history of the sites were contacted
during the Phase I portion of the project. These individuals were contacted for additional
information regarding the history of the sites and for additional references familiar with these
sites. Oral historical research of tenant farmers and TDCJ corrections personnel focused on
the understanding of prison era land use and detailed mapping of modern disturbances.
Interviews of Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church parishioners, Fort Bend Museum,
Fort Bend County Archaeological Society, Fort Bend County Genealogical Society and other
individuals familiar with these parcels focused on identifying the location of graves, historic
habitations and other activity loci. Interviews of individuals familiar with possible location
of Kirks Point cemetery were conducted in order to identify and delineate possible locations
of Kirk’s Point along Oyster Creek.

Remote Sensing and Cartographic Analyses
Over the past century various surveys and flyovers of this part of Fort Bend County have
produced a series of aerial photographs and multispectral images, as well as maps that show
surface and near surface features now obscured by over a century of prison agriculture.
These photos and any other early aerial imagery and maps available, as well as studies of
more recent infra red and other imagery were used to identify subsurface anomalies from the
air that might be related to buried surface features. Images and maps used in these analyses
included: American Soil Conservation Service (ASCS) aerial photographs ASCS (1941,
1958); various Fort Bend County, Texas, maps including Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) flood zone maps (Fort Bend County 2007a), false color Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) topographic maps (Fort Bend County 2007a), and county soil maps
(Mowery et al. 1960:Sheets 12 and 18); National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP)
aerial photographs (NAIP 2005); National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) maps of the
project area (NCSS 2006); Texas State Highway Department (TSHD) road maps (TSHD
1936); Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) aerial photographs (TxDOT 1978,
1989a), plat maps (TxDOT 1999), and the TxDOT Houston District Potential Archaeological
Liability Map (Houston – PALM) in Abbott (2001:Figure 66); and United States Geological
Survey (USGS) topographic maps, aerial photographs, and multispectral images (USGS
1930a-b, 1941, 1965, 1982, 1995, 2002; 2006a-b). In some instances, these documents were
viewed along with ethnographic informants to determine if they recognized any of the
features visible on them that had not been previously identified.
2.3.2 Stage 1B Workspace Preparation

Consultation with the Project Engineer
HRA Gray & Pape consulted with the Project Engineer and Berg Oliver to obtain project
blueprints and the construction schedule for all parts of the project area, and to plat
temporary workspaces that would be constructed around Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304,
41FB306 and suspected cemetery locations north of Oyster Creek. Once the construction
outside archaeological workspaces was approved under the CCRMP or earlier agreements
(Appendix A), the construction schedule guided the investigation schedule. Critical
construction component sites were evaluated first, and sites scheduled for later construction
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were evaluated last. A safety plan appropriate for conditions inside and around each
archaeological workspace was also developed as part of an overall site safety plan. Due to
the rural nature of the project area, and its location on an active farm and construction site
near several TDCJ prison facilities, the safety plan developed included contacting the client,
the TDCJ offices at Jester Prison Farm 3, and the tenant farmers in certain emergency
situations.

Temporary Workspace Construction around Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304
and 41FB306; and along the north bank of Oyster Creek.
Temporary workspaces were defined around Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304 and
41FB306, and along the north bank of Oyster Creek (Foradas 2006:Figure 11; Figures 2 and
3). Each temporary workspace boundary was defined and marked by the Principal
Investigator in compliance with THC guidelines concerning buffer zones around unmarked
cemeteries. Access to the workspaces was via existing roads and trails. As there was no
construction in progress near any of the workspaces a professional fencing contractor did not
have to erect temporary fencing during fieldwork. At the request of the Principal
Investigator, portions of workspaces were mowed by the client to remove grass and brambles
from certain sites. Mowing was particularly important in areas that were to be subjected to
GPR survey, which requires close contact between the ground and the GPR antenna
(Henning 2006 in Appendix C).
2.3.3 Stage 2A: Establishing Site Grids

Establishing Site Datums
A temporary site datum, typically consisting of a long wooden stake was placed at each of
the four archaeological sites, and mapped in place using real-time kinematic global
positioning system (RTK-GPS) equipment. The GPS coordinates of each site datum and at
least one temporary benchmark for later total station use were recorded in a shapefile that can
be used to map the location of geophysical anomalies archaeological features. Each site
datum was placed so that a metric grid oriented to cardinal directions could be placed over
each site and so data derived during various stages of investigation could be correlated in a
Geographic Information System.

Identifying High and Low Potential Areas at Each Site
Ethnographic informant data and data from previously excavated shovel tests (Foradas
2006:Tables 5-6, 12, 14, Appendix C) was used to subdivide each site surface into high and
low potential areas. High potential areas were defined as areas where historic materials were
found overlying prehistoric materials in subplowzone strata in shovel tests and or test
trenches. Such areas indicated a higher potential for stratified deposits and for overall site
integrity. Low potential areas were defined as areas where mixing of historic and prehistoric
materials was evident to a great depth in shovel tests and trenches.
Similarly, high cultural resource density areas are areas where artifact counts, particularly
counts of diagnostic artifacts and other artifacts indicating Mid-Nineteenth Century domestic
debris (e.g. midden, or other domestic refuse concentration) were detected; preferably in
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subplowzone context. The net result was that the portions of the site where there was a
higher potential to produce evidence about pre-Prison, Plantation and Reconstruction Era (ca.
1830-1890) activities on the site became the focus of geophysical research, and if warranted
subsequent excavations.

Pre- and Post-CCRMP Monitoring of Soil Borings and other Drilling
Twenty machine-excavated 7.62-centimeter (3-inch), 7.6-meter (25 feet) deep geotechnical
engineering soil borings had been collected by the Aliana Development from several
locations on the Aliana Development in November of 2005 (Appendix C). This took place
about the time HRA Gray & Pape started initial intensive pedestrian survey background
research and fieldwork at the Aliana Development (Foradas 2006:1). The purpose of these
twenty test borings was to evaluate soil stability and other engineering factors in order to
facilitate construction planning.
At the request of the THC and the USACE all soil boring taking place after that date was
subjected to real time monitoring by archaeologists. The methodology for monitoring soil
borings was developed and used successfully by HRA Gray & Pape on other projects
(Pickering et al. 2006:20-22).
Between October 31 and November 5, a total of 107 additional engineering test borings were
machine excavated by the Aliana Development to depths of 4.5 meters (15 feet) to 10.7
meters (50 feet) in various parts of the project area (Appendix C). Project supervisory
personnel accompanied the test boring crew during the drilling operation and examined test
borings for cultural material and soil-sediment characteristics. Data from all of the test
borings were used to help reconstruct the local geomorphology and to assess the potential for
deeply buried cultural materials across the project area given previous geoarchaeological
investigations in and near the project area (Abbott 2001; Aronow 2005; Barnes 1992;
Foradas 2006:20-30, appendix B, figure 4; Mowery et al. 1960; Van Siclen 1991).
Test boring (Plate 1) consisted of a combination of machine augering and push coring using a
truck-mounted 7.62-centimeter (3-inch) diameter machine auger/cased core. Well drilling
such as that at the modern water well drilled under the CCRMP in the northeast corner of the
Aliana Development (Figure 2) was much more labor intensive and was aimed at installation
of a much wider well casing (Plates 2 and 3).
In the case of test borings, soil-sediment samples were obtained by the engineering test
boring crew at various depths measured in English units (e.g. feet). The depth of test boring
samples was selected by the project engineer. Water well drill tailings from known depths
were removed from the drill hole area by a bulldozer and discarded near the well hole in
discrete piles based on depth. A fraction of the soil and sediment recovered from each testboring sample not slated for engineering tests; and from the water well drilling was screened
through ¼-inch mesh cloth in a manner identical to that of soil recovered from shovel tests
during intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006). Test boring tailings between sample
depths were also sampled and screened through ¼-inch mesh cloth.
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Plate 1. Engineering borehole testing and monitoring in progress on
the Aliana Development, view is to the west.

Plate 3. Water well drill hole, note dark Lake Charles clay soil overlying
lighter colored Pleistocene-aged Beaumont formation sediments,
view is to the north and down.

HRA Gray & Pape # 276.00

Plate 2. Water well drilling and monitoring in progress on the Aliana
Development, view is to the north.

Strata in the drill holes were recorded using standard methods of soil description used in
shovel tests and test trenches on this project (e.g. Foradas 2006; Vogel 2002) and compared
with existing descriptions of the stratigraphy of local soils and sediments (Abbott 2001;
Aronow 2005; Barnes 1992; Foradas 2006:20-30, appendix B, figure 4; Mowery et al 1960;
Van Siclen 1991). Geoarchaeological sampling of test borings and wells was terminated
after culturally sterile Pleistocene age strata identified from earlier investigations (Foradas
2006:Appendix B) had been penetrated. This typically occurred at a maximum depth of 1.83
(6 feet); however due to the nature of the test boring samples, tailings recovered at depths of
up to 2.44 meters (8 feet) were screened, and in some instances deeper sediments were
described to further evaluate geomorphology.
2.3.4 Stage 2B: Geophysical Survey
Two types of geophysical survey were conducted on this project. The first of these was
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) Survey, which was conducted at all four sites being
evaluated and to search for graves (Henning 2006). The second was Soil Conductivity
Survey (SCM), which was used at the three possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations along
Oyster Creek (Crosser and Gregg 2007). The methodology developed for using these
geophysical methods for this project is described below. Plates 4 and 5 illustrate how data is
collected using the GPR and SCM, respectively, in the field.

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) Survey
The deep sandy Kenney loam soils and Fordtran loam soils underlying Sites 41FB280,
41FB281 and 41FB304 are ideal for Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) survey to search for
subsurface features. In the project area these soils developed on sandy paleolevees of the
ancestral Brazos River and are underlain by clays, sandy clays and sands of the Pleistocene
age Beaumont formation (Abbott 2001; Aronow 2005; Barnes 1992; Foradas 2006:7-11,
figure 4, table 1; Mowery et al. 1960; NCSS 2007; SSS NRCS USDA 2007; Van Siclen
1991). Norwood soils are generally younger soils developed on Quaternary alluvium of
Holocene and Pleistocene age (Abbott 2001; Aronow 2005; Barnes 1992; Mowery et al.
1960; NCSS 2007; SSS NRCS USDA 2007; Van Siclen 1991).
Along the north bank of Oyster Creek, Site 41FB306, and KP 1 and KP 2 are located on what
appears to be a paleolevee capped by Norwood soils, while KP 3 is located lower on the
floodplain of Oyster Creek (Figure 3; Foradas 2006:9-11; figure 4, table 1; Henning 2006;
Fort Bend County 2007a-b). These soils are apparently derived from red colored reworked
ancestral Brazos River system alluvium. While more clayey than the Kenney and Fordtran
series, the Norwood soils at Site 41FB306 and KP 1, KP 2 and KP 3 were still likely to be
conducive to GPR survey, even though subsurface penetration of radar was predicted to be
shallower (Henning 2006).
The Principal Investigator developed a Site Geophysical Survey Possibility Evaluation
(SGSPE) System (Foradas 1989) that can be used by archaeologists to help geophysicists to
select the best techniques for surveying a site for various subsurface cultural features.
Archaeologists fill out an SGSPE form, which is a questionnaire with questions regarding
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Plate 4. Ground penetrating radar survey methodology. Geophysicists (at
right) push the GPR cart along a survey line and record and flag
anomalies, which are mapped by the GPS crew (at left).
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Plate 6. Narrow gauge rail fragment (or connector) molded into farm
implement. Found on ground surface near the South Locus of Site
41FB280 during the GPR survey.

HRA Gray & Pape # 276.00

Plate 5. Soil conductivity survey methodology. The white, hand-held EM38B Soil Conductivity Meter is moved over a grid line, and EC records are
made at predetermined intervals using the hand-held orange data
logger (photograph courtesy of Robert Crosser and the Fort Bend
Archaeological Society).

suspect cultural feature geometry and composition, site conditions that can result in
geophysical noise, logistical concerns, and other information of relevance to geophysicists.
Using this approach the following approach to geophysical survey was selected for the sites
in the Aliana Development.
Senior Geophysicist Dr. Alison Henning of H2B Engineering, Inc. (H2B) utilized SGSPE
forms completed for each geophysical survey site by the Principal Investigator to understand
the nature of subsurface historic and prehistoric targets, and subsequently visited the sites.
From the forms and supplemental data, H2B geophysicists understood that the main
archaeological targets are at depths of 1 to 2 meters (3.3 to 6.6 feet) below the ground
surface. Primary data acquisition utilized a Sensors and Software cart-mounted 500 MHz
GPR system to quickly map large areas to locate such targets. If necessary, a 1,000 MHz
antenna was also available to map shallower features in greater detail.
All four archaeological sites (41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, 41FB306) and the three
possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations (KP 1, KP 2, KP 3) within the project area were
candidates for GPR investigation. The approach consisted of a rapid reconnaissance of
selected high potential areas in each site to determine data quality, and initial interpretation
of the data to better define any follow-up work that might be needed.
H2B surveyed parts of all four archaeological workspaces using the cart-mounted 500 MHz
GPR system and provided an initial interpretation to determine locations of interest within
archaeological sites and potential cemetery locations. Locations suspected to represent
subsurface cultural features, graves, disturbances or other features of interest were marked
with pin flags and assigned sequential anomaly numbers in the order in which they are
detected. Basic attributes of anomalies (e.g. shape, depth, source type) were recorded by the
geophysicists using their own data recorder.
Anomalies were mapped on the site grid using RTK-GPS equipment (Plate 4). This
equipment was also be used to survey shot points and site markers for topographic correction
of geophysical data. The RTK-GPS can locate positions to centimeter accuracy relative to a
local base station. Post-processing of the GPS data via OPUS (National Geodetic Survey) can
locate the base reference to centimeter accuracy.
Due to the large scale of Sites 41FB280 and 41FB281 only approximately 4% of the 48-acre
combined site area was subjected to GPR survey. The areas were determined based on
preliminary artifact density maps and included several square to rectangular blocks (referred
to as grids by the geophysicists) up to 20x20 meters (65.6x65.6 feet) in area. Geophysical
prospecting for landform analysis using a GPR equipped with a 100 MHz antenna were also
conducted along one line; however, plans to conduct shallow zone seismic survey for this
project were scrapped due to logistical considerations.

Soil Conductivity Meter (SCM) Survey
Soil electrical conductivity, which is conventionally called EC, is a measure of the ability of
soil to conduct electrical current. The EC of a given soil is expressed in units of milliSiemens
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per meter (mS/m), and generally varies locally depending on a soil’s chemical and physical
properties. Factors such as soil moisture, organic content, texture, mineralogy, and
vegetation can affect EC over a small area, and differences between cultural features and
natural soils result in EC variation that can be measured and mapped to identify subsurface
features (Catalano 2006; USACE 2007).
SCM survey fieldwork was conducted in areas at KP 1, KP 2 and KP 3 that indicated broad,
possibly grave-like GPR anomalies at each site. The SCM survey was performed by Mr.
Robert Crosser, Section 6 THC Steward, and Dr. Dick Gregg, Section 5 THC Steward
(Crosser and Gregg 2007). They used a Geonics EM-38B Soil Conductivity Meter. The EM38 works by mapping subtle differences in soil conductivity and magnetic susceptibility that
may be associated with near surface cultural features (e.g. hearths, burned areas, floors, pits)
resulting from prehistoric or historic activity.
According to Crosser and Gregg (2007) the areas to be surveyed were chosen to be
rectangular, though irregularly shaped areas can be surveyed if care is taken to record the
limits of the area. Transects were oriented along cardinal directions because the survey is
made by the operator carrying the SCM instrument along parallel transects (Plate 5).
Transects were made by following a rope laid out by helpers in the transect direction.
Spacing between transects was maintained by positioning the rope at the appropriate grid
position on two non-metallic measuring tapes along the two sides of the rectangular survey
area which were oriented perpendicular to the transect direction. The rope was moved from
one transect line to the next.
Spacing of the transects was selected to balance a desire for more detailed data (obtained by
closer spacing) with the additional time it takes to survey closely spaced areas. The spacing
between transects was 0.5 meters (19.7 inches) and the sampling rate was 2 samples per
second. This gave resolution approximately the same in both inline and perpendicular
directions.
During SCM survey, instrument operators removed all metallic objects from their persons
and calibrated the instrument. For each transect operators initiated the instrument and then
walked along the rope with a steady pace. The instrument was carried so that its long
dimension was horizontal, and aligned with the rope. Instrument height was approximately
20 centimeters (8 inches) above ground surface.
The SCM instrument works by transmitting a continuous electromagnetic signal at one end
and receiving it at the other end. Electronics in the instrument and the accompanying
recording device calculate and record the conductivity at a sampling rate set by the operator.
For the EM instrument Crosser and Gregg (2007) used the maximum rate of 2 samples per
second, which yielded approximately one sample (conductivity value) every 30 cm along the
transect. It should be noted that the rope was marked every 5 meters (16 feet) with paint. The
operator pushed a switch on the suspension handle whenever such a mark was reached. This
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recorded a "fiducial mark" along with the conductivity samples, and was used in later
processing of the data to help correct for variations in the pace of the operator. It should also
be noted that transects were walked in one direction only, not in alternating directions.
Though this required the operator to walk twice as far, it prevented asymmetry due to the
way fiducial marks are computed, which varies inversely with the data sampling rate and is
significant at 2 samples per second (Crosser and Gregg 2007). The SCM data after
correction using the fiducial marks in “*.data” file format suitable for input to Surfer£
contour mapping software as “xyz” data is included in Appendix C.
2.3.5 Stage 3. Archaeological Machine Stripping
Machine Scraping and trenching to search for historic structures and features, and potentially
intact buried horizons was conducted at Sites 41FB280, 41FB281 and 41FB304. The three
sites were largely historic, multicomponent sites that both ethnographic and archaeological
data suggested might be associated with Antebellum and Reconstruction era structures.
Machine scraping included both long trenching to assess the potential for deeply buried intact
prehistoric resources, and scraping of plowzone in sample blocks to search for historic
features.
Originally, the THC recommended use of a Gradall scraper to provide thin, flat scrapes of 20
x 20 meter (65 x 65 feet) areas. Attempts to acquire a Gradall and a pan scraper for larger
scrapes were unsuccessful due to the construction boom in the greater Houston area.
Therefore, trackhoes equipped with bladed buckets were used to scrape trenches and scrape
areas where high densities of artifacts, particularly diagnostic artifacts were detected during
intensive pedestrian survey, and where anomalies likely to represent cultural features were
identified by remote sensing or geophysical survey.
The methodology utilized for machine scraping and trenching was essentially the same with
the exception that scrape blocks were shallower and broader, while trenches were narrower
and deeper. The number and location of trenches was determined by analysis of landform,
soil maps, soil boring data, and shovel test data. All machine excavations were designed for
human entry, and applicable standards adopted by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and the Texas Health and Safety Code were observed. Every trench
excavated to depths of 120 centimeters (4 feet), or greater, was evaluated by a Competent
Person and classified as OSHA Class A, B or C. This was done to determine if trenches
could be safely entered for inspection.
The trenches varied in length but were approximately 0.6 to 1 meter (24 to 39 inches) wide
(one trackhoe bucket width). They were typically excavated to the base of culturally sterile
deposits, which locally is occurs at a maximum depth of approximately 1 to 2 meters (3 to 6
feet) across the parcel (Foradas 2006:88, Appendix B).
Samples of backfill from trenches were either hand screened through ¼-inch mesh if sandy
or loamy, or hand sifted if clay. In addition, an approximately 0.3 centimeter (0.125-inch)
screen was also used to fine-screen samples of excavated soil to search for beads and other
artifacts that might fall through the coarser mesh screen.
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During excavation, the walls and floors of the trenches were monitored for signs of artifacts
and features after each approximately 10-centimeter (4-inch) “slice” of the backhoe’s bladed
bucket. The floors and walls of trenches were cleaned with shovels and trowels, and
inspected for the presence of changes in soil color or texture potentially related to the
presence of cultural features. One wall of each trench was profiled and photographed.
Cultural features detected in trenches were mapped in plan, photographed, and if suspected to
be historic or prehistoric in origin covered for Stage 4 excavation. In some instances features
suspected to be modern fence posts and other Prison era features were cored or augered to
estimate their depth.
Typically, trench excavation proceeded in 5-meter (16 feet) strips and was halted at a depth
of less than 120 centimeters (4 feet) to map the upper soil profile. This was done to
determine if trenches could be safely entered for inspection and to measure a soil profile in
case the trench collapsed upon subsequent deeper excavation. Trench collapse was not
uncommon in the deep sandy soils at Sites 41FB280 and 41FB281. Benching was utilized to
obtain deeper trench profiles in some areas.
Scraping was conducted in a manner very similar to trenching, with the exception that
consecutive trenches were placed side by side to form scrape blocks. Scraping proceeded in
10-centimeter (4-inch) thick arbitrary levels. After each pass of the scraper, the ground
surface was examined for cultural features and artifacts. In addition, a soil sample from each
scraper bucket load equivalent to approximately 0.1 cubic meter was screened through ¼inch mesh, and an approximately 2-liter sample from each bucket load sampled was screened
through finer mesh to search for smaller ecofacts and artifacts such as slave beads, which can
go through ¼-inch screens.
The target depth of scraping was typically shallower, such as the base of the plowzone,
because the goal of scraping was to expose historic features. A variety of block sizes were
experimented with, but ultimately a 5x5 meter (16x16 feet) block proved the most
manageable to excavate given the reach of the trackhoe available. Larger blocks proved
difficult to keep level during excavation because the backhoe had to maneuver more
frequently to scrape them.
All features, diagnostic artifacts, and artifact concentrations detected during the scraping
were photographed and documented on appropriate forms, and plotted using the GPS
instrument or a total station. This resulted in a two dimensional map of cultural resource
distribution across scraped portions of the site. All features were mapped in plan. Cultural
features not determined to modern (e.g. fence posts) were covered with plastic and if
necessary partly or fully re-buried in order to protect them from the elements until they could
be hand excavated during Stage 4.
An archaeologist trained in physical anthropology and human osteology was available during
field investigations in order to identify human bone. Though no human remains were
detected during stripping, an inadvertent discovery plan included in the CCRMP (Appendix
A) specified the appropriate federal and state regulations and guidelines for inadvertent
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discovery of human remains, which would be implemented immediately. Stripping was
designed so it could continue elsewhere during any forensic investigations of human remains.
2.3.6 Stage 4: Hand Excavation of Test Units

Unit Excavation
During Stage 4 of the Aliana project, a series of hand excavated test units were placed within
the 41FB280 and 41FB304 site areas. Prior to excavation, each 1 x 1 meter (3.28 x 3.28
foot) test unit was plotted with the total station within the established grid. Each of the test
units was excavated by hand with shovel and trowel in 10 cm (3.9 in) levels within natural
strata; fill from each level was screened separately through 0.64 cm (0.25 in) hardware mesh.
For each unit level, a 10 x 10 cm block (3.9 x 3.9 in) block was fine screened in an attempt to
locate microdebitage, beads, or other tiny artifacts that may pass though 0.64 cm (0.25 in)
screen.
Plan views of the unit floors were drawn whenever a soil discoloration, soil disturbance, or
suspected features were encountered. Each unit was drawn in profile upon completion of the
excavation; two adjacent walls were drawn for each unit. As excavations took place,
photographs were taken of each level and of the wall profiles upon completion. Each test
unit was excavated to sterile soil or to a maximum depth of 1.5 meters (5 feet) in order to
prevent wall collapse and ensure safety of the excavation crew. Finally, each unit was again
plotted with the total station prior to backfilling.

Feature Excavation
Prior to excavation, all features were drawn in planview, photographed, and plotted with the
total station. Identified features were then bisected along the longest axis. Half of the feature
was then excavated in 10 cm (3.9 in) levels and fine screened; the feature was then drawn in
profile and photographed. The remaining half of the feature was then excavated and all soil
kept as a floatation sample.

2.4 Laboratory Methods
Generally, non-diagnostic artifacts were not collected during the intensive pedestrian survey
phase of the project; instead, attributes describing these materials and their archaeological
context were recorded in the field. On occasion, questionable non-diagnostics were
collected. Diagnostics were collected during this phase, and all cultural material was
collected during the evaluation phase of the project. Initial processing of recovered artifacts
included washing and sorting according to raw material category and provenience.
Provenience was maintained throughout the process by the use of a computerized field
specimen log, which in turn generated an inventory of materials recovered.
The initial steps in artifact analysis involved cataloging the assemblage. Data recorded on
each artifact include form, material, functional classification, manufacturing technology, and
attributes that are chronologically diagnostic. Material classifications are subdivided to afford
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greater flexibility and detail of inclusive data. The attributes category in the inventory
provides additional information on individual size, condition, or completeness.
In general, analyses of prehistoric cultural materials was conducted with the following
objectives: (1) identification of artifacts recognized as diagnostic of specific cultures or time
periods; (2) identification of reduction sequences represented by the lithic debitage; (3)
identification of utilized and/or retouched debitage; (4) identification of raw materials
represented among the tools and debitage; and (5) identification of recovered ceramic types.
Analyses of historical materials was conducted with the following objectives: (1)
identification of artifacts recognized as diagnostic of specific cultures or time periods with
others being listed as unidentified; (2) identification of material (e.g. glass), form (e.g.
vessel), type (e.g. olive glass), variety (e.g. double ring), and element (e.g. finish); (3)
identification of manufacturing technique, manufacturer, and manufacturing dates through
the examination of decoration and any manufacturer (maker’s) marks or other markings
present on the artifact; and (5) assignment of the artifact to an appropriate group (e.g.
personal group, domestic group, activities group, etc.).
Faunal materials recovered during this project were bone, most of which was fragmentary,
and less than 1 centimeter (0.4 inch) in length. The majority of the bone recovered is
consistent with the density of large domestic mammal bone typical of the animals known to
have been raised at Jester Prison Farm (e.g. cow, horse, pig), though minor quantities of
avian, deer, rodent and other wild animal classes were also recovered. It should also be
noted that an effort was made to determine if bone had been cut, heated, or burned.

2.5 Curation
Artifacts recovered during field investigation are temporarily stored at the Houston office of
HRA Gray & Pape. All artifacts were recovered from property that is currently privately
owned. Following the completion of this project, it is anticipated that all artifacts will be
provided to the landowners. If curation in a state repository is required, artifacts will be
prepared for curation according to guidelines specified by the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation (1983).
At the completion of fieldwork, the artifacts were appropriately cleaned and allowed to dry.
After identification, each unique artifact or group were placed in 4 mil plastic resealable
bags. Identification tags made from acid-free paper were placed with the artifacts for future
identification. Each tag contains the title of the final report, the HRA Gray & Pape project
number, an individual artifact number, full provenience information, entire artifact
description, processing date, and count.
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3.0 RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS AT SITE 41FB280
3.1 Previous Investigations at Site 41FB280
Site 41FB280 (Figure 4) lies entirely within the APE for this project (Figures 1 through 3).
The site was recorded by Carpenter (2001a, 2001b) as a large multicomponent scatter
containing both prehistoric materials associated with campsites of Early Archaic, Mossy
Grove and Late Prehistoric age, and historic materials associated with a nineteenth Century
farmstead. He delineated the site based on the distribution of surface materials, and also
excavated six shovel tests in an attempt to determine the depth of the occupations. With
respect to an assessment of integrity of the prehistoric and historic deposits, Carpenter
(2001b) noted in his site record on the Texas Archaeological Sites Atlas Online:
“no clear features could be discerned in the limited horizontal exposures provided by the
shovel tests and various natural and artificial exposures. The shovel tests encountered
relatively dense zones of historic artifacts with brick, metal, whiteware ceramics, glass etc,
but the nature and integrity of these concentrations could not be determined without opening
up larger views. Likewise, with the prehistoric materials” (Carpenter 2001b).
In his official report Carpenter (2001a) noted that Site 41FB280 is situated on a sandy natural
level of the ancestral Brazos River along what would have more recently been the north
shore of Lake Jane (Pressler 1865), and that much of the site is disturbed by construction of
linear machine cuts that may have been made for disposal of hay, and construction of other
modern structures associated with the Jester Prison Farm including livestock pens, windmills
and wells (Carpenter 2001a:21-25, Figures 5.4-5.5 and 5.7). Carpenter (2001a:36-37)
indicated that modern disturbances to the site combined with sandy bioturbated soils left a
low potential for intact materials to be present and recommended the site not eligible for the
NRHP. However, this conclusion has to be considered in light of the large extent of the site;
the excavation of only six shovel tests (four of which were positive) during its delineation
(Carpenter 2001a:Figure 5.10); and Carpenter’s (2001b) earlier comments (cited above)
regarding the need to open up larger views to definitively assess the integrity of cultural
deposits at the site.
Site 41FB280 (Figure 6b) was subjected to further investigation when several ethnographic
informants (Bono 2006; Hughes 2006) indicated the area was the site of the old slave
quarters of the plantation that was here before the prison. These same informants indicated
that to their recollection the site area had only been plowed once since the 1970s, in order to
plant Bermuda grass (Bono 2006). According to one of the tenant farmers (Bono 2006), the
sandy soils on the ridge are not suitable for planting other crops and that is why the area was
used for pasture, animal pens, and habitations. Bono added that this was a pattern typical of
agricultural settlements in the area, which placed a premium on highly productive
bottomland.
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Figure 4. Overview of Geophysical and Cultural Resources Investigations at Site
41FB280
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Based on the ethnographic data, and knowing that only the minimum number of shovel tests
had been excavated during previous delineation of the site (Carpenter 2001a-b) the site was
subjected to intensive pedestrian survey to determine if portions of the site might be intact,
and to better establish the site boundaries (Figure 6b). A total of 228 shovel tests placed
along Segment 3A Transects A through Y spaced at 30-meter (100-feet) intervals, and five
test trenches (Site 41FB280 Test Trenches 41FB280-1 through 41FB280-5) were excavated
at the site (Foradas 2006:Figure 6b).
A total of 38 shovel tests were positive only for prehistoric artifacts, and 39 produced only
historic artifacts. Another 34 shovel tests produced both historic and prehistoric artifacts,
and in 14 of these tests there was evidence that the site may be stratified into pre-ceramic and
ceramic prehistoric levels that extended from 0 to 120 centimeters (0 to 48 inches) in depth.
The distribution of positive historic and prehistoric tests indicated that potentially intact
prehistoric occupation surfaces may be present below the plowzone, and that several historic
and prehistoric activity loci may be present at the site. These hypotheses were supported by
five test trenches excavated at the site during the intensive pedestrian survey. One test
produced only historic materials, and another only prehistoric materials. The remaining three
trenches produced both historic and prehistoric materials that were in apparent stratified
context in two trenches and disturbed by a modern cow burial in the third. The artifacts
recovered from these tests and later investigations are listed in Appendices D and E.
Positive prehistoric tests produced over 250 prehistoric artifacts (Foradas 2006:Appendix C)
including a Transitional Archaic period (circa A.D. 200) Darl dart point (Turner and Hester
1993:101), two large chert bifaces, six pottery fragments, 237 fragments of debitage, burned
clay and burned bone. The Darl point, a type more commonly found in central Texas, was
recovered from a plowzone context. However, two large late stage bifaces and debitage of
an olive colored chert were recovered from apparently intact deeper context at depths of 90
to 100 centimeters (35 to 39 inches). Some prehistoric pottery, which was largely
fragmentary and composed entirely of body sherds of grog tempered and sand tempered plain
wares, was recovered at depths of up to 95 centimeters (38 inches) below surface. Grog
tempered pottery in the region dates to the Late Prehistoric period, and sand tempered wares
are found throughout the Ceramic and Prehistoric periods (cf. Ricklis 2004:Table 6.11).
Over 360 historic artifacts were recovered during pedestrian survey at Site 41FB280 (Foradas
2006:Appendix C) including: over 10 cut nails; 2 buttons; 2 clear glass machine made bottle
finishes; 52 fragments of glass (mostly clear bottle glass, but including small quantities of
windowpane, and brown, amethyst, green, and milk vessel glass); 14 whiteware dish
fragments; 10 fragments of stoneware some of which was glazed and appeared to be
crockery; 70 metal fragments including what appear to be round and cut nail fragments,
fence staples, horse shoe tacks, large fence staples or u-shaped nails, wire, and possible chain
fragments; over 200 brick fragments some of which do not resemble the modern prison-made
varieties visible in an extant livestock watering trough; and fragments of mortar or other
masonry. A large fragment of furnace slag was also recovered on the surface. One cut nail is
a whole specimen of what appears to be a Type 7 cut nail using the Edwards and Wells
(1993) nail classification system. Such nails were in use in Louisiana between 1834 and
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1848 but continued to be used into the late Nineteenth Century (Edwards and Wells
1993:Figure 69).
In general some of the historic materials recovered from the site were consistent with
habitation debris for the 1840-1890 pre-Prison Farm Era occupations expected to be at the
site based on ethnographic informant accounts and previous investigations. Much but not all
of the brick appeared to be twentieth Century material and resembled the type of brick used
by the TDCJ to construct feeding troughs in the 1970s (c.f. Konicki and Foradas 2005), one
of which is still present on the site.
The ecofacts detected in excavations included small quantities of oyster and clamshell
(probably imported road gravel materials), two fragments of cut medium mammal bone, and
numerous fragments of domestic cow bone. Disarticulated skeletons of entire cows were
found in two modern cow burials and not collected. Since skeletons of cows were visible on
the surface in Segment 4 (above) it was assumed that portions of Site 41FB280 may have
been recently used to dispose of cattle carcasses. Dunk (2006) and Hudson (2006) indicated
a number of cows that died of various natural causes were buried there in past three decades
when the property was prison owned, but field crew observed that more recent tenants let the
vultures scavenge the carcasses, explaining the cow skeletons found on the surface.
Based on the results of intensive pedestrian survey the boundaries of Site 41FB280 were
changed from those originally platted (Figures 1 and 4). The site was also subdivided into
three loci: the South, Central, and West Loci, respectively, based on the results of shovel
testing. Portions of these loci were thought to contain intact historic and or prehistoric
components at subplowzone levels (Foradas 2006:Figure 6b).
Eligibility testing was recommended for Site 41FB280 because the results of shovel testing
and trenching (Table 1) indicated some parts of the site might be stratified, and because
ethnographic informants indicated the potential that a mid-Nineteenth Century historic
settlement associated with Knight plantation might be present there. HRA Gray & Pape’s
recommendations reversed the recommendations of Carpenter (2001c) for no further work at
the site which were conflicting and based on a small sample of shovel tests (Carpenter 2001a,
c). It was noted that HRA Gray & Pape’s recommendations did not constitute a post-review
discovery, which would automatically necessitate data recovery investigations. This was
because HRA Gray & Pape’s recommendations were the first to be made for the parcel under
application of the Section 106 Process (King 1998) to the property, and resulted from an
application for Nationwide and Individual USACE Permits on the Aliana Development.

3.2 Results of Stage 1A: Supplemental Background Research
Due to the factors discussed above, additional background research including oral historical
research was conducted concerning Site 41FB280. Informants for this stage of the
background research at Site 41FB280 included Mr. Robert Crosser (2007), THC Section 6
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Table 1. Intensive Pedestrian Survey Data Summary Table Used for Estimating Location of Potentially Stratified Deposits at Site 41FB280 (Part 1, West and Central Loci).
Transect D
Shovel Test # and Relative Location

11

Depth (cm)

10

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

9

P

8

P
P
P
P

7

6
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P

Transect E

5

4

3

2

1

12

13

M

P
P
P
P

P

PH
PH
PH
PH
PH

P
P
P
P

PH

14
H
H
H
H

15
H
H

16
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

P

17

18

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

19

20

21

22

H

23
H

P

PD

P

WEST LOCUS
Shovel Test # and Relative Location

14

Depth (cm)

13

12 11W
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
PD

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

7

6

5

P
H

4

3
PH
PH
PH
PH
PH
PH

PH

2

1

8
P
PH

H
H
PH
PH
PH

9
P
P
P
P
P
P

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

19

20

21

5

6

7

x

5

6

H
H

H
P

P
P

H

H
PD
E

Transect F
Shovel Test # and Relative Location

11

10

9

Depth (cm)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

P
P
P
P

8
cow burial
P
P
PE
E
E

7

PD

6

PH

5

4

P

3

P
P
H
H
H
H

2

1

H
PH
H

12

PH
PH

13

14

CP1
PH
PH
PH
PH
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

PH
PH
PH
PH
PH

CP2
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

CP3

CP4

15

16

17

H
H
H

18
P
PM
H

P

P
H
P
P
Transect G

CENTRAL LOCUS
KEY TO TABLE:
Shovel Tests are placed on the table in their relative position to each other across the site, with north at the top of the page.
Each block (below) represents a summary of materials recovered (if any) from each 10 centimeter (4 inch) level within a test.
Areas where Prehistoric (P) materials were found underlying Historic (H) materials were predicted to have a higher potential to be stratified.
M
MODERN MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM LEVEL
H
HISTORIC MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM LEVEL
PH
PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM LEVEL
P
ONLY PREHISTORIC MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM LEVEL
NO FINDS IN LEVEL
NODIG
TEST NOT DUG

Shovel Test # and Relative Location

1

Depth (cm)

10 HM
20 HM
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

2

3
HM
HM

4
H
H
P

P

Transect H
Shovel Test # and Relative Location
Depth (cm)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
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1

2
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG

3

4
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG

Table 1. Intensive Pedestrian Survey Data Summary Table Used for Estimating Location of Potentially Stratified
Deposits at Site 41FB280 (Part 2, South Locus).
Transect O
Shovel Test # and Relative Location

1

Depth (cm)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

P
P
P
P

2

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

H
H
H
H
H
H
P

Transect P
Shovel Test # and Relative Location
Depth (cm)

11

10

9

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

1

2

P
P
P
P

6

7

8

H
H

HE
P
P
P
P

H

SOUTH LOCUS

Transect Q
Shovel Test # and Relative Location

8

Depth (cm)

10
20 H
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

7

1

2

3

H
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

H

4

5

6

4

5

P

Transect R
Shovel Test # and Relative Location

8

Depth (cm)

7

1

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

2

3

H

H
H

6
M

H
P

Transect S
Shovel Test # and Relative Location
Depth (cm)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

10

9

8

1

2

3

4

5

M

PH
PE

PH
PH
PH
PH
PH

H
H
H

P

6
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG
NODIG

KEY TO TABLE:
Shovel Tests are placed on the table in their relative position to each other across the site, with north at the top of the page.
Each block (below) represents a summary of materials recovered (if any) from each 10 centimeter (4 inch) level within a test.
Areas where Prehistoric (P) materials were found underlying Historic (H) materials were predicted to have a higher potential to be stratified.
M
MODERN MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM LEVEL
H
HISTORIC MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM LEVEL
PH
PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM LEVEL
P
ONLY PREHISTORIC MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM LEVEL
NO FINDS IN LEVEL
NODIG
TEST NOT DUG
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Archaeological Steward; Mr. James Davis, former Agricultural Supervisor on the Jester Prison
Farm; Mr. Gary Love (2007), former Corrections Officer on Jester prison Farm and field
supervisor of soil boring operations on the Aliana parcel; and the Rev. Kervis Martin (2007)
senior pastor of Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church.
During soil boring monitoring (below) at the site, Love (2007) indicated that there were “cows
buried all over this place” particularly in and near the West Locus. Mr. Davis (2007) later
indicated that epidemics among herds were largely responsible for the origin of cow burials.
Both of these informants also shed light on the origin, geometry and use of modern TDCJ silage
pits (McDonald et al. 1991) whose footprint was still visible on the ground surface at the time of
this study (Davis 2007; Love 2007). Details concerning the silage pits are discussed further in
Section VII of this report. Based on the ethnographic data, aerial image analysis, and earlier
investigations in this area, the approximately 0.8 hectare (2 acre) silage pit area (Figure 4),
originally fenced off by the TDCJ, was determined to be too disturbed to contain intact cultural
resources. Work focused on other parts of the site that appeared less disturbed.

3.3 Results of Phase II, Stage 2: Geophysical Prospecting
Henning (2006:4-5, Figures 3-5, Tables 1-3) (Appendix C) focused her GPR survey on three
parts of this site. These included: the West Windmill Area, west of the cattle pens in the Central
Locus; an area east of the cattle pens; and an area in the South Locus nicknamed the “Grassy
Knoll” by field technicians, which produced a number of diagnostic historic artifacts during
intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006:Figure 6b, Appendix C). Targets of Henning’s survey
at Site 41FB280 included old wells, cisterns, and other historic structural and refuse features
expected at a mid-Nineteenth Century archeological site. It was also desired to detect areas of
disturbed and intact soil horizons with the GPR.
Henning (2006:Figure 3, Table 2) summarizes the interpretation of the GPR data from the West
Windmill area. A dense cluster of anomalies east of the windmill was identified on closely
spaced (1-meter [3.2-foot]) grid lines, some of which appeared to represent metal pipe
connecting the cistern near the windmill to the cistern in the cattle pen. The north and south
central portions of Henning’s (2006) three regional lines showed an intact horizon at a depth of
approximately 0.9 to 1.2 meters (3 to 4 feet) that extended under the dense cluster of anomalies
east of the windmill.
Henning (2006:Figure 4, Table 3) acquired GPR data along three regional lines and one 10x10
meter (30x30 foot) grid. Twelve significant anomalies were recommended for excavation, with
the majority being detected at depths of 30 to 76 centimeters (1 to 2.5 feet). Additionally,
Henning (2006:Figure 5, Table 3) acquired GPR data along three regional lines and one 10x10
meter (30x30 foot) grid in the South Locus. The geophysical survey identified a number of
anomalies on the grid lines which were associated with breaks in a soil horizon, and only
identified intact horizons on two regional lines and in portions of the grid (Figure 4).
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During the survey the crew also discovered a 15-centimeter (6-inch) long piece of narrow gauge
railroad track on the surface near the start of regional Line 9-28. This rail fragment had been
modified into some sort of implement as shown in Plate 6. Along with narrow gauge railroad
spikes detected during the intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006:Plate 6e-3) this implement
suggests that there may be some truth to hypotheses regarding the presence of an “Iron Rail
settlement” or narrow gauge railroads on the prison farm (Foradas 2006; Hudson 2006a).
3.4 Results of Phase II, Stage 3: Machine Scraping
Based on the results of the shovel testing, geophysical prospecting, surface observations, and
ethnographic information, it was determined that some portions of the project area may contain
deeply buried deposits. It was also determined that this portion of the project area would benefit
by exposing larger, shallow areas in order to look for features. While other site areas were
explored using a standardized grid system, for Site 41FB280 a paleolevee landform was
followed. As such, the northings and eastings for this portion of the project area are not aligned
to a north-south grid system. A total of 27 scrape areas were placed within the 41FB280 site
area. As Site 41FB280 is large, it was divided into three loci. These loci, the south, central, and
West Loci, each contained numerous scrape areas (Figure 4; Table 2), examples of which are
illustrated in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Table 3 summarizes the types of features identified during
scraping. The results from individual scrapes and test units are discussed geographically below.

Table 2. Scrape Areas Located Within the Site 41FB280 Area
Scrape Area
Location within Site Area
Feature Numbers
SA1
Central Locus
None Identified
SA2
Central Locus
Feature 2
SA3
West Locus
Feature 10
SA4
North of Central Locus
None Identified
SA5
North of Central Locus
Feature 11
SA6
Central Locus
Features 4, 5, 6, 7
SA7
South Locus
Features 1, 2, 3
SA8
Northwest of South Locus
None Identified
SA9
South Locus
None Identified
SA10
South Locus
None Identified
SA11
South Locus
None Identified
SA12
Central Locus
None Identified
SA13
South Locus
None Identified
SA14
South Locus
None Identified
SA15
South Locus
None Identified
SA16
South Locus
None Identified
SA17
South Locus
None Identified
SA18
North of Central Locus
None Identified
SA19
North of West Locus
Feature 12
SA20
West Locus
Features 13 and 14
SA21
Central Locus
Features 18. 19, 20
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Excavation Size (m/ft)
1.2 x 125 (4 x 410)
1.2 x 120 (4 x 394)
1.2 x 75 (4 x 246)
5 x 10 (16.6 x 32.8)
5 x 20 (16.4 x 65.6)
1.2 x 185 (4 x 606)
1.2 x 240 (4 x 787)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
5 x 10 (16.6 x 32.8)
25 x 25 (82 x 82)
10 x 10 (32.8 x 32.8)
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)

Table 2. Scrape Areas Located Within the Site 41FB280 Area
Scrape Area
Location within Site Area
Feature Numbers
Excavation Size (m/ft)
1
SA22
Central Locus
Features 15, 16, 17
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
SA23
Central Locus
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
SA24
Central Locus
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
SA25
Not Excavated
Not Excavated
Not Excavated
SA261
Northeast of Central Locus
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
SA27
Central Locus
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
SA28
Central Locus
Feature 21
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
1
A total of three 5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4) areas were examined within these Scrape Areas

Table 3. Cultural and Natural Features Recorded Within the Site 41FB280 Area During Phase II,
Stages 3 and 4, of Archaeological Investigations
Feature
Unit ID
Location within Depth encountered (soil Feature Type
Numbers
Site Area
horizon or [m/ft])
Feature 1
SA7
South Locus
1.15 (3.5) (Ap horizon)
Modern post hole
Feature 2
SA2
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Vehicle rut
Feature 2
SA7
South Locus
1.15 (3.5) (Ap horizon)
Krotovina (Crayfish burrow)
Feature 3
SA7
South Locus
1.10 (3.4) (Ap horizon)
Krotovina
Features 4
SA6
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Historic fence post hole
Feature 5
SA6
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Historic fence post hole
Feature 6
SA6
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Historic fence post hole
Feature 7
SA6
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Rodent burrow
Feature 8
SA6
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Modern Horse/Cow burial
Feature 9
SA2
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Vehicle rut
Feature 10
SA3
West Locus
0.5 (1.6) (Ap horizon)
Historic fence post hole
Feature 11
SA5
North of Central
0.5 (1.6) (Ap horizon)
Historic fence post hole
Locus
Feature 12
SA19
North of West
0.5 (1.6) (Ap horizon)
Historic fence post hole
Locus
Feature 13
SA20
West Locus
Ap/A boundary
Modern Horse/Cow burial
Feature 14
SA20
West Locus
0.5 (1.6) (Ap horizon)
Modern Horse/Cow burial
Feature 15
SA221
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Historic fence post hole
Feature 16
SA221
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Modern test bore hole
Feature 17
SA221
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Historic fence post hole
Feature 18
SA21
Central Locus
Ap horizon
Deposit of modern concrete
post footers
Feature 19
SA21
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Modern Horse/Cow burial
Feature 20
SA21
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Modern Horse/Cow burial
Feature 21
SA28
Central Locus
Ap/A boundary
Historic fence post hole
Feature 4.1 TU 13
Central Locus
0.8 (2.5) (Ap horizon)
Prehistoric butchering waste
deposit
Notes: Ap (soil) horizon = plowzone; Ap/A boundary = base of the plowzone (though typically such
features extended deeper); A (soil) horizon = A horizon (Vogel 2002 for more information on soil
horizons).
1
A total of three 5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4) areas were examined within this Scrape Area.
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REMOVED FROM PUBLIC COPY

Figure 5. Plan and Profile of Scrape Area SA7, and Profile Views of Measured Sections
(MS), in the South Locus of Site 41FB280
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REMOVED FROM PUBLIC COPY

Figure 6. Plan and Profile of Scrape Area 12 (SA12) in the Central Locus of Site 41FB280
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Figure 7. Plan Views of Scrape Areas SA20.03 and SA20.04 in the West Locus of Site
41FB280
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3.4.1 South Locus Scrape Areas
A total of ten scrape areas was examined within the South Locus area of 41FB280 (Figure 4).
Within these scrapes, a total of three possible features was identified (Table 3). These are
discussed in detail below. It also should be noted that along with finds from the scrape, an
“institutional yellow” plastic cup embossed with “J2” on its bottom (Jester Unit 2?) was
found on the surface in the South Locus during Stage 3.

Scrape Area SA7
Scrape Area SA7 (Figure 5) was located in the South Locus and measured approximately
1.20 meters (4 feet) in width and 240 meters (787 feet) in length. This trench was excavated
to a maximum depth of 146 cmbs (57.4 inbs), although depths ranged from 62 to 146 cmbs
(24.4 to 57.4 inbs). This trench typically had three strata in profile, although the strata depths
varied as the trench trended from southwest to northeast. Stratum I consisted of brown
(10YR 4/3) sand. Stratum II contained yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy clay. Finally,
Stratum III contained a sterile clay deposit that was composed of red (2.5YR 5/8) clay
mottled with yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) clay.
A total of three possible features were identified within Scrape Area SA7 (Table 3). These
included Features 1, 2, and 3. Feature 1 consisted of a possible historic posthole and was
identified at a depth of 115 cmbs (42.5 inbs). Further investigation of this feature indicated
that it was a natural disturbance. Feature 2 consisted of dark stain that was determined to be
a crawfish hole or rodent burrow. Feature 3 was originally considered to be a historic
posthole. Feature 3 was encountered at a depth of 110 cmbs (42.3 inbs); upon further
investigation, this feature was also determined to be natural.
Both historic (n=59) and prehistoric (n=3) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape
Area SA7 (Table 4). Historic materials included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=2),
historic ceramics (n=4), glass (n=2), and metal (n=50), all of which were recovered in or just
below the plowzone. Identifiable historic materials included one small rectangular
(approximately 3 x 2.5 x 1.5 centimeters [1.2 x 1 x 0.6 inches]) milk glass or porcelain object
(FS 0005) with "W.H. & Co." embossed on what appears to be the bottom and a shallow eggshaped depression on the other side (Plate 7a-b). It resembles a paint palate case component
such as the more modern plastic ones used for watercolor painting, but may also be some sort
of insulator. Prehistoric cultural materials recovered from this long trench produced one chert
biface, and chert debitage (n=2), all from the A horizon.

Scrape Area SA8
Scrape Area SA8 was excavated in the South Locus and measured approximately 5 x 5
meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size. This area was excavated to a maximum depth of 246 cmbs
(96.8 inbs). This scrape contained two strata in profile. Stratum I consisted of a yellowish
brown (10YR 5/4) sand that extended from the ground surface to approximately 200 cmbs
(78.7 inbs). Stratum II extended from the base of Stratum I and contained a layer of brown
(7.5YR 5/4) sandy clay mottled with light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) sandy clay.
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Plate 7. Milk glass artifact recovered from Scrape Area SA7, South Locus, Site 41FB280.
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Table 4. Results of Stage 3 Investigations, South Locus, Site 41FB280

6
9

1
1

1
1
3
3
5

1
10

1
11

1
2

5

1

6

5

5

1

6

37

1
1
2
1
3

1

1

1
2
12
11
3
26
5

2
3
12
21
3
36
5
2
12
19

9
14

9
9

1
1

1
1

Grand Total

Prehistoric Total

Projectile Point

Pottery

10

2
1
3
1

1
1

Organic remains

50

Misc.

2

Fire Cracked Rock

1

Debitage

4

Core

2
2
4

Bifacial Tools

1
49

Textiles

2

Synthetics

1

Other

3
1

Prehistoric Cultural Materials

Mineral

Metal

2

Glass, flat

Glass, vessel

Ceramic, vessel

Ceramic, other

Ceramic, brick

Botanical remains

Bone/ivory/shell/horn

Soil Horizon

General
Ap
SA7
Ap/A
A
SA7 Total
Ap
SA9
Ap/A
A
SA9 Total
Ap
SA10 Ap/A
A
SA10 Total
SA11 Ap
SA11 Total
Ap
SA13
A
SA13 Total

Glass, other

Scrape

Collection
Provenience

Excavation Type

Historic Cultural Materials

1
58
1
2
62
14
27
4
45
25
2
16
43
3
3
17
1
18

Table 4. Results of Stage 3 Investigations, South Locus, Site 41FB280

Scrape
Area
Total
Notes:

Key:

0

50

1
4
4
0

27

0

1

3

1
1

4
1
1

3
9
9

22

75

1

0

0

1

1

0

2

4

Grand Total

14
4
18

14
4
18

4
1
9
14
3
3

4
2
10
16
3
3

21
4
25
7
7
19
3
11
33
36
36

95

272

77

1
1

1

1

9

1

0

Finds are subdivided by soil horizon due to the undulating nature of the plowzone, and difficulty maintaining fine horizontal control in
machine scraped areas.
SA=machine scraped area .
SB=Scrape block, a larger unit for machine scraping subdivided into smaller units, some of which were machine scraped.
General = surface find or undifferentiated find in screen
Ap=an Ap horizon; Ap/A bdry = the base of the Ap (plowzone); A=A horizon (often bioturbated).
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Prehistoric Total

Projectile Point

Pottery

Organic remains

Misc.

Fire Cracked Rock

Debitage

Core

2

Bifacial Tools

1
2
2
3
1

Textiles

1
2
2
1

Synthetics

3
3
3
7

Other

2

Prehistoric Cultural Materials

Mineral

Metal

1

Glass, other

1

Glass, flat

3

1
8
19
19
1

Ceramic, vessel

Ceramic, other

Glass, vessel

Ap
A
SA14 Total
SA15 Ap
SA15 Total
Ap
SA16 Ap/A
A
SA16 Total
SA17 Ap
SA17 Total
SA14

Ceramic, brick

Botanical remains

Bone/ivory/shell/horn

Soil Horizon

Collection
Provenience

Excavation Type

Historic Cultural Materials

No cultural material or archaeological features were encountered within Scrape Area SA8;
however, there were several rodent burrows present within the profile.

Scrape Area SA9
Scrape Area SA9 was excavated in the South Locus of Site 41FB280 and measured
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size. This area was excavated to a maximum
depth of 80 cmbs (31.4 inbs). No cultural features were encountered within Scrape Area
SA9. Similar to Scrape Area SA8, there were several rodent burrows noted in the wall
profile. This scrape contained two strata in profile. Stratum I consisted of a layer of
yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand that extended from the ground surface to approximately 65
cmbs (25.9 inbs). Stratum II extended from the base of Stratum I and contained a layer of
red (2.5YR 4/8) clay mottled with strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) clay.
Both historic (n=9) and prehistoric (n=27) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape
Area SA9 (Table 4) as deep as 70 cmbs (27.5 inbs). Historic materials included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=6) and metal (n=1). Two brass shotgun shell casings
were also recovered from this unit. They were found in a tight cluster with two iron
concretions in what appeared to be a rodent burrow. Prehistoric cultural materials recovered
from SA9 included chert debitage (n=26), and a single complete chert biface. Organic
materials included fragments of mammal bone (n=9) that are most likely of modern origin.

Scrape Area SA10
Scrape Area SA10 was excavated within the South Locus area. This scrape measured
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size and was excavated to a maximum depth
of 110 cmbs (43.4 inbs). No features were identified within this scrape area. Scrape Area
SA10 contained two strata in profile. Stratum I extended from the ground surface to a depth
of 70 cmbs (27.5 inbs) and consisted of a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand.
Stratum II consisted of a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy clay mottled with
yellowish red (5YR 5/8) sandy clay.
Both historic (n=24) and prehistoric (n=20) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape
Area SA10 (Table 4). These were found mixed together in both soil strata. Historic
materials included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=1), historic ceramic (n=10), glass
(n=11) and metal (n=2). Prehistoric cultural materials recovered from SA10 included tested
chert cobble cores (n=3), one possible chert manuport (an unworked cobble brought to the
site as raw material), one fragment of fire cracked rock, chert debitage (n=14), and a single
chert biface fragment.

Scrape Area SA11
Scrape Area SA11 was excavated within the South Locus area. This scrape measured
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size and was excavated to a maximum depth
of 104 cmbs (40.9 inbs). No features were identified within this scrape area. Scrape Area
SA11 contained two strata in profile. Stratum I extended from the ground surface to a depth
of 70 cmbs (27.5 inbs) and consisted of a layer of brown (10YR 4/3). Stratum II consisted of
a layer of brown (10YR 5/3) sandy clay mottled with red (2.5YR 5/6) sandy clay.
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Cultural material recovered from Scrape Area SA11 was limited to three unidentifiable brick
fragments found in the Ap horizon (Stratum I) (Table 4).

Scrape Area SA13
Scrape Area SA13 was excavated within the South Locus area and measured approximately
5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of
100 cmbs (39.3 inbs). No features were identified within this scrape area. Scrape Area
SA13 contained two strata in profile. Stratum I extended from the ground surface to a depth
of 80 cmbs (31.4 inbs) and consisted of a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand. Stratum II
consisted of a layer of reddish gray (2.5YR 6/1) sandy clay mottled with red (10R 4/8) sandy
clay.
Cultural material recovered from Scrape Area SA13 (Table 4) was limited to modern bovine
bone faunal remains (n=1), and historic (n=17) cultural materials including unidentifiable
fragments of brick (n=5), historic ceramic (n=5), glass (n=1) and metal (n=6) recovered from
the Ap horizon. No prehistoric cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area SA13.

Scrape Area SA14
Scrape Area SA14 was excavated within the South Locus area. This scrape measured
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size and was excavated to a maximum depth
of 84 cmbs (33.7 inbs). No features were identified within this scrape area; however, there
were several rodent burrows noted within the wall profile. Scrape Area SA14 contained
three strata in profile. Stratum I extended from the ground surface to a depth of 60 cmbs
(23.6 inbs) and consisted of a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4). Stratum II consisted of a
layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/3) sandy clay that extended from the base of Stratum I to
approximately 75 cmbs (29.5 inbs). Finally, Stratum III consisted of a layer of light
yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4) compacted sandy clay mottled with red (2.5YR 4/8) compacted
sandy clay.
Cultural material recovered from Scrape Area SA14 included both historic (n=7) and
prehistoric (n=17) materials recovered from Strata I and II (Table 4). Historic cultural
materials included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=3), historic ceramic (n=1), glass
(n=1) and metal (n=2) recovered from the Ap horizon. Prehistoric cultural materials
recovered from Scrape Area SA14 included 13 fragments of debitage mixed with historics in
the Ap horizon and four more fragments in the A horizon. Given that culturally sterile
deposits occurred below approximately 75 cmbs (29.5 inbs) in this scrape area, and the low
density of debitage in the A horizon, it is highly likely the prehistoric occupation horizon
here has been disturbed by historic plowing.

Scrape Area SA15
Scrape Area SA15 was excavated within the South Locus area. This scrape measured
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size and was excavated to a maximum depth
of 65 cmbs (25.5 inbs). No features were identified within this scrape area; however, there
were several rodent burrows noted within the wall profile. Scrape Area SA15 contained
three strata in profile. Stratum I extended from the ground surface to a depth of 35 cmbs
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(13.7 inbs) and consisted of a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4). Stratum II consisted of a
layer of very dark gray (10YR 3/1) sandy clay that extended from the base of Stratum I to
approximately 45 cmbs (17.7 inbs). Finally, Stratum III consisted of a layer of reddish
brown (2.5YR 5/4) compacted sandy clay.
Only historic (n=7) cultural material was recovered from Scrape Area SA15 (Table 4). This
included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=3), historic ceramic (n=1) and glass (2), all of
which was recovered from two distinct disturbed Ap horizons (Strata I and II). Identifiable
historic materials included a small base fragment of ironstone bearing a partial maker's mark
consisting of the left half of man's face, wearing some kind of hat, with lettering above it
possibly "WD.." or "WO.." (FS 0113, see Plate 8d).

Scrape Area SA16
Scrape Area SA16 was excavated within the South Locus area and measured approximately
5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of
133 cmbs (52.3 inbs). No features were identified within this scrape area. Scrape Area
SA16 contained two strata in profile and a lens of darker soil at the base of the excavation.
Stratum I extended from the ground surface to a depth of 90 cmbs (35.4 inbs) and consisted
of a layer of brown (10YR 5/3) sand. Stratum II consisted of a layer of red (10R 4/8) sandy
clay mottled with brown (10YR 5/3) sandy clay. The lens of soil was composed of
compacted brown (10YR 5/3) sandy clay mottles with red 10R 4/8) clay.
Both historic (n=17) and prehistoric (n=18) cultural materials were recovered from Stratum I
in Scrape Area SA16 (Table 4). These were found mixed together in Stratum I. Historic
materials included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=8), historic ceramic (n=1), glass
(n=4) and metal (n=2); along with a metal fence staple and a fragment of plastic. Prehistoric
cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA16 included one tested chert cobble core
(n=3), chert debitage (n=14), and a single fragment of prehistoric pottery typed as Goose
Creek ware.

Scrape Area SA17
Scrape Area SA17 was excavated within the South Locus area and measured approximately
5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of 93
cmbs (36.6 inbs). No features were identified within this scrape area. Scrape Area SA17
contained multiple strata in profile; however, the profile showed disturbance in the upper
levels that was suspected to be due to a large tracked vehicle (i.e., deep ruts in the plowzone).
As such, the profile was described as one Ap horizon composed of various mottled soils with
indistinct levels to the base of culturally sterile soils.
Both historic (n=33) and prehistoric (n=3) cultural materials were recovered from the Ap
horizon in Scrape Area SA17 (Table 4). Historic materials included unidentifiable fragments
of brick (n=19), historic ceramic (n=4), glass (n=1) and metal (n=9). Prehistoric cultural
materials recovered from Scrape Area SA17 included only chert debitage (n=3) found mixed
with the historic materials.
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Plate 8. Selected diagnostic historic ceramic artifacts found during scraping at
Site 41FB280: (a) FS 0376 from Scrape Area SA22.04; (b) FS 0191 from Scrape Area
SA2; (c) FS 0267 from Scrape Area SA20.04; (d) FS 0113 from Scrape Area SA15;
and (e) FS 0198 from Scrape Area SA2.
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Created in CorelDRAW 9, 08-01-2007

a

Plate 9. Rimsherd with transferprint decoration (FS 0191) from Scrape Area SA2:
(a) exterior view; and (b) interior view.
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3.4.2 Central Locus Boreholes and Shovel Tests
Prior to scraping but after the intensive pedestrian survey, the Central Locus was subjected to
engineering borehole testing, which was monitored and supplemental shovel testing.
Borehole monitoring resulted in the recovery of one small calcined bird bone fragment from
one borehole test (BH-17). The bone fragment was found in sandy pre-Holocene Quaternary
alluvium at a culturally sterile depth of 1.83 to 2.44 meters (6 to 8 feet) (Table 5).
Table 5 also summarizes finds recovered from Shovel Tests CP-1 through CP-4 which were
also placed in the Central Locus during Stage 3. Shovel tests CP-1 through CP-4 (Table 5)
were placed inside the Cattle Pens, which were not accessible during scraping and earlier
investigations due to the presence of livestock (Foradas 2006:Figure 6b).
All four shovel tests were positive (Table 1). Shovel Test CP-1 produced both historic (n=1)
and prehistoric (n=) cultural materials including one nail from the 34 centimeter (13.4 inch)
thick Ap horizon; and chert debitage (n=4) from the underlying A horizon. Shovel Test CP-2
produced only prehistoric (n=9) cultural materials including chert debitage (n=9) all but one
fragment of which was recovered in or near the Ap horizon which was 66 centimeters (26
inches) thick. Shovel Test CP-3 produced only prehistoric (n=3) cultural materials all of it
chert debitage recovered from the A horizon at a depth of 60 to 80 cmbs (23.6 to 31.5
inches). Shovel Test CP-4 produced one fragment of unidentified metal from the 30
centimeter (11.8 inch) thick Ap horizon; and chert debitage (n=2) from the underlying A
horizon. As with earlier testing, these shovel tests were used to guide Stage 3 and 4 unit
placement (Table 1).
3.4.3 Central Locus Scrape Areas
A total of 14 scrape areas were examined within the Central Locus portion of 41FB280
(Figure 4; Table 5). It should also be noted that one proposed scrape area (Scrape Area 25)
was not excavated. Within these scrapes, a total of 15 possible features (Table 3) were
identified. The finds from scraping of the Central Locus are discussed in detail below.

Scrape Area SA1
Scrape Area SA1 was excavated within the Central Locus area and measured approximately
1.2 x 125 meters (4 x 393 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of
280 cmbs (110.2 inbs). No cultural features were encountered within this scrape. As this
scrape area was long, a typical profile is described. A typical profile associated with Scrape
Area SA1 contained two strata in profile. Stratum I contained a layer of yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4) sand that extended from the ground surface to approximately 120 cmbs (47.2
inbs). This was underlain by Stratum II which consisted of a layer of yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4) sandy clay mottled with yellowish red (5YR 5/8) sandy clay that extended from
the base of Stratum I to a maximum depth of 280 cmbs (110.2 inbs).
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4
4
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8
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8
1
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9
9
9
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3
3
3

3
3
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2
2
3

1

A
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1
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1
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Total:
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0

0
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5

0

9

1

1

9
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3

0

0

18

2
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Individual Shovel Tests in the Cattle Pens (STP CP) are not itemized.
Finds are subdivided by soil horizon since 10cm horizontal control could not be maintained in scraped areas.
SA=machine scraped area.

Key:

4

0

Organic remains recovered from Borehole BH-71 consisted of a small fragment of mineralized birdbone in Quaternary Alluvium.
Notes:
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Pottery

Organic remains

Misc.

Fire Cracked Rock

4

Grand Total

1

Debitage

Core

Bifacial Tools

Textiles

Synthetics

Other

Mineral

Metal

Glass, vessel

Glass, other

Glass, flat

Ceramic, vessel

Ceramic, other

Ceramic, brick

Botanical remains

Bone/ivory/shell/horn

Soil Horizon

SB28
Total

Prehistoric Cultural Materials

Prehistoric Total

Scrape

Collection
Provenience

Excavation Type

Historic Cultural Materials

SB=Scrape block, a larger unit for machine scraping subdivided into smaller units, some of which were machine scraped.
General = surface find or undifferentiated find in screen.
Ap=an Ap horizon; Ap/A bdry = the base of the Ap (plowzone); A=A horizon (often bioturbated).
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Both historic (n=41) and prehistoric (n=11) cultural materials were recovered from the Ap
and A horizons (Strata I and II) in Scrape Area SA1 (Table 5). Historic materials included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=12), lime mortar (n=4), glass (n=2) and metal (n=1).
Nineteen fragments of metal wire, one narrow gauge railroad spike (FS 0172) and one nail
fragment were also recovered from the scrape. Historic bone consisting of one medium
mammal tooth fragment, probably derived from a pig, was also recovered. Pigs were raised
on the Jester Prison farm (Davis 2007) and feral pigs still roam the grounds and are hunted as
varmints (Love 2007).
Prehistoric cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA1 included one tested chert
cobble core, one possible chert manuport, one fragment of fire cracked rock, chert debitage
(n=8), and one fragment of prehistoric pottery typed as Goose Creek ware.

Scrape Area SA2
Scrape Area SA2 was excavated within the Central Locus area and measured approximately
1.2 x 120 meters (4 x 393.7 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of
300 cmbs (118.1 inbs). A single cultural feature was encountered within this scrape. Feature
2 consisted of a dark stain; however, upon further investigation it was determined that this
feature was a vehicle rut.
As this scrape area was long, a typical profile is described. A typical profile associated with
Scrape Area SA2 contained two strata in profile. Stratum I contained a layer of yellowish
brown (10YR 5/4) sand that extended from the ground surface to approximately 120 cmbs
(47.2 inbs). Stratum II extended from the base of Stratum I to approximately 180 cmbs and
consisted of a layer of white 10YR 8/1) sand. This was underlain by Stratum III which
consisted of a culturally sterile layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy clay mottled with
yellowish red (5YR 5/8) sandy clay that extended from the base of Stratum I to a maximum
depth of 300 cmbs (118.1 inbs).
Both historic (n=) and prehistoric (n=) cultural materials were recovered from the Ap and A
horizons (Strata I and II) in Scrape Area SA2 (Table 5). These materials were found mixed
together from the surface to a maximum depth of approximately 80 to 90 cmbs (31.5 to 35.4
inbs) along the length of the scrape.
Historic cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA2 included unidentifiable
fragments of brick (n=64), historic ceramic (n=7), glass (n=12) and metal (n=201). Minor
quantities of historic ceramic and glass were further identified, including: three refined
earthenware (e.g. ironstone) fragments (FS 0191 one of which was a rim sherd with transfer
print overglaze decoration both inside and out shown in Plate 9a-b, and the other (Plate 8b)
too small to identify; and the third a sherd a blue feather edge decorated rimsherd [FS 0198],
possibly from a dish, with a very slight s-curve to the molding along the edge [see Plate 8e]);
aqua glass (n=1); windowpane including non-silvered flat glass (n=2) and flat glass (n=2);
and one brown glass bottle finish with a fire polished rim (Jones and Sullivan 1989) shown
in Plate 10b. Identifiable metals included metal wire (n=20), one butter or table knife blade,
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cut nails (n=2), nails (n=3). Modern finds included a length of fabric rope, a child’s rubber
boot fragment, large mammal bone (probably cow) fragments (n=3), and non-human teeth
fragments (n=7) recovered at separate locations in the scrape.
Prehistoric cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA2 included one tested chert
cobble core, chert debitage (n=87), and fragments of prehistoric pottery (n=4), typed as
Goose Creek ware.

Scrape Area SA4
Scrape Area SA4 was excavated to the north of the boundary of the Central Locus area and
measured approximately 5 x 10 meters (16.4 x 32.8 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated
to a maximum depth of 76 cmbs (29.9 inbs). No cultural features were encountered within
this scrape. A typical profile associated with Scrape Area SA4 contained two strata in
profile. Stratum I contained a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand that extended from
the ground surface to approximately 76 cmbs (29.9 inbs). Excavation was terminated when
the sterile clay layer (Stratum III in SA2, above) was encountered.
Cultural material recovered from Scrape Area SA4 (Table 5) was limited to historic (n=6)
cultural materials including unidentifiable fragments of historic ceramic (n=2) and glass
(n=2); cut nails (n=3); and one brown glass bottle base fragment. The bottle base is
embossed with lettering that reads "PRO(P)" across the top of the fragment and "T"
underneath. It resembles bottles embossed with “PROPERTY OF TDCJ” in the collections
in the Texas Prison Museum in Huntsville, and may be derived from a Texas Prison System
manufactured bottle.

Scrape Area SA5
Scrape Area SA5 was excavated to the north of the boundary of the Central Locus area and
measured approximately 5 x 20 meters (16.4 x 65.6 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated
to a maximum depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). A single cultural feature was encountered within
this scrape. Feature 11 consisted of round dark stain; upon further inspection, this was
determined to be a historic era fence post.
A typical profile associated with Scrape Area SA5 contained two strata in profile. Stratum I
contained a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand that extended from the ground surface
to approximately 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). Excavation was terminated when the sterile clay layer
(Stratum III in SA2, above) was encountered at the base of Stratum I.
Cultural material recovered from Scrape Area SA5 (Table 5) was limited to historic (n=)
cultural materials including unidentifiable fragments of historic brick (n=15), ceramic (n=1),
and glass (n=1). Identifiable historic materials recovered from the scrape included a metal
pan or pot handle, a nail (n=1), fence staples (n=7), a fragment of barbed wire, and one buff
paste stoneware mineral bottle body fragment broken into two pieces (FS 0247). A modern
plastic comb was also recovered in the plowzone.
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Plate 10. Selected diagnostic historic glass and metal artifacts found during
scraping at Site 41FB280: (a) FS 0383 from Scrape Area SA22.04; (b) FS 0201 from
Scrape Area SA2; (c) FS 0291 from Scrape Area SA22.02; and (d) FS 0376 from
Scrape Area SA22.04.
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The mineral bottle fragment (Plate 11a) was derived from the central part of the tubular
bottle body and contains the nearly complete stamped label - "VB" w/crown above in center
of circle, lettering around circle reads "OBERLAHNSTEIN" at bottom and
"VICTO……UNNEN" at top (portion missing). It is most likely a German mineral water
bottle produced to bottle mineral water from the Victoria mineral water spring in
Oberlahnstein, Germany (Odell 2001; von Herbert 2007). According to a German source
(von Herbert 2007) the Victoriabrunnen mineral well was drilled by a Mr. Best in 1879 in
Oberlahnstein, and sold to Rommenholer & Co. of Rotterdam, Holland two years later. The
marked stoneware bottles apparently had a long span of use (circa 1879-1961). The bottle
style also appears to have stayed the same long after the turn of the Nineteenth Century
(Odell 2001). A complete example would have stood approximately 16-inches high and had
a conical neck and a loop handle near the top (Boyles 2005). Given that Germans were well
represented among the earliest Euroamerican settlers of Texas, and that nearly one-fifth of
modern Texans claim German ancestry (Jordan 2001), it is impossible to establish whether
this German trade good represents a pre-prison era artifact at Site 41FB280.

Scrape Area SA6
Scrape Area SA6 was a long trench excavated within the Central Locus area and measured
approximately 1.2 x 185 meters (4 x 606.9 feet) in size. As with all long scrapes, Scrape
Area SA6 was excavated in 5-meter (16.4 feet) segments to depths between 50 and 150 cmbs
(19.6 and 58.8 inbs) along its length. A total of four cultural features were encountered
within this scrape. Features 4, 5, and 6 consisted of round dark stains; upon further
inspection, these were determined to be historic era fence posts. Additionally, Feature 7 was
a smaller dark round stain. This feature was determined to be a rodent burrow and therefore
non-cultural.
A typical profile associated with Scrape Area SA6 contained two strata in profile. Stratum I
contained a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand that extended from the ground surface
to approximately 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of dark yellowish brown
(10YR 4/6) sand that extended from the base of Stratum I to between 130 and 150 cmbs
(51.8 inbs). This stratum sometimes was locally lighter and sandier near its base, apparently
from differences in moisture and mineralogy and less bioturbation. Excavation was generally
terminated when the sterile clay layer (Stratum III in Scrape Area SA2, above) was
encountered or groundwater was encountered.
Both historic (n=20) and prehistoric (n=138) cultural materials were recovered from this long
scrape (Table 5). Historic cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA6 included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=7), glass (n=2) and metal (n=2). Identifiable historic
materials included fence staples (n=3) and one metal wire fragment. Modern finds included
a complete plastic coffee cup embossed with “TDCJ” and two copper cased plastic lined 12gauge shotgun shells. A large mammal bone (probably cow) fragment was also recovered
from the scrape. Almost all of these materials were recovered in or just below the plowzone;
however the metal wire fragment appeared to have worked its way down to the A horizon
and was recovered at a depth of 80 cmbs (31.5 inbs).
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Plate 11. Selected stoneware artifacts found during
scraping at Site 41FB280: (a) FS 0247 from Scrape Area
SA5; and (b) FS 0324 from Scrape Area SA22.01.
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Prehistoric cultural materials were recovered from both Stratum I and II at various locations
along Scrape Area SA6 at depths ranging from 0 to 150 cmbs (0 to 51.8 inbs). Prehistoric
finds included one possible chert cobble manuport (not included in the artifact count from the
scrape), fire cracked rock fragments (n=2), chert debitage (n=131), and fragments of
prehistoric pottery (n=3), typed as Goose Creek ware.
Two chert projectile points were also recovered. One of these was a complete Late
Prehistoric Perdiz type arrow point (FS 0063), while the other was a Kirk Corner Notched
Dart Point (FS 0100) (Plate 12b, and i, respectively). The Perdiz Point was recovered during
screening of plowzone soils near the western end of the scrape (Segment 165-170) at a depth
of 30 to 40 cmbs (11.8 to 15.7 inbs). It was one of three Perdiz points recovered from Site
41FB280.
Perdiz arrow points appear to have developed in southeast Texas, while the other common
Late Prehistoric arrow point types appear to have been introduced from the east (Patterson
1995; Ricklis 2004). This point type has been dated to the Late Prehistoric period (circa
A.D. 700 and 1500) by several sources (Turner and Hester 1993; Patterson 1995; Ricklis
2004). However, Ricklis (2004) has subdivided the Late Prehistoric period into Initial (circa
A.D. 700 to 1150) and Final (circa A.D. 1150 to 1500) subperiods and assigns a Final Late
Prehistoric date to Perdiz points (Ricklis 2004:Figure 6.11). Since here is still academic
debate as to the chronology of Perdiz points, for the purposes of this study, they were
assigned a general Late Prehistoric date (i.e. between A.D. 700 and 1500).
The Kirk projectile point (Plate 12i) was found in situ in the basal portion of Stratum II at a
depth of 120 cmbs (47.2 inbs) in Segment 095-100 of the scrape. It was detected during a
pass of the trackhoe bucket and was oriented nearly vertically, point down. Its horizontal
location placed it approximately 70 to 75 meters (229.7 to 246.1 feet) northeast east of the
Perdiz arrow point in the scrape.
The Kirk point is the oldest point recovered to date from the site. It was associated with a
light concentration of 10 similarly colored chert flakes scattered over a 5-meter (16.4 feet)
linear trench segment at depths ranging between 120 and 130 cmbs (47.2 and 51.2 inbs).
Since Kirk Corner notched points date to the Early Archaic (circa 7500-6900 B.C.) (Turner
and Hester 1993; OPLN-OHS 1997; Pertula ed. 2004;), the find was initially thought to
indicate a potentially undisturbed deeply buried Early Archaic age lithic scatter was present
at the site. This find was the most important of several that argued for further testing at Site
41FB280 at the conclusion of Stage 3.

Scrape Area SA12
Scrape Area SA12 (Figure 6) was excavated within the Central Locus area and measured
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated to a
maximum depth of 440 cmbs (173.2 inbs). It was the deepest scrape excavated in the site in
order to assess the stratigraphy of the paleolevee landform, as well as to look for evidence of
historic habitations. No cultural features were encountered within this scrape.
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Plate 12. Selected diagnostic projectile points recovered from Site 41FB280: (a)
Perdiz arrow point (FS 4242) from Test Unit 27; (b) Perdiz arrow point (FS 0063) from
Scrape Area SA6; (c) Perdiz arrow point (FS 4103) from Test Unit 14; (d) Gary dart
point (FS 4138) from Test Unit 6; (e) Perdiz arrow point (FS 4029) from Test Unit 24; (f)
Gary dart point (FS 4045) from Test Unit 7; (g) Darl dart point (FS 0547) from Shovel
Test F7; (h) Kent dart point (FS 4147) from Test Unit 29; and (i) Kirk dart point (FS 0100)
from Scrape Area SA6.
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A typical profile associated with Scrape Area SA12 contained three strata in profile. Stratum
I contained a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface to
approximately 230 cmbs (90.5 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of firm very pale brown
(10YR 7/3) sandy clay mottled with yellowish red (5YR 5/6) clay that reached to a depth of
410 cmbs (161.4 inbs). Stratum III was culturally sterile and extended from the base of
Stratum II to a depth of 440 cmbs (173.2 inbs), where it terminated in the top of a thick sandy
Quaternary alluvium that was also detected in test borings (Appendix C) and underlies the
clay in the area. This Pleistocene sand sheet is commercially quarried north of Madden
Road.
Both historic (n=1) and prehistoric (n=7) cultural material was recovered from Scrape Area
SA12; however it was all recovered from Stratum I (Table 5). The artifacts recovered from
the scrape were limited to one unidentifiable fragment of brick recovered between 80 and 90
cmbs (31.5 and 35.4 inbs); and prehistoric lithic debitage (n=7) recovered between 120 and
200 cmbs (47.2 and 78.7 inbs).

Scrape Area SA18
Scrape Area SA18 was excavated within the Central Locus area, and measured
approximately 5 x 10 meters (16.4 x 32.8 feet) in size. This scrape was excavated in two
contiguous eastern and western halves to a maximum depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). No
cultural features were encountered within this scrape. A typical profile associated with
Scrape Area SA18 contained a single stratum in profile. Stratum I contained a layer of
brown (10YR 4/3) sand mixed with large chunks of clay that extended from the ground
surface to approximately 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). Based on this profile, it was concluded that
this area had been excavated and filled during the historic era.
Both historic (n=20) and prehistoric (n=3) cultural materials were recovered from SA18
(Table 5). Historic cultural materials recovered from SA18 included unidentifiable
fragments of brick (n=6), historic ceramic (n=10), glass (n=1) and metal (n=1). Identifiable
historic materials included an olive green glass bottle base, and a length of iron chain. The
length of iron chain (FS 0232) appeared to be a “jury rigged” hand constructed chain
constructed from two different types of links. It was composed of ten small links that were 5
centimeters (2 inches) long, connected to six bigger 8-centimeter (2.3-inch) long links, the
last of which was linked to a large iron ring (Plate 13). Prehistoric finds were limited to chert
debitage (n=3) mixed with the historic finds.

Scrape Area SB21
Scrape Area SB21 was excavated within the Central Locus area and consisted of five
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) sub blocks (designated Scrape Area SA21.01
through Scrape Area SA21.05), which were excavated within the proposed larger scrape
area. These scrapes were excavated to a maximum depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs) to search for
shallow anomalies revealed by GPR.
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Plate 13. Length of iron chain (FS 0232) recovered from Scrape Area SA18 at
Site 41FB280.
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A total of three cultural features were encountered within this scrape area (Table 3). Feature
18, detected in sub blocks Scrape Area SA21.04 and Scrape Area SA21.05 consisted of an
approximately 1.5 x 1.0 meter (4.9 x 3.3 feet) cluster of concrete blocks that appear to be
discarded fence post footers. Feature 19, detected in Scrape Area SA21.04 consisted of a
large cow burial, which was partially excavated to a maximum depth of 63 cmbs (24.8 inbs).
Feature 20, detected in sub blocks Scrape Area SA21.01 and Scrape Area SA21.02 also
consisted of an apparent cow burial. All of these features were determined to be historic or
modern era, and therefore non-archaeological.
A typical profile associated with Scrape Area SB21 contained a single stratum in profile.
Stratum I contained a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface
to approximately 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs).
Historic (n=20) cultural materials were recovered from every sub block in Scrape Area SB21
(Table 5). However, prehistoric cultural materials (n=2) were only recovered from Scrape
Area SA21.02 and Scrape Area SA21.05, respectively. The finds from each of the five sub
blocks are itemized below and combined in Table 5.
Only historic (n=14) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area SA21.01. They
included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=1), lime mortar (n=1) and metal (n=11).
Identifiable historic materials included a length of steel pipe, apparently a remnant of
plumbing originally tying a windmill well to a water trough.
Both historic (n=36) and prehistoric (n=1) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape
Area SA21.02. Historic cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA21.02 included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=3) and metal (n=4). Identifiable historic materials
included 3 nails, none of which appeared to by cut nails. One fragment of prehistoric chert
debitage was also recovered from the unit.
Only historic cultural materials (n=3) were recovered from Scrape Area SA21.03. They
included fragments of metal wire (n=2) and one fragment of the body of a brown glass bottle
embossed with “NE PI(N).”
Only one historic to modern ecofact was recovered from Scrape Area SA21.04. This was the
partial skull from what appeared to be a cow. This was only one of several bovid bones
associated with Feature 19.
Both historic (n=9) and prehistoric (n=1) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area
SA21.05. Historic cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA21.05 included
unidentifiable fragments of metal (n=7), and fragments of metal wire (n=2). One fragment of
prehistoric chert debitage was also recovered from the unit.
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Scrape Area SB22
Scrape Area SB22 was excavated within the Central Locus area and consisted of four
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) sub blocks (designated Scrape Area SA22.01
through Scrape Area SA22.04), which were excavated within the proposed larger scrape
area. These scrapes were excavated to a maximum depth of 60 cmbs (23.6 inbs) to search for
evidence of historic structures.
A total of three cultural features were encountered within this scrape area. Feature 15,
detected in Scrape Area SA22.02 consisted of a round dark stain that was determined to be a
historic fence post. Feature 16, also detected in Scrape Area SA22.02 was determined to be a
modern bore hole/core. Feature 17, detected in Scrape Area SA22.03 was also a historic
fence posthole. All of these features were determined to be historic or modern era, and
therefore non-archaeological.
A typical profile associated with Scrape Area SB22 contained a single stratum in profile.
Stratum I contained a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface
to approximately 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs).
Both historic (n=142) and prehistoric (n=72) cultural materials were recovered from every
sub block in Scrape Area SB21 (Table 5). The finds from each of the four sub blocks are
itemized below and combined in Table 5.
Historic (n=13) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA22.01 included
unidentifiable fragments of historic ceramic (n=2), bottle glass (n=3) and metal (n=2).
Identifiable historic materials included two fragments of a single gray paste stoneware bottle
rim (FS 0324, see Plate 11b), one brown glass bottle body fragment embossed with the
lettering “ER(S),” a lead musket ball smaller than 32 caliber, one large nail (commonly
called a spike), and one smaller nail. A fragment of modern bone, probably from a nearby
cow burial was also recovered.
Prehistoric (n=12) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA22.01 were mixed with
the historic materials and included chert freehand cores (n=5) and chert debitage (n=9).
Historic (n=13) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA22.02 included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=4), olive green bottle glass (n=7), brown bottle glass
(n=1), glass (n=1) and metal (n=3). Identifiable historic materials included two fragments of
a single empontilled olive green bottle (Plate 10c) with a pushup base (FS 0291), one round
brown glass bottle base fragment embossed with the maker’s mark “D” in the center, and one
nail. Four fragments of modern bone, probably from a nearby cow burial were also
recovered.
Empontilled push up olive glass bottles were hand blown bottles likely manufactured prior to
1858; however, as with all bottles, they could have remained in use a long time after they
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were made (Munsey 1970:30-37; Toulouse 1971). A plain “D” makers mark on brown glass
is an unknown mark. Whitten (2005) observed it on the base of an amber strap-side flask.
Strap-side glass flasks were common liquor containers types in the late Nineteenth Century
(Whitten 2005), but as with most bottles may have had wider use range. Prehistoric (n=17)
cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA22.02 were mixed with the historic
materials and included chert debitage (n=16), and one fragment of prehistoric pottery (FS
0334), typed as Goose Creek ware (Plate 14d).
Historic (n=81) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA22.03 included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=4), olive green bottle glass (n=7), brown bottle glass
(n=1), glass (n=1) and metal (n=2). Identifiable historic materials included fence staples
(n=2), and nails (n=16). Forty-eight fragments of historic to modern bone, probably from a
nearby cow burial were also recovered.
Prehistoric (n=29) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA22.03 were mixed with
the historic materials, and included one large projectile point, chert debitage (n=21), and
fragments of prehistoric pottery (n=7), typed as Goose Creek ware.
Historic (n=29) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA22.04 included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=4), olive green bottle glass (n=1), brown bottle glass
(n=3), glass (n=9) and metal (n=7). Identifiable historic materials included one historic
ceramic (FS 0376), a stoneware body sherd with a buff paste, low porosity, colored with a
dark brownish-orange glaze and bearing impressed lettering "…29", possibly “1229” or “No.
29” (Plate 8a); the neck and finish of a clear glass machine-made extract/patent finish bottle
(FS 0376, see Plate 10d) dating to 1893-2005 (Jones and Sullivan 1989); nails (n=2), and one
cut nail (FS 0383, see Plate 10a). Three teeth, probably derived from nearby cow burials or
other modern animal activity were also recovered.
Prehistoric (n=15) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA22.04 were mixed with
the historic materials, and included one late stage bifacial tool (possibly a point fragment),
one freehand chert core, and chert debitage (n=13).
It should be noted that out of all the artifacts and faunal materials recovered, one bovid tooth,
four brick fragments, the dark-brownish orange stoneware fragment, the three brown glass
machine made bottle fragments, six glass fragments, two nails, three unidentifiable metal
fragments, and three fragments of debitage were all found clustered together with iron
concretions in what was initially thought to be a cache but was later identified as burrow fill
in an approximately 9 centimeter (3.5 inch) diameter rodent burrow.

Scrape Area SB23
Scrape Area SB23 was excavated within the Central Locus area and sampled with one sub
block (SA23.01) that measured approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet). This scrape
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Plate 14. Selected prehistoric Goose Creek ware potsherds collected from
Site 41FB280: (a-b) FS 4060 from Test Unit 8; (c) FS 4168 from Test Unit 20; (d)
FS 0334 from Scrape Area SA22.02; and (e-f) FS 4086 from Test Unit 12.
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was excavated to a maximum depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). A typical profile associated with
Scrape Area SB23 contained a single stratum in profile. Stratum I contained a layer of
brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface to approximately 50 cmbs
(19.6 inbs). One modern brick fragment was detected but not collected. Otherwise, no
cultural material or cultural features were encountered within this scrape area and the entire
block appeared disturbed (Table 5).

Scrape Area SB24
Scrape Area SB24 was excavated within the Central Locus area and sampled with one sub
block (Scrape Area SA24.01) that measured approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet).
This scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). A typical profile
associated with Scrape Area SB24 contained a single stratum in profile. Stratum I contained
a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface to approximately 50
cmbs (19.6 inbs). No cultural features were encountered within this scrape area. Cultural
material recovered included only one fragment of prehistoric pottery, typed as Goose Creek
ware (Table 5).

Scrape Area SB26
Scrape Area SB26 was excavated within the Central Locus area and consisted of three
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) sub blocks (designated Scrape Area SA26.01
through Scrape Area SA26.03), which were excavated within the proposed larger scrape
area. These scrapes were excavated to a maximum depth of 60 cmbs (23.6 inbs).
A typical profile associated with Scrape Area SB26 contained a single stratum in profile.
Stratum I contained a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface
to approximately 60 cmbs (23.6 inbs). No cultural features were encountered within this
scrape area. Cultural material recovered from this scrape area was limited to a single hose
bib (clamp) recovered at a depth of 60 cmbs (23.6 inbs) in Scrape Area SA26.02 (Table 5).

Scrape Area SB27
Scrape Area SB27 was excavated within the Central Locus area and sampled with one sub
block (Scrape Area SA27.01) that measured approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet).
This scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). A typical profile
associated with Scrape Area SB27 contained a single stratum in profile. Stratum I contained
a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface to approximately 50
cmbs (19.6 inbs). No cultural features were encountered within this scrape area and the
entire block appeared disturbed.
Both historic (n=2) and prehistoric (n=3) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area
SA27.01 (Table 5). Historic cultural materials recovered from this scrape area were limited
to two unidentified fragments of glass (n=2). Prehistoric cultural materials recovered from
this scrape area were limited to debitage (n=3).
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Scrape Area SB28
Scrape Area SB28 was excavated within the Central Locus area and sampled with one sub
block (Scrape Area SA28.01) that measured approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet).
This scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of 30 cmbs (11.8 inbs). A single feature,
Feature 21, was encountered in this scrape area. Feature 21 consisted of a historic era fence
post.
A typical profile associated with Scrape Area SB28 contained a single stratum in profile.
Stratum I contained a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface
to approximately 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). Cultural material was limited to prehistoric ceramic
and lithic debitage.
Minor quantities of both historic (n=1) and prehistoric (n=4) cultural materials were
recovered from Scrape Area SB28 (Table 5). Historic cultural materials recovered from this
scrape area were limited to one unidentifiable fragments of metal. Prehistoric cultural
materials recovered from this scrape area were limited to debitage (n=4).
3.4.4 West Locus Scrape Areas
A total of three scrape areas were examined within the West Locus area of Site 41FB280
(Figure 4, Table 6). Within these scrapes, a total of three possible features were identified.
These are discussed in detail below.

Scrape Area SA3
Scrape Area SA3 was located in the West Locus and measured approximately 1.20 meters (4
feet) in width and 75 meters (246 feet) in length. This trench was excavated to a maximum
depth of 125 cmbs (49.2 inbs). This trench typically had two strata in profile. Stratum I
consisted of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface to 110 cmbs (43.3
inbs). Stratum II contained culturally sterile red (2.5YR 5/8) clay mottled with light
brownish gray (10YR 4/2) clay.
A single possible feature was identified within Scrape Area SA3 (Table 3). Feature 10
consisted of a possible historic posthole and was identified at a depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs).
Only historic (n=29) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area SA3 (Table 6)
including unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=3), glass (n=9) and metal (n=3). Identifiable
historic to modern materials included the base of a brown glass machine-made patent finish
bottle dating to 1893-2005 (Jones and Sullivan 1989); brown bottle glass from a modern beer
bottle (n=10), one nail, and two fragments of synthetic roofing material. One bone fragment,
probably derived from nearby cow burials or other modern animal activity was also
recovered.
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Table 6. Results of Phase II, Stage 3 Investigations, West Locus, Site 41FB280

Ap/A

SA3 Total
Scrape

1

3

Notes:

Key:

Projectile Point

Pottery

Organic remains

Misc.

Fire Cracked Rock

4

4

1

4

4

1

41

2

44

48

1

1

1

12

12

13

13

12
12

1

1
1

4

1

1

2

1

2

1

A
SB20 Total

40

2

A

Ap

36

1

Ap

General

Scrapes Total

1

4

SB19 Total
SB20

Debitage

Core

35

A

SB19

Bifacial Tools

Textiles

Synthetics

Other

Mineral

Metal

Glass, vessel

Glass, other

Glass, flat

Ceramic, vessel

Ceramic, other

Ceramic, brick

Botanical remains

3

Grand Total

SA3

1

Prehistoric Cultural Materials

Prehistoric Total

Ap

Bone/ivory/shell/horn

Soil Horizon

Collection Provenience

Excavation Type

Historic Cultural Materials

55

0

7

1
1
2

0

4

1

2

4

1

2

0

0

1

1

1

4

0

0

0

0

2

1

56

3

1

109

0
0

0

0

66

75

1

2

2

8

67

77

124

139

11

1

0

Finds are subdivided by soil horizon due to the undulating nature of the PZ and difficulty maintaining fine horizontal control in scraped areas.
SA=machine scraped area.
SB=Scrape block, a larger unit for machine scraping subdivided into smaller units, some of which were machine scraped.
General = surface find or undifferentiated find in screen.
Ap=an Ap horizon; Ap/A bdry = the base of the Ap (plowzone); A=A horizon (often bioturbated).
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Scrape Area SB19
Scrape Area SB19 was located in the West Locus and consisted of two 5 x 5 meter (16.4 x
16.4 foot) areas. These contiguous scrapes were combined into one 10 x 5 meter (32.8 x 16.4
foot) area, and were both excavated to a maximum depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). A single
stratum in profile was observed. Stratum I consisted of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended
from the ground surface to 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs).
A single possible feature was identified within Scrape Area SB19 (Table 3). Feature 12
consisted of a possible historic posthole and was identified at a depth of 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs).
Only prehistoric (n=13) cultural materials were recovered from SB19 (Table 6). These
consisted of one fragment of prehistoric pottery identified as Goose Creek ware and lithic
debitage (n=12).

Scrape Area SB20
Scrape Area SB20 (Figure 7) was located in the West Locus and consisted of four
approximately 5 x 5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet) sub blocks (designated Scrape Area SA20.01
through Scrape Area SA20.04), which were excavated within the proposed larger scrape
area. These scrapes were excavated to a maximum depth of 50 to 73 cmbs (19.6 to 28.7
inbs). A single stratum in profile was observed in each scrape. Stratum I consisted of brown
(10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface to 73 cmbs (28.7 inbs).
A total of two possible features were identified within Scrape Area SB20 (Table 3). Feature
13 in sub block Scrape Area SA20.03 was determined to be a historic cow burial. Feature
14, in sub block 20.04 consisted of a possible historic pit identified at a depth of 50 cmbs
(19.6 inbs) that was determined to be a cow burial.
Sub block SA20.01 was culturally sterile. However, both historic (n=10) and prehistoric
(n=67) cultural materials were recovered from the remaining three sub blocks (Table 6). The
majority of these materials were recovered from sub blocks SA20.03 and SA20.04, which
were also contiguous units. The finds from sub blocks SA20.02, SA20.03, and 20.04 are
itemized below, and all finds from Scrape Area SB20 are combined in Table 6.
Historic (n=1) cultural materials recovered from sub block SA20.02 were limited to one
unidentified glass vessel fragment, recovered on the surface. Prehistoric materials (n=2)
from the scrape were limited to one fragment of chert debitage, and one fragment of
prehistoric pottery, typed as Goose Creek ware.
Historic (n=5) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA20.03 included
unidentifiable fragments of historic brick (n=2), and historic ceramic (n=1). Identifiable
historic materials included a fragment of the bowl and stem of a kaolin/ball clay ceramic
pipe. A fragment of modern animal tooth, probably from a nearby cow burial was also
recovered.
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Prehistoric (n=39) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA20.03 were mixed with
the historic materials and included a bifacial tool and chert debitage (n=31). Identifiable
prehistoric cultural materials included Goose Creek ware pottery fragments (n=5), one of
which was a body fragment that had been drilled; and a projectile point.
The four unmodified pottery fragments along with one fragment of debitage, the tooth, the
kaolin pipe fragment, a brick fragment, and an unidentified historic fragment were all found
together in what was initially thought to be a cache but turned out to be a rodent burrow.
This cache like deposit was superficially similar to that found in Scrape Area SA22.04.
The projectile point (FS 0362) recovered from Scrape Area SA20.03 was typed as a Delhi
spear point (Plate 15) using Justice’s (1987:179-180) typology for the Terminal Archaic
(circa 1300 to 200 B.C.) Barbed Cluster (also Crain 2005, Turner and Hester 1993). These
points are more common in Caddo influenced areas of northeast Texas, and the Lower
Mississippi Valley in Louisiana than they are along the Texas Gulf Coast, thought they are
sometimes found here in secondary context (Crain 2007; Gagliano and Saucier 1963).
Historic (n=2) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA20.04 included one
unidentifiable fragment of historic brick, and one fragment of whiteware with a transferprint
an underglaze of black mulberry color (FS 0267, Plate 8c). Such whiteware fragments are
only broadly diagnostic dating between 1820 and the present (Aultman et al. 2003).
Prehistoric (n=27) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA20.04 were mixed with
the historic materials and included a bifacial tool, a chert core fragment, and a possible chert
manuport used as raw material, and chert debitage (n=23). Identifiable prehistoric cultural
materials included two Goose Creek ware pottery fragments.

3.5 Results of Phase II, Stage 4: Test Unit Excavations
National Register eligibility testing and evaluation of Site 41FB280 was limited to the Area
of Potential Effect. The area surrounding the site can be characterized as an animal pasture
with an existing graveled road. Based on the results of backhoe scraping, units were placed
across the paleolevee landform. As such, the northings and eastings for this portion of the
project area are not aligned to a north-south grid system. A total of 28 test units were placed
within the 41FB280 site area across the three loci (Table 7). These units were placed to
complement the numerous scrape areas in the South, Central, and West Loci, and to more
precisely assess integrity. The South Locus contained 6 test units, the Central Locus
contained 16 test units, and the West Locus contained 6 test units. The results from these
units are discussed geographically below.
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Plate 15. Delhi projectile point (FS0362) from Scrape Area SA20.03 at Site
41FB280.
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Table 7. 1- x 1-m (3.3- x 3.3-ft.) Units Excavated During the Phase II Testing of Site 41FB280
General
SW Corner Grid
Unit Number
Features Identified
Location
Coordinate
1
N460.036 E978.824
2
N470.042 E979.530
3
N479.962 E980.072
South Locus
None Identified
4
N449.527 E968.264
5
N460.527 E968.834
6
N470.380 E969.539
7
N715.592 E873.944
8
N707.850 E869.332
9
N714.882 E858.432
None Identified
10
N706.091 E853.300
11
N677.802 E851.293
12
N649.158 E834.141
13
N622.652 E852.698
Feature 4.1
14
N633.536 E841.050
Central Locus
15
N653.146 E819.732
16
N685.947 E794.771
17
N726.248 E792.955
None Identified
18
N736.909 E755.991
19
N767.685 E718.357
20
N769.205 E698.474
21
N799.302 E634.815
22
N802.138 E614.928
23
N812.794 E438.764
24
N831.047 E418.776
25
N831.548 E440.077
West Locus
None Identified
26
N807.122 E407.760
27
N809.542 E391.945
28
N811.741 E376.082

3.5.1 South Locus
A total of six test units was placed in the South Locus area of Site 41FB280 (Figure 4; Table
7). This site was determined to contain both prehistoric and mid-nineteenth century cultural
material in mixed deposits. A total of 356 artifacts was recovered from this site area; these
were comprised of both historic and prehistoric materials, which were often mixed in each of
the excavated levels. There was some evidence of a plowzone throughout the site area.

Test Unit 1 (N460.036 E978.824)
Test Unit 1 was located in southern portion of the South Locus (Figure 4). This unit was
excavated to a depth of 80 cmbd (31.4 inbd) and a single stratum was observed in profile.
This included a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sand. This unit showed some
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disturbance, as historic artifacts were encountered in levels below the prehistoric artifact
bearing levels. This unit was terminated at 80 cmbd (31.4 inbd) due to standing water.
Historic (n=14) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 1 (Table 8) included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=7), historic ceramic (n=1), glass (n=4) and metal (n=1).
Identifiable historic materials included a fragment of a stamped metal button.
Prehistoric (n=38) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 1 were mixed with historic
materials and included chert debitage (n=132) and fire cracked rock (n=25). The fire cracked
rock was all recovered from the plowzone in unit Level II at a depth of 20 to 30 cmbd (8 to
12 inbd).

Test Unit 2 (N470.042 E979.530)
Test Unit 2 (Figure 8) was located to the north of Test Unit 1 (Figure 4). This unit was
excavated to a depth of 100 cmbd (39.3 inbd) and three strata were observed in profile.
Stratum I consisted of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/6) sand that extended from
the ground surface to 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of dark yellowish
brown (10YR 4/4) sandy clay that extended from the base of Stratum I to 90 cmbs (35.4
inbs). Finally, Stratum III contained a layer of damp, mottled brown (10YR 5/3) sandy clay,
dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/3) sandy clay, and strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) clayey sand that
was culturally sterile.
Historic (n=21) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 2 (Table 8) included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=8), historic ceramic (n=1), glass (n=8) and metal (n=2).
Identifiable historic materials included two nails. Prehistoric (n=38) cultural materials
recovered from Test Unit 2 were mixed with historic materials and included only chert
debitage (n=9).

Test Unit 3 (N479.962 E980.072)
Test Unit 3 was located to the north of Test Unit 2 (Figure 4). This unit was excavated to a
depth of 69 cmbd (27.1 inbd) and three strata were observed in profile. Stratum I consisted
of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sand that extended from the ground surface to
50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sandy clay mottled
reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy clay that extended from the base of Stratum I to 60 cmbs
(23.6 inbs). Finally, Stratum III contained a layer of culturally sterile mottled brown (10YR
4/3) sandy clay and yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy clay. This unit was also terminated
due to standing water.
Historic (n=12) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 3 (Table 8) included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=9), and glass (n=2). Prehistoric (n=2) cultural materials
recovered from Test Unit 3 consisted only of chert debitage mixed with the historic materials
in Stratum I (Table 8).
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Figure 8. Plans and Profiles of Test Units at Site 41FB280
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Table 8. Results from Test Unit Excavations in the South Locus of Site 41FB280
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1

2
7

1

2

1

60-70

13-20

2

3
1

40-50

2

50-60

3

0

24

24

24

28

28

28

39

39

40

23

23

23

157

171

0

132

25

1

3

1

5

5

12

2

2

1

1

6

1

1

5

1

70-80
8

Grand Total

Prehistoric Total

Retouched Flake

Projectile Point

Pottery

Organic remains

Fire Cracked Rock

Debitage

18

2

60-70
2 Total

34

1

30-40
2

4

32
7

70-80
1

4

7

1
7

25

4

0

50-60

20-30

Core

7

40-50

1 Total

Bifacial Tools

4

20-30
30-40

Synthetics

Prehistoric Cultural Materials

Mineral

Metal

Glass, vessel

Glass, other

Glass, flat

Ceramic, vessel

Ceramic, brick

Top &
Bottom
of
Level
(cm)

Botanical remains

Collection
Provenience
(TU)

Bone/ivory/shell/horn

Historic Cultural Materials

1

8

4
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1

1
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9
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1
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4
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2

5
9

1
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1

1

2

3
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2

2

3
1

2

2
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1

1

7

5

5
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8

8

8

6

6

7

5

7

7

16

3

7

7

16
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1

11

11
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4
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8
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7
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7
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4
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1

8

1

30-40
6

40-55

3

3

3

3

7

7

12

1

2

2

3

2

2

3

4

4

4

2

2

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

22
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3

90-100

Grand Total

Grand Total
93

80-90

Total S. Locus

Prehistoric Total
69

1

4

Retouched Flake

69

13

55-60
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Projectile Point

Pottery

8

1

60-71

Organic remains

8

1

2

Fire Cracked Rock
8
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20-30
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Bifacial Tools
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Metal
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Ceramic, brick
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Level
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Botanical remains

Collection
Provenience
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4

3

21

0

1

47

3

0

0

24

25

0

0

1

0

238

25

0

0

1

0

265

365

72

2

98

6

1

2

41

150

2

3

3

4

1613

28

8

48

6

1

1711

2088
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Test Unit 4 (N449.527 E968.264)
Test Unit 4 was located to the south and west of Test Unit 1 (Figure 4). This unit was
excavated to a depth of 50 cmbd (19.6 inbd) and two strata were observed in profile. Stratum
I consisted of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) sand that extended from the
ground surface to 20 cmbs (7.8 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of very dark grayish
brown (10YR 3/2) clay mottled with yellowish red (5YR 5/6) sandy clay that extended from
the base of Stratum I to 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). This unit was also terminated due to standing
water.
Historic (n=12) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 3 (Table 8) included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=9), and glass (n=2). Prehistoric (n=2) cultural materials
recovered from Test Unit 3 consisted only of chert debitage mixed with the historic materials
in Stratum I (Table 8).

Test Unit 4 (N449.527 E968.264)
Test Unit 4 was located to the south and west of Test Unit 1 (Figure 4). This unit was
excavated to a depth of 50 cmbd (19.6 inbd) and two strata were observed in profile. Stratum
I consisted of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) sand that extended from the
ground surface to 20 cmbs (7.8 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of very dark grayish
brown (10YR 3/2) clay mottled with yellowish red (5YR 5/6) sandy clay that extended from
the base of Stratum I to 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). This unit was also terminated due to standing
water.
Historic (n=18) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 4 (Table 8) included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=11), glass (n=4) and metal (n=2). Identifiable historic
materials included one nail. Prehistoric (n=5) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 4
were mixed with historic materials and included only chert debitage (Table 8).

Test Unit 5 (N460.428 E968.834)
Test Unit 5 was located to the north of Test Unit 4 (Figure 4). This unit was excavated to a
depth of 110 cmbd (43.3 inbd) and a single stratum was observed in profile. Stratum I
consisted of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sand that extended from the ground
surface to 110 cmbs (43.3 inbs). This unit was terminated when standing water was observed
at the base of Level 10 (100 to 110 cmbs [39.3 to 43.3 inbs]).
Historic (n=24) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 5 (Table 8) included
unidentifiable fragments of carbon (e.g. coal) (n=1), brick (n=8), historic ceramic (n=1),
glass (n=1) and metal (n=11). Identifiable historic materials included one fence staple, one
shotgun shell, and a fragment of barbed wire. Prehistoric (n=61) cultural materials recovered
from Test Unit 5 were mixed with historic materials through a depth of 70 cmbd (27.6 inbd)
and included only chert debitage (Table 8).
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Test Unit 6 (N460.428 E968.834)
Test Unit 6 was located to the north of Test Unit 5 (Figure 4). This unit was excavated to a
depth of 110 cmbd (43.3 inbd) and contained four strata in profile. Stratum I consisted of a
layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sand that extended from the ground surface to 60
cmbs (23.6 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand that
extended from the base of Stratum I to 90 cmbs (35.4 inbs). Stratum III consisted of a layer
of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy clay mottled with brown (7.5YR 5/3) sandy clay that
extended from 90 to 100 cmbs (35.4 to 39.3 inbs). Finally, Stratum IV contained a layer of
brown (7.5YR 5/3) clay mottled with brown (7.5YR 4/4) clay.
Historic (n=11) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 6 included unidentifiable
fragments of brick (n=4), and glass (n=3) (Table 8). Identifiable historic materials included
the base of a light aqua glass bottle embossed with “B” and three nails. The maker’s mark
“B” is of unknown origin and can date to circa 1910 or earlier on some hand-blown bottles,
however it is also a common mold letter (Whitten 2005).
Prehistoric (n=22) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 6 were largely mixed with
historic materials and included chert debitage (n=21) and the proximal end of a projectile
point (Table 8). The projectile point fragment (FS 4038) was identified as a Gary
Contracting Stemmed dart point (Plate 12d), which typically date to the Late Archaic
elsewhere in the region (Turner and Hester 1993; Justice 1987:189-190) but have broader
time ranges in southeast Texas spanning the Late Archaic to the end of the Early Ceramic
(circa 600 B.C. to A.D. 700) (Ricklis 2004:Figure 6.11).
3.5.2 Central Locus
A total of 16 test units were placed in the Central Locus area of Site 41FB280 (Figure 4,
Table 9). This site was determined to contain Early Archaic to Late Prehistoric cultural
material. A total of 1118 artifacts were recovered from this site area; these were comprised
of both historic and prehistoric materials, which were often mixed in each of the excavated
levels. As with the scrape areas, the test units in this site area were situated along a
paleolevee land form and are not aligned to a north-south grid.
Many of the test units showed evidence of rodent burrows in both profile and planview.
Additionally, many of these burrows were active, with animals vigorously excavating soil
into the units. The most likely resident of these burrows was the Texas Pocket Gopher
(Geomys personatus). The Texas Pocket Gopher prefers deep sandy soils, and digs tunnels
that can be 30 meters (98.4 feet) in length with multiple side branches. These tunnels
measure approximately 10 centimeters (3.93 inches) in diameter (http://www.nsrl.ttu.edu/
tmot1/geompers.htm). Informal observation of the tunneling and excavation activities of
these animals in the field indicated that a single gopher could excavate approximately 5
gallons of soil (a bucket’s worth) in approximately 30 minutes (the average lunch period).
This conclusion was reached when a bucket was placed under an active burrow to prevent the
gopher from pushing soil into the test unit. As there were multiple active burrows within the
site area, the level of disturbance due to the activities of gophers was excessive.
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Test Unit 7 (N715.592 E873.944)
Test Unit 7 was aligned to Scrape Area 6 in the Central Locus (Figure 4). This unit was
excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained three strata in profile. Stratum I
consisted of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) sand that extended from the ground
surface to 40 cmbs (15.7 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR
4/6) sand that extended from the base of Stratum I to 130 cmbs (51.8 inbs). Stratum III
consisted of a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/8) sandy clay.
Historic (n=1) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 7 included only one unidentifiable
fragment of metal recovered in Stratum I (Table 9). Prehistoric (n=30) cultural materials
recovered from Test Unit 7 occurred in low density through every unit level, and included
chert debitage (n=29) and one projectile point fragment (Table 9). The projectile point
fragment (FS 4045) was identified as a Gary Contracting Stemmed dart point (Plate 12f),
which typically date to the Late Archaic elsewhere in the region (Turner and Hester 1993;
Justice 1987:189-190) but have broader time ranges in southeast Texas spanning the Late
Archaic to the end of the Early Ceramic (circa 600 B.C. to A.D. 700) (Ricklis 2004:Figure
6.11).

Test Unit 8 (N707.850 E869.332)
Test Unit 8 was aligned to Scrape Area 6 in the Central Locus (Figure 4). This unit was
excavated to a depth of 140 cmbd (55.1 inbd) and contained two strata in profile. Stratum I
consisted of a layer of brown (7.5YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground surface to 130
cmbs (51.8 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) sandy
clay mottled with strong brown (7.5YR5/6) clay that extended from the base of Stratum I to
130 cmbs (51.8 inbs).
No historic cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit 8 (Table 9). Prehistoric (n=85)
cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 8 occurred in low density through every unit
level, and included chert debitage (n=82), fire cracked rock (n=1), and two fragments of
pottery typed as Goose Creek ware (Plate 14a-b, Table 9).

Test Unit 9 (N714.882 E858.432)
Test Unit 9 was aligned to Scrape Area 6 in the Central Locus (Figure 4). This unit was
excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained three strata in profile. Stratum I
consisted of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4) sand that extended from the ground
surface to 100 cmbs (39.3 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of dark yellowish brown
(10YR 5/6) that extended from the base of Stratum I to 130 cmbs (51.8 inbs). Finally,
Stratum III consisted of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) sand mottled with light
yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) clay that extended from 130 to 150 cmbs (51.8 to 59.1 inbs).
No historic cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit 9 (Table 9). Prehistoric (n=79)
cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 9 occurred in low density through every unit
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level, and included chert debitage (n=77), and two fragments of pottery typed as Goose
Creek ware (Table 9).

Test Unit 10 (N706.091 E853.300)
Test Unit 10 was aligned to Scrape Area 6 in the Central Locus; however, this unit was not
excavated due to the low density of cultural material from bioturbated context recovered
from within this portion of the site area.

Test Unit 11 (N677.802 E851.293)
Test Unit 11 was aligned to Scrape Area 6 in the Central Locus (Figure 4). This unit was
excavated to a depth of 110 cmbd (43.3 inbd) and contained a single stratum in profile.
Stratum I consisted of a layer of brown (7.5YR 4/4) sand that extended from the ground
surface to 110 cmbs (39.3 inbs).
Historic (n=1) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 11 included only unidentified
fragments of brick (n=3) found to depths of 70 cmbd (27.6 inbd) (Table 9). Prehistoric (n=8)
cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 11 were largely mixed with historic materials
through a depth of 70 cmbd (27.6 inbd) and included only chert debitage (Table 9).

Test Unit 12 (N649.158 E834.141)
Test Unit 12 was also aligned to Scrape Area 6 in the Central Locus (Figure 4). This unit
was excavated to a depth of 100 cmbd (39.3 inbd) and contained three strata in profile.
Stratum I consisted of a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sand that extended from the ground
surface to 20 cmbs (7.8 inbs). Stratum II extended from the base of Stratum I to 80 cmbs
(31.4 inbs) and contained a layer of very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/4) sand. Finally,
Stratum III extended from 80 to 100 cmbs (31.4 to 39.3 inbs) and contained a layer of
yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy clay mottled with strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) clay.
Historic (n=6) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 12 included unidentifiable
fragments of brick (n=4), and lime mortar (n=1). Identifiable historic materials included one
nail. Prehistoric (n=17) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 7 were found largely
below the historic materials through a depth of 100 cmbd (39.4 inbd); however, they
occurred in very small quantities. Prehistoric cultural materials (n=17) included chert
debitage (n=13), fragments of Goose Creek ware pottery (n=3), two of which are shown in
Plate 14e and f, and one retouched chert flake (Table 9).

Test Unit 13 (N622.652 E852.698)
Test Unit 13 was aligned to a paleolevee landform located within the Central Locus area
(Figure 4). This unit was excavated to a depth of 95 cmbd (37.4 inbd) and contained five
strata in profile. Stratum I consisted of a layer of very dark gray brown (10YR 3/2) clay that
extended from the ground surface to 30 cmbs (11.8 inbs). Stratum II consisted of a mottled
sandy clay composed of dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay, light yellowish brown (10YR 4/6), and
light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) that extended from the base of Stratum I to 70 cmbd (27.5
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inbd). Stratum III contained a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) and yellowish
brown (10YR 5/4) mottled sandy clay that extended from 70 to 80 cmbd (27.5 to 31.4 inbs).
Stratum III was underlain by Stratum IV; this stratum consisted of a layer of pale brown
(10YR 6/3) sandy clay that extended from 80 to 90 cmbs (31.4 to 35.4 inbs). Finally,
Stratum V consisted of a layer of mottled yellowish brown (10YR 5/4), yellowish red (5YR
5/6), and strong brown (10YR 6/8) sandy clay.
A single feature (Feature 4.1) was excavated within this test unit. This feature, identified as a
probable prehistoric butchering waste deposit was encountered at the base of Level 7 (70 to
80 cmbd [27.5 to 31.4]) and appeared as a darkish, mottled stain. This mottled area
contained dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) and yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) slightly
compacted sandy loam. This feature was bisected roughly north-south. The southeast
section of the feature was excavated and fine screened. The southwest section of the feature
was excavated and collected as a floatation sample. Finally, the north half of the feature was
excavated and fine screened.
Only prehistoric cultural materials were recovered from the excavation of Feature 4.1. These
are included within Test Unit 13 totals (Table 9). Cultural material recovered from
excavation of this feature included several large pieces of faunal remains, likely deer bone
(n=6), numerous smaller bone fragments (n=47), and lithic debitage (n=2). The float sample
produced additional debitage (n=1) and bone fragments (n=6).
The remainder of Test Unit 13 produced both historic (n=4) and prehistoric (n=134) cultural
materials. Historic (n=4) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 13 included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=3), and one shotgun shell (metal). Prehistoric (n=134)
cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 13 were found mixed with historic materials to a
depth of 50 cmbd (19.2 inbd); however, they occurred in generally small quantities at the
lower levels of the unit that were associated with Feature 4.1. Prehistoric cultural materials
outside of feature context included chert debitage (n=65), and fragments of Goose Creek
ware pottery (n=4). The latter were stratigraphically positioned at 60 to 80 cmbd (23.6 to
32.0 inbd) (Table 9), at the approximate level of the feature, suggesting the earliest date for
the feature would be Early Ceramic (circa 100 to 700 [see Ricklis 2004:Figure 6.11]).

Test Unit 14 (N633.536 E841.050)
Test Unit 14 (Figure 8) was aligned to the paleolevee landform and located within the
Central Locus area. This unit was excavated to a depth of 110 cmbd (43.3 inbd) and
contained five strata in profile. Stratum I consisted of a layer of mottled dark yellowish
brown (10YR 4/4), dark brown (7.5YR 3/4), very dark gray (10YR 3/1) compact sandy loam
that extended from the ground surface to 30 cmbd (11.8 inbd). Stratum II consisted of a
layer of dark gray brown (10YR 4/2) loamy sand that extended from the base of Stratum I to
60 cmbd (23.6 inbd). Stratum III contained a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sand
mottled with yellowish brown (10YR 4/5 sand) that extended from 60 to 80 cmbd (23.6 to
31.4 inbd). Stratum IV extended from 80 to 100 cmbd (31.4 to 39.3 inbd) and contained a
layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) clayey sand. Finally, Stratum V extended from the
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base of Stratum IV to 110 cmbs (43.3 inbs) and consisted of a layer of yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4) very moist sandy clay.
Historic (n=1) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 14 were limited to 1 nail.
Prehistoric (n=141) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 14 (Table 9) were found
largely below the historic materials through a depth of 100 cmbd (39.4 inbd) and included
one tested chert cobble (core), chert debitage (n=133), fragments of Goose Creek ware
pottery (n=5) and one Perdiz projectile point (Plate 12c) which are assigned a general Late
Prehistoric date (i.e. between A.D. 700 and 1500) for the purposes of this study (above).

Test Unit 15 (N653.146 E819.732)
Test Unit 15 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform within the Central Locus area. This
unit was excavated to a depth of 70 cmbd (27.5 inbd) and contained three strata in profile.
Stratum I consisted of a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sand that extended from
the ground surface to 50 cmbs (19.6 inbs). Stratum II contained a layer of yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4) sand that extended from 50 to 60 cmbd (19.6 to 23.6 inbd). Finally, Stratum III
consisted of a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy clay mottled with strong brown
(7.5YR 5/8) clay that extended from the base of Stratum II to 70 cmbd (27.5 inbd).
Both historic (n=6) and prehistoric (n=19) cultural materials were recovered from mixed
context throughout Test Unit 15 (Table 9). Historic (n=6) cultural materials recovered from
Test Unit 15 included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=5), and metal (n=1). Prehistoric
(n=19) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 15 included one freehand chert core, chert
debitage (n=14), and fragments of Goose Creek ware pottery (n=4).

Test Unit 16 (N685.947 E794.771)
Test Unit 16 was aligned to the paleolevee landform within the Central Locus area. This unit
was excavated to a depth of 50 cmbd (19.6 inbd) and contained two strata in profile. Stratum
I contained a layer of dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sandy clay with some mottles of dark
brown (7.5YR 3/4) clay that extended from the ground surface to 30 cmbd (11.8 inbd).
Stratum II extended from the base of Stratum I to 50 cmbd (19.6 inbd); Stratum II contained
a layer of dark brown (10YR 3/3) clay mottled with dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) clay.
Both historic (n=21) and prehistoric (n=3) cultural materials were recovered from mixed
context throughout Test Unit 16 (Table 9). Historic (n=21) cultural materials recovered from
Test Unit 16 included unidentifiable fragments of historic brick (n=4), and metal (n=10).
Identifiable historic materials included one fence staple. In addition four fragments of animal
bone and one tooth were also recovered. Prehistoric (n=3) cultural materials recovered from
Test Unit 16 were limited to chert debitage.

Test Unit 17 (N726.248 E792.955)
Test Unit 17 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform within the Central Locus area. This
unit was located in an animal paddock that was still in use. This unit was excavated to a
depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained three strata in profile. Stratum I contained a
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layer of reddish brown (5YR 4/3) sandy clay that extended from the ground surface to 20
cmbd (7.8 inbs). Stratum II extended from the base of Stratum I to 70 cmbd (27.5 inbs) and
contained a layer of brown (7.5YR 4/4) sand. Finally, Stratum III consisted of a layer of
brown (7.5YR 4/4) sand mottled with gray (7.5YR 5/1) sand and reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6)
sand.
Both historic (n=19) and prehistoric (n=65) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit
17 (Table 9). These occurred in mixed context to a depth of 100 cmbd (39.4 inbd). Historic
(n=19) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 17 included unidentifiable fragments of
carbon (n=1), brick (n=2), and metal (n=10). Identifiable historic materials included one
syringe needle and one nail. In addition four fragments of animal bone were also recovered
at a depth of 90 to 100cmbd (35.4 to 39.4 inbd). Prehistoric (n=65) cultural materials
recovered from Test Unit 17 included chert debitage (n=62); and three fragments of Goose
Creek ware pottery recovered near the base of the excavation (Table 9).

Test Unit 18 (N736.909 E775.991)
Test Unit 18 was aligned to the paleolevee landform within the Central Locus area. This unit
was located in an animal paddock that was still in use. This unit was excavated to a depth of
150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained three strata in profile. Stratum I contained a layer of
yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand that extended from the ground surface to 30 cmbs (11.8
inbd). Stratum II contained a layer of brown (7.5YR 5/4) sand that extended from the base of
Stratum I to 140 cmbd (55.1 inbd). Finally, Stratum III contained a layer of brown (7.5YR
5/4) sand mottled with light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) sand.
Both historic (n=22) and prehistoric (n=95) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit
18 (Table 9). These occurred in mixed context to a depth of 100 cmbd (39.4 inbd). Historic
(n=22) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 17 included unidentifiable fragments of
brick (n=7), glass (n=3), and metal (n=10). Identifiable historic materials included one lump
of coal. One fragment of rodent bone was also recovered at a depth of approximately 50
cmbd (19.7 inbd). Prehistoric (n=95) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 18
included chert debitage (n=92), and three fragments of Goose Creek ware pottery (Table 9).

Test Unit 19 (N767.085 E718.357)
Test Unit 19 was aligned to the paleolevee landform within the Central Locus area. This unit
was also located in an animal paddock that was still in use. This unit was excavated to a
depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained two strata in profile. Stratum I extended from
the ground surface to 100 cmbd (39.3 inbs) and contained a layer of brown (7.5YR 4/4) sand.
Stratum II consisted of a layer of strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) sand that extended from the base
of Stratum I to 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd).
Both historic (n=27) and prehistoric (n=101) cultural materials were recovered from Test
Unit 19 (Table 9). These occurred in mixed context to a depth of 100 cmbd (39.4 inbd).
Historic (n=27) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 19 included unidentifiable
fragments of flat glass (n=1), vessel glass (n=2), other glass (n=9), and metal (n=2).
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Identifiable historic materials included four fragments of wire, a fence staple, one nail cap,
and three nails. Prehistoric (n=65) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 19 included
chert debitage (n=96) recovered throughout the unit mainly in mixed context. One bifacial
tool, one fire cracked rock fragment, and two fragments of Goose Creek ware pottery were
recovered in association with 18 fragments of debitage near the base of the excavation (Table
9). In addition, one projectile point was recovered just below the base of mixed historic and
materials at 100 to 110 cmbd (39.4 to 43.3 inbd).
The projectile point (FS 4157) was nearly complete and typed as a Kent dart point (Plate
12h). Kent points resemble Gary points and have been dated from the Middle Archaic
through the Late Prehistoric (circa 2500 B.C. to A.D 1500) (Turner and Hester 1993:45-63);
however, Ricklis (2004:Figure 6.11) limits their date range regionally to the Late Archaic
(circa 1000 to 200 B.C.).

Test Unit 20 (N769.205 E698.474)
Test Unit 20 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform within the Central Locus area, and
was also located in an animal paddock that was still in use. This unit was excavated to a
depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained four strata in profile. Stratum I extended from
the ground surface to 40 cmbd (15.7 inbd) and contained a layer of dark yellowish brown
(10YR 4/4) sand. Stratum II contained a layer of brown (7.5YR4/4) sand mottled with
brown (10YR 5/3) sand that extended from the base of Stratum I to 90 cmbd (35.4 inbd).
Stratum III consisted of a layer of brown (7.5YR4/4) sand mottled with dark yellowish
brown (10YR 4/4) sand that ranged from 90 to 120 cmbd (35.4 to 47.2 inbd). Finally,
Stratum IV extended from 120 to 150 cmbd (47.2 to 59.1 inbd) and contained a layer of light
yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) sand.
Both historic (n=47) and prehistoric (n=51) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit
20 (Table 9). These occurred in mixed context to a depth of 80 cmbd (31.5 inbd). Historic
(n=47) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 20 included unidentifiable fragments of
brick (n=5), and metal (n=39). Identifiable historic materials included a fence staple and two
nails. Prehistoric (n=51) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 20 included chert
debitage (n=47), and four fragments of Goose Creek ware pottery, the largest of which
(SA16) is shown in Plate 14c. Most of these prehistoric materials were found below historic
levels near the base of the excavation (Table 9).

Test Unit 21 (N799.302 E634.815)
Test Unit 21 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform located within the Central Locus
area. This unit was excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained two strata in
profile. Stratum I extended from the ground surface to 140 cmbd (55.1 inbd) and contained a
layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand. Stratum II contained a layer of yellowish brown
(10YR 5/4) sand mottled with dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/6) clay and yellowish red
(5YR 5/8) clay.
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Both historic (n=44) and prehistoric (n=101) cultural materials were recovered from Test
Unit 21 (Table 9). These occurred in mixed context to a depth of 60 cmbd (23.6 inbd).
Historic (n=44) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 21 included unidentifiable
fragments of brick (n=11), historic ceramic (n=1), glass (n=2), and metal (n=28). Identifiable
historic materials included one unidentified synthetic black material fragment, which was
slightly soft and may possibly be “pipe dope” or some kind of tar or other roofing material;
and one nail. Prehistoric (n=101) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 21 included
one freehand chert core fragment, chert debitage (n=98), and two fragments of Goose Creek
ware pottery. The pottery and a spike in the relatively uniform chert counts found throughout
the unit were found just below the lowest historic levels (Table 9).

Test Unit 22 (N802.138 E614.922)
Test Unit 22 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform within the Central Locus area. This
unit was excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained two strata in profile.
Stratum I extended from the ground surface to 100 cmbd (39.3 inbd) and contained a layer of
yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand. Stratum II contained a layer of light yellowish brown
(10YR 6/4) sandy clay mottled with red (2.5YR 4/6) sandy clay.
Both historic (n=4) and prehistoric (n=42) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit
22 (Table 9). Historic cultural materials were mixed with prehistorics to a depth of 40 cmbd
(15.7 inbd). Historic (n=4) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 22 included only
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=3), and metal (n=1). Prehistoric (n=42) cultural
materials recovered from Test Unit 22 included chert debitage (n=41) which was distributed
relatively evenly throughout the unit, and one fragment of Goose Creek ware pottery found
below historic levels (Table 9).
3.5.3 West Locus
A total of six test units were placed in the West Locus area of Site 41FB280 (Figure 4, Table
10). This site was determined to contain Middle Archaic to Late Prehistoric cultural
material. A total of 572 artifacts were recovered from this site area; these were comprised of
both prehistoric materials and limited amounts of historic artifacts, which were often mixed
in each of the excavated levels. Similar to the Central Locus, there were numerous gopher
burrows throughout the site area. As with the scrape areas, the test units in this site area were
situated along a paleolevee landform and are not aligned to a north-south grid.

Test Unit 23 (N812.795 E438.765)
Test Unit 23 was aligned to the paleolevee landform within the West Locus area. This unit
was excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained three strata in profile.
Stratum I extended from the ground surface to 80 cmbd (31.4 inbd) and contained a layer of
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brown (10YR 4/3) sand. Stratum II contained a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy
clay that extended from the base of Stratum I to approximately 100 cmbd (39.3 inbd).
Finally, Stratum III contained a layer of brown (7.5YR 5/4) sand that ranged in depth from
100 to 150 cmbd (39.3 to 59.1 inbd). Both historic (n=5) and prehistoric (n=72) cultural
materials were recovered from Test Unit 23 (Table 10). Historic (n=5) cultural materials
recovered from Test Unit 22 included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=3) and metal
(n=1), and one machine made olive green bottle glass finish that can be broadly dated
between 1893 and 2005 (Jones and Sullivan 1989). Historic materials were all recovered
mixed with one of two prehistoric potsherds and 11 fragments of debitage at a depth of 40 to
50 cmbd (15.7 to 19.7 inbd).
Prehistoric (n=42) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 23 included chert debitage
(n=70), and two fragments of Goose Creek ware pottery. The highest concentrations of
debitage and both potsherds were detected within one level of the historic artifact level
(Table 10).

Test Unit 24 (N831.047 E418.777)
Test Unit 24 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform within the West Locus area. This
unit was excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained two strata in profile.
Stratum I extended from the ground surface to 130 cmbd (51.1 inbd) and contained a layer of
yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand. Stratum II contained a layer of light brown (10YR 6/4)
sandy clay mottled with brown (10YR 4/4 sandy clay) that extended from the base of
Stratum I to approximately 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd).
Minor quantities of both historic (n=3) and prehistoric (n=8) cultural materials were
recovered from Test Unit 24 (Table 10). Historic (n=4) cultural materials recovered from
Test Unit 24 were mixed with prehistorics to a depth of 110 cmbd (43.3 inbd) and included
only unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=2), and one cut nail. Prehistoric (n=8) cultural
materials recovered from Test Unit 24 included chert debitage (n=7) which was distributed
relatively evenly throughout the unit (Table 10), and the proximal end of a Perdiz arrow point
(FS 4029) (Plate 12e) which was recovered above the lowest historic artifact. The arrow
point fragment was not photographed but was similar to the proximal end of other Perdiz
points in the collection.

Test Unit 25 (N831.549 E440.077)
Test Unit 25 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform within the West Locus area. This
unit was excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained a single stratum in
profile. Stratum I extended from the ground surface to 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained a
layer of brown (7.5YR 5/3) sand.
Both historic (n=4) and prehistoric (n=67) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit
25 (Table 10). Historic cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 25 were mixed with
prehistorics to a depth of 40 cmbd (15.7 inbd) and consisted of only three bone fragments
and one unidentifiable fragment of brick. Prehistoric (n=67) cultural materials recovered
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from Test Unit 25 included chert debitage (n=66), and one fragment of Goose Creek ware
pottery, most of which was found below historic levels (Table 10).

Test Unit 26 (N807.122 E407.077)
Test Unit 26 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform within the West Locus area. This
unit was excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained two strata in profile.
Stratum I extended from the ground surface to 90 cmbd (35.4 inbd) and contained a layer of
dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) sand. Stratum I was underlain by Stratum II; Stratum II
consisted of a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand that extended from the base of
Stratum I to 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd).
Both historic (n=1) and prehistoric (n=109) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit
26 (Table 10). Historic cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 26 consisted of only one
bone fragment found near the base of the unit at a depth of nearly 100 cmbd (39.4 inbd).
Another older looking fragment of bone was also found at that level but attributed to the
prehistoric (n=109) cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 26. Other prehistoric
materials included one chert biface, chert debitage (n=66), and fragments of Goose Creek
ware pottery (n=6) (Table 10). The pottery, the biface, and much of the debitage were
distributed between 40 and 80 cmbd (15.7 and 31.4 inbd) suggesting a prehistoric horizon,
now impacted by bioturbation was once present locally near these levels (Table 10).

Test Unit 27 (N809.542 E391.945)
Test Unit 27 (Figures 4 and 8) was aligned to the paleolevee landform within the West Locus
area. This unit was excavated to a depth of 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd) and contained two strata in
profile. Stratum I extended from the ground surface to 110 cmbd (43.3 inbd) and contained a
layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sand. Stratum I was underlain by Stratum II; Stratum II
consisted of a layer of light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) sand that extended from the base of
Stratum I to 150 cmbd (59.1 inbd).
Both historic (n=1) and prehistoric (n=172) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit
27 (Table 10). Historic cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 27 consisted of only one
unidentified olive green glass fragment found in the plowzone mixed with debitage (n=18),
and one prehistoric projectile point fragment at a depth between 20 and 30 cmbd (7.9 and
11.8 inbd). The projectile point fragment (FS 4242, see Plate 12a) was identified as the basal
portion of a Perdiz arrow point. Other prehistoric cultural materials recovered from Test
Unit 27 included more chert debitage (n=151), and fragments of Goose Creek ware pottery
(n=2) (Table 10). One of these pottery fragments was a large Goose Creek ware rim sherd
(FS 4244), possibly incised on its exterior (below the lip), which had also been drilled, and is
shown in Plate 16. The pottery and the remaining debitage were distributed relatively evenly
between 30 and 90 cmbd (11.8 and 35.4 inbd) suggesting prehistoric horizons that may have
once been present have been impacted by bioturbation (Table 10).
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Plate 16. Prehistoric Goose Creek ware rimsherd (FS4244) from Test Unit 27 at Site
41FB280 (top - outside view, bottom - inside view).
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Test Unit 28 (N811.747 E376.082)
Test Unit 28 was also aligned to the paleolevee landform within the West Locus area. This
unit was excavated to a depth of 140 cmbd (55.1 inbd) and contained two strata in profile.
Stratum I extended from the ground surface to 100 cmbd (39.9 inbd) and contained a layer of
brown (7.5YR 4/3) sand. Stratum I was underlain by Stratum II; Stratum II consisted of a
layer of brown (7.5YR 4/3) sand mottled with yellowish red (5YR 5/8) sand that extended
from the base of Stratum I to 140 cmbd (55.1 inbd).
Both historic (n=1) and prehistoric (n=103) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit
28 (Table 10). Historic cultural materials recovered from Test Unit 26 consisted of only one
unidentifiable fragment of metal found at a depth of 30 to 40 cmbd (11.8 to 15.7 inbd).
Prehistoric materials (n=103) recovered from Test Unit 28 included one freehand chert core,
chert debitage (n=99), and fragments of Goose Creek ware pottery (n=2) (Table 10).
Organic remains consisting of one mammal bone fragment, probably a prehistoric ecofact
were also recovered. The bone, pottery, and over 50% of the debitage were distributed
between 40 and 80 cmbd (15.7 and 31.4 inbd) suggesting a prehistoric horizon, now
impacted by bioturbation was once present locally near these levels (Table 10).

3.6 Summary of Phase II, Stages 1-4 Investigations
Eligibility testing investigations at Site 41FB280 (Figures 4 through 8) concluded at the end
of Stage 4, and ultimately resulted in the excavation of 8 long test trenches totaling
approximately 530 line meters (1739 line feet) in length, 39 scrape blocks covering
approximately 975 square meters (10,496 square feet) in area, and 28 1 x 1 meter test units.
This complemented the five test trenches and 228 shovel tests already excavated at the site
during the intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006:58-62, figures 6a and 6b, table 5,
appendices B-C). The breakdown for Stage 1 through 4 investigations at each locus is shown
in Table 11.
Ethnographic informant interviews helped ground truth evidence from aerial photographs and
maps that indicated severe ground disturbance in much of the parcel. In particular it was
determined that at least four separate silage pit excavations had disturbed an approximately
0.8 hectare (2 acre) area within the Central Locus to depths of 3 meters (10 feet). A large
number of cow burials were also reported to have taken place on the parcel, and several were
excavated during these investigations. Ethnographic informants also reported that various
agricultural practices caused ground disturbance to depths of up to 1 meter (3.2 feet) across
much of the site. Roads, ditches, plumbing, artificial drainageways, ponds, sandpits and
other localized deep disturbances were also identified in aerial photographs, maps, GPR
survey, during topographic mapping, and by ethnographic informants.
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Table 11. Summary of Phase II Investigations at Site 41FB280
Location
Within
Site

Approx.
Area
(m2)

Depth
(m)

West
Locus

7,046

0.4
1.2

-

Central
Locus

36,696

0.4
3.0

–

South
Locus

4,842

0.4
1.2

–

Remainder
of Site

48,841

0.4
3.0

–

Estimated
Temporal
Affiliation
Middle
Archaic to
Late
Prehistoric
Early
Archaic to
Late
Prehistoric
Prehistoric
and mid19th Century
historic
Unknown
Prehistoric
to modern

Phase II
Test
Trenches
(Qty./m2)

Phase II
Scrape
Blocks
2
(Qty./m )

Phase II
Test Units
(Qty./m2)

Phase I
and II
Sample
Size

1/50

6/150

6

3%

15 GPR line
3 GPR block

3/200

14/350

16

1.5%

1

3 GPR line
1 GPR block

1/60

7/175

6

5%

2

None

3/220

12/300

None

1%

Phase I
Shovel
Tests

Phase I
Trenches

Phase II
Geophysical
Survey

16

1

None

40

1

12

165

1

18 GPR line
530
975
28
1.5%
4 GPR block
1
Intensive pedestrian survey results indicated the West Locus might contain intact prehistoric resources, and units here were placed on the
basis of artifact density plots derived from intensive pedestrian survey data. No geophysical survey was conducted there.
Note: The target sample size was a 1% sample of this large 97,425 m2 site.

Total:

97,425

233

228
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Geophysical survey using GPR at the site concentrated in the central and southern portions of
the site where ethnographic informants and shovel test data indicated a potential for intact
historic structural remains. Only two GPR anomalies were identified for further research by
the geophysical survey (Henning 2006:Figure 3). Intact soil horizons identified by GPR
were discontinuous and limited in extent to level areas near the south crest of the paleolevee
that the site is situated on, and along an improved drainage way at the north end of the site
between Sites 41FB280 and 41FB281. The latter are likely to result from prison era ditch
construction and maintenance activities such as those specified by Eller (1961, reprinted in
Foradas 2006:Appendix A).
The results of Stage 3 scraping indicated that much of the historic record across the site has
been greatly disturbed in the shallow zone by both bioturbation, and Prison era agricultural
practices. Several modern cow burials were revealed by scraping in the West and Central
loci, and other likely burials were observed as depressions on the ground surface. However,
during Stage 3 a localized horizon of debitage containing a Kirk Point in the Central Locus
was detected in Trench SA6 in the Central Locus (Figure 4). No other evidence of an intact
Early Archaic occupation was identified at the site. In addition, an exotic Delhi projectile
point was recovered from the West Locus. Though artifact density in that area and across
deeper parts of the site was generally very low (1281 artifacts total were recovered in
sampling of approximately 1505 square meters of machine excavations), test units were
excavated during Stage 4 to assess the potential for localized intact deeply buried prehistoric
resources at the three loci.
Stage 4 test unit excavations recovered a total of 2064 artifacts from 28 test units. The test
units averaged approximately 1-meter in depth (10 unit levels) and produced an average
artifact density of approximately 7 artifacts per level, with artifacts often mixed, and no signs
of any visible stratified horizons or levels of artifact concentration that would be expected in
a stratified site. In addition, very little microdebitage, which is indicative of in situ stone tool
production at a site was recovered from fine screened samples in each unit.
The investigations recorded only one confirmed prehistoric feature. Feature 4.1 was detected
under what appeared to be clay flood drape, possibly associated with one of the major
historic floods recorded in this area. The feature was interpreted as a shallow basin shaped
possible butchering waste deposit feature containing medium mammal bone (possibly deer)
fragments and debitage (Figure 4). The faunal materials associated with Feature 4.1
appeared to represent the remains of the discard of waste associated with the processing of
one animal. The feature has not been dated at this time. An overlying flood drape indicates
it most probably predates historic Lake Jane, mapped in this area in the early 1800s (Foradas
2006:Figure 4; Pressler 1865). The presence of Goose Creek pottery in stratigraphic
association with the feature suggests a tentative date of Early Ceramic or more recent can be
assigned to the feature.
The bone, debitage and soil staining in Feature 4.1 superficially resembled materials from the
more extensive midden deposit detected at Site 41FB306 along Oyster Creek (Section VI).
That fairly large midden and partly intact midden measuring a minimum of 50 x 15 meter
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(164 x 49 feet) also underlies a flood drape, in this case along Oyster Creek. However, to put
this in perspective, Feature 4.1, measuring less than one meter in area, was the only intact
prehistoric feature detected on an over 1% sample of 41FB280 which is an approximately 97
square kilometer (37.5 square miles) site.
Based on diagnostic projectile points (Table 12), debitage and Goose Creek ware distribution
throughout test unit levels one or more Early Ceramic to Late Prehistoric horizons may have
been present. There was also minor evidence of Terminal Archaic and older occupations.
This was based on the recovery of one Darl (FS 0547, shown in Plate 12g) during intensive
pedestrian survey (also Foradas 2006:Plate 1A), one Delhi, two Gary, one Kent and one Kirk
dart points from the site (Plate 12). The are diagnostic artifacts of the Archaic period
(Ricklis 2006:Figure 6.11; Turner and Hester 1993) and in some instances were found below
levels containing Goose Creek ware ceramics. Darl points are more typical of Central Texas
and Delhi Points are associated with northeast Texas (Turner and Hester 1993), which was
unusual for this area.

Table 12. Projectile Point Types Recovered from Site 41FB280
Projectile Point Type
Collection
Type

Stratum

Delhi

I
Excavation Unit

Kent

Kirk
Corner
Notched

1

II

1

III

Perdiz

2

3

1

2
1

1

3

II(Ap)

A
Ap

Grand
Total

2

Shovel Test
Total
Trench

Darl

1

Excavation Unit Total
Shovel Test

Gary
Contracting
Stemmed

6
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

2

1

1

3

Trench Total

1

Site Total

1

2

1

1

4

1

10

Grand Total for Project

1

2

1

1

4

1

10

Delhi points are generally rare in southeast Texas, and are more common in the Caddo
influenced regions of northeast Texas and the Mississippi delta in Louisiana (Gagliano and
Saucier 1963). They have been reported in southeast Texas, most closely in a private
collection from Matagorda County (Crain 2005, 2007). The points in Perry’s Collection
reportedly were found washed up on shore along the Gulf Coast (Crain 2007). Perry’s points
have been abraded by water action from rolling in surf.
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In contrast, the complete specimen from Site 41FB280 shows little indication of abrasion. It
was constructed from a dark green chert and is still relatively sharp. It is almost certainly an
exotic, and along with surf abraded specimens from the Gulf near the mouth of the Brazos
may indicate seaborne contact with these eastern groups. Wide spread trade is a hallmark of
the Late Archaic period, and perhaps such groups or their good moved inland along
watercourses such as the Brazos and its major tributaries is likely to have bounded in
antiquity. Similarly, the contemporaneous Darl point from Central Texas may also indicate
that Site 41FB280 was once situated along a Terminal Archaic trade network.
Unfortunately, these diagnostic materials were almost always found in disturbed context.
Either they were mixed with small quantities of Nineteenth Century and larger quantities of
Twentieth Century and historic and modern materials, and they were recovered at relatively
shallow depths; or they were recovered in bioturbated subplowzone context. Thus, though
we know these prehistoric occupations were present at Site 41FB280, the prehistoric
component of the site lacks integrity that would allow researchers to test hypotheses
concerning interregional exchange and other research issues.
The evidence for historic and modern disturbances to the site was abundant and included
numerous fencepost features and several refuse deposits and other disturbance features (e.g. a
deep tractor tire rut), steel waterlines connecting windmills detected by geophysical survey
(Henning 2006:Figure 3), evidence of plow breakage on many artifact surfaces, and
ethnographic and archival records of extensive agricultural disturbance (Davis 2007; Foradas
2006; Hughes 2007; Love 2007).
Historic diagnostic cultural materials recovered from Site 41FB280 (Table 13) were largely
limited to unidentifiable plow-shattered fragments of brick, historic ceramic, glass, and
metal. Most identifiable materials including wire, nails and fence staples and brick appear to
be of modern construction. However, small quantities of brick, cut nails, glass, hand blown
glass, and other historic materials recovered during this and earlier studies (also Carpenter
2001a-c; Foradas 2006) suggest that the pre-prison historic habitations described by
ethnographic informants such as the Slave Quarters and the “Iron Rail Settlement” may have
been present here. However, the material remains of these settlements appear to have been
virtually erased by a century of prison agriculture.

Table 13. Potentially Diagnostic Historic Artifacts Recovered During Stage 4 from Site
41FB280
Collection
Material
Form
Manufacture
Comments
Total
Type
Excavation
embossed,
"B"
1
Unit
lettering
Glass, vessel bottle/jar
(Stage 4)
machine-made
1
Glass, vessel
2
Total
Metal
button
stamped
1
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Table 13. Potentially Diagnostic Historic Artifacts Recovered During Stage 4 from Site
41FB280
Collection
Material
Form
Manufacture
Comments
Total
Type
nail
cut
1
shot shell
2
staple
6
syringe
1
needle
wire, barbed
1
Metal Total
12
Synthetics
plastic frags
1
Synthetics Total
1
Excavation Units (Stage 4) Total
15
Ceramic,
pipe
kaolin/ball clay
1
other
Ceramic, other Total
1
ceramic bottle neck 1
2 pcs refit
nearly complete
stamped label - "VB"
w/crown above in
Machine
center of circle,
Scraping
lettering around
(Stage 3)
Ceramic,
bottle
stoneware
circle reads
vessel
"OBERLAHNSTEIN"
1
at bottom and
"VICTO……UNNEN"
at top (portion
missing) - likely a
German mineral
water bottle
Machine
2
Ceramic, vessel Total
Scraping
embossed,
"..NE PI(N).."
1
bottle/jar
(Stage 3)
lettering
"D" in center of base
1
Glass, vessel
complete base,
empontilled
broken in 2 pcs
1
(likely by shovel)
Glass, vessel Total
3
Metal
bullet
lead ball
1
10 small links (5cm
long), then 6 bigger
1
chain
unknown
links (8cm long) w/ a
ring on end
handle
1
"IDEAL CORP - HY
hose clamp
GEAR - B'KLYN,
1
NY"
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Table 13. Potentially Diagnostic Historic Artifacts Recovered During Stage 4 from Site
41FB280
Collection
Material
Form
Manufacture
Comments
Total
Type
blade of butter/table
knife
1
knife
nail
cut
5
section of rusty pipe
pipe
1
approx. 27cm long
shot shell
1
spike
unknown
1
staple
10
wire, barbed
1
Metal Total
24
attached to 2 pcs of
1
debitage
attached to a chert
1
cobble that is
possibly a core
Mineral
mortar, lime
contains many small
rocks, including what
appears to be a
1
couple of prehistoric
lithics
Mineral Total
7
possibly bakelite or
comb
1
other early plastic
plastic
says "T.D.C."
1
Plastic cup
2
Synthetics
Rubber boot
1
shotgun shells
1
slag
1
Synthetics Total
8
Textiles
Rope
1
Textiles Total
1
Machine Scraping (Stage 3) Total
46
Surface
Metal
rail connector
1
Collection
(Stage 2)
1
Metal Total
Phase II, Stage 2, Total
1
Phase I Historic Diagnostic Artifacts Total (Foradas 2006:Table 5)
4
Site 41FB280 Total Historic Diagnostic Artifacts
66

In summary, Site 41FB280 produced very low quantities of fragmentary historic and
prehistoric artifacts that indicate the site is likely to have been periodically inhabited since
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the Early Archaic period. Prehistorically, it was most likely utilized as an ephemeral
temporary campsite by small groups. Historically, the site is likely to have been utilized as a
slave quarters by the Knight Plantation circa 1834-1866, and to have been an “Iron Rail”
settlement of Freedmen descended of Knight’s slaves in the Reconstruction era (Martin
2006). These events were described by ethnographic informants and local historians
(Crosser 2006; Martin 2006; Wharton 1939). Crosser (2007) continues his investigations of
the Knight Plantation and is currently trying to obtain Wharton’s memoirs and documents
from descendants of the Knight family. Though the cultural deposits at Site 41FB280 lack
integrity, additional ethnohistorical research beyond the scope of this project may shed more
light on Antebellum, Civil War, Reconstruction and Prison era life on and around Site
41FB280.
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4.0 RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS AT SITE 41FB281
4.1 Previous Investigations at Site 41FB281
Site 41FB281, the Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church (Figure 9; see also Figure 3),
was revisited by Foradas (2006:62-64) in order to more accurately plat the cemetery
boundaries and make sure no graves were present in the APE. Investigations conducted
during the intensive pedestrian survey included walkover, documentation of graves and the
Church building, interviews of some church members, and excavation of 26 shovel tests in
fields surrounding the platted Church property to further delineate the site (Foradas 2006:6264, figures 6a and 6b, table 6).
Ethnographic informant interviews including several conversations with Rev. Kervis Martin
(2006), the current church minister, and other ministers and parishioners of the church
indicated that Site 41FB281 is a multicomponent historic site dating to the Early to Midnineteenth Century. According to these sources the area atop the sand ridge east of the
church, designated the East Locus for this study (Figure 9) originally acted as a “Bush
Hollow,” an outdoor gathering place for Colonel James Knight’s slave community.
According to church parishioners (Martin 2006) Knight’s slaves were quartered in buildings
somewhere on what is now Site 41FB280 (Figures 3 and 4). According to Martin (2006)
immediately after the Civil War (circa 1865-1868) a U.S. Government Slave Resettlement
Office was erected on or near the site the church now occupies. It is not clear if this structure
was demolished or if portions of it were incorporated into the first Pleasant Green Missionary
Baptist Church building, which was erected in 1868. The property for the Freedmen’s
church was deeded by the Conrad family, descendants of the Knights in 1866 (Crosser 2007;
see Appendix B). The church which also acted as a school, was burned in 1870, and a
second church was erected on the foundation of the first (Martin 2006). The second church
was severely damaged during the Great Galveston Storm, and also damaged by other
hurricanes occurring in the late 1800s and early 1900s. The current building is built on the
foundations of the earlier church structures, and remains of the relocation office may lie
somewhere under or near the current Church building within the Church property as well
(Martin 2006).
The ethnographic informant interviews also indicated that the church burial ground extended
east of the chain link fence into the current gravel roadway east of the church (Figure 9), and
that the area of the Bush Hollow was used as an assembly area, picnic ground and parking
area in the past (Martin 2006). As a result of the discovery of historic and prehistoric
artifacts in the field east of the gravel access road, the site boundary was extended as shown
in Figure 9 (also Foradas 2006:Figures 6a and 6b).
Based on the results of oral historical research additional background research was conducted
in Fort Bend County archives. These resulted in the discovery of the original deed for the
church and evidence for other transfers of the property the church is situated on dating to
Jane Wilkins (Appendix B).
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Figure 9. Overview of Geophysical and Cultural Resource Investigations at Site
41FB281, the Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church and Cemetery
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Intensive pedestrian survey field investigations at Site 41FB281 consisted of systematic
surface survey of a plowed field offering excellent surface visibility immediately west of the
church, and shovel testing north, west and east of the church (Foradas 2006:Figures 6a-b).
Survey around the church initially consisted of widely spaced shovel testing of Segment 1
and eight negative shovel tests on transects L and M (Foradas 2006:Figure 6a) helped
delineate the site. Four north-south shovel test transects spaced at intervals of 15 meters (50
feet) also failed to detect any artifacts or evidence of graves (Foradas 2006:Figure 6b).
Materials recovered from shovel tests at Site 41FB281, summarized in Foradas (2006:Table
6) consisted of only nine artifacts (four historic and five prehistoric. In the East Locus the
prehistoric materials were recovered deeper than historic materials suggesting that part of the
site might be stratified (Foradas 2006:Table 6). The artifacts recovered from these tests and
later investigations are summarized in Appendices D and E.
A walkover of the present church and cemetery grounds was also conducted on and near the
above shovel test transects. The walkover determined that the oldest marked graves are
associated with individuals born in the mid Nineteenth Century, supporting oral historical
evidence that descendants of Knight’s slaves might be buried here. In addition, the walkover
established that the cemetery continues to be used. The most recent graves were among the
ones located furthest from the church in a westerly direction. Headstones are placed adjacent
to the east and west fence lines of the church property in some instances; however, the
marked graves in these instances were clearly excavated within the current property
boundary. Marked graves were not located outside the fence lines, but areas of disturbed
ground resembling unmarked graves were detected on the berm of the access road
immediately east of the chain link fence, and west of the gravel access road (Foradas
2006:64).
Based on the results of intensive pedestrian survey the boundaries of Site 41FB281 were
changed from those originally platted to those shown in Figure 9. The site was also
subdivided into West and East loci, both of which may contain intact components, but only
the east of which lies within the APE. In addition, the area potentially containing unmarked
historic graves was expanded to encompass all portions of the church property south of what
is now known to be the old road to Richmond just north of the church, and east to include the
present north-south gravel access road leading southward from Madden Road that lies
immediately east of the church property boundary and in the APE (Figure 9).
Eligibility testing was considered appropriate for the gravel road and the East Locus of Site
41FB281 given the cultural resource potential and project plans (Figures 2, 3, and 9) that
indicate these parts of the site may not be avoided by construction. The recommended
testing was based more on the possibility that graves might extend east of the platted church
property, and in an attempt to obtain archaeological evidence that the “Bush Hollow” area
east of the church was used as a historic gathering place by the church community since the
Reconstruction period also had to be further evaluated.
It was clear at the conclusion of intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006:90) that
historically, Site 41FB281 appears to represent an important gathering place for a resident
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African American community in Fort Bend County that still uses the site, and can trace its
roots to the slaves that originally lived on the Knight Plantation.. It was also thought the site
may provide clues regarding the transition from a “Bush Hollow” used prior to the Civil War,
into a Reconstruction Era Slave Relocation Center, and later a Freedmen’s church and school
that served both the pre-Prison era Freedman community, and possibly the prison era black
community.

4.2 Results of Phase II, Stage 1A: Supplemental Background
Research
Due to the factors discussed above, Site 41FB281 merited eligibility testing to determine
eligibility under criteria A, B, and D, and as a Traditional Cultural Property. The tests were
conducted concurrently with research at Site 41FB280 which appears to be related to Site
41FB281 as part of a larger slave and later Freedmen’s and prison farm community (Foradas
2006:90). Since Site 41FB281 is reportedly associated with a Freedmen’s Bureau Slave
Relocation Center and the first church, school and cemetery serving the surrounding area ca.
1865-1889, it was also hoped that excavations in the vicinity of this site may greatly increase
our understanding of the early Reconstruction Era in this part of Texas.
Stage 1A consisted of additional archival and oral historical research concerning Site
41FB281. Informants for this stage of the background research included Mr. Robert Crosser
(2007), the THC Section 6 Archaeological Steward; Mr. James Davis (2007), former
Agricultural Supervisor of Jester Texas State Prison Farm; the Rev. Kervis Martin (2007)
senior pastor of Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church, as well as Hughes (2007).
Crosser (2007) has conducted substantial research on the Knight Plantation and the
descendants of Colonel James Knight including the Kirk and Conrad families which deeded
the Church property to their former slaves. Mr. Crosser graciously provided some of his
research materials in Appendix B of this manuscript. With the help of Mr. Crosser, currently
unsuccessful but ongoing attempts were also made to secure information in the original notes
of Wharton (1939), who claimed to have interviewed many Fort Bend county blacks
including William, who was one of Colonel Knight’s slaves and a frequent companion of
Colonel Knight and his daughter Lucinda (Wharton 1939:132).
Crosser (2007) has also contacted a surviving member of the Conrad family in the Carolinas;
however, correspondence relevant to this study has still not been obtained from that source.
The relative has expressed an interest in finding out more about the location of Kirks Point
Cemetery (Crosser 2007).
Supplemental ethnohistorical investigation also shed additional light on the origin of the
roadways north and east of the Church. First, the road bed immediately north of the church
is a remnant of the bed of the Old Road to Richmond (Martin 2006). The bed of this road is
still visible north of Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church property, and was pointed
out by Martin (2006). The road is also clearly depicted on older maps and aerial photographs
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the prison (USGS 1930a-b, 1941). These maps indicated that remnants of this old road
which extend eastward into the East Locus of Site 41FB281 may still be preserved there.
The origin of the modern gravel road linking the Church and the Cattle Pens area to Madden
Road was also revealed. Hughes (2007) noted that the road replaced an older, lower lying
access road west of the church that connected with the old road to Richmond. That road is
visible on older USGS (1930b, 1941, 1965) images. The existing road to the Church and to
the Cattle Pens at Site 41FB281, and the older road were built by prison labor (Davis 2006).
Hughes (2007) also noted that the road was much better maintained when it was owned by
the prison system than it is now. More importantly for studies in the East Locus, Davis
(2007) indicated that during wet periods much of the East Locus was deeply impacted by
farm machinery. He added that he recalled that more than once, excavations large enough to
free a trapped bulldozer and to bury telephone poles occurred immediately east of the current
site boundary. Some of these disturbances which were pointed out by Davis are still visible
on the ground surface southeast of the site and from the air (USGS 2002; 2006a-b).
Hughes (2007) and Davis (2007) also noted that church parking was the most common
activity on the road, and that Church functions largely were limited to the Church property,
and to the parking lot immediately north of the church property, which though it was on
prison land, was, and still is used by the church. In general, Hughes (2007) and Martin
(2007) noted that the prison system and the Church were on good terms throughout the
modern era, and that Church parishioners largely stayed out of the prison’s agricultural fields
east of the road. Davis (2007) and Hughes (2007) also added that no prisoners ever attended
church services, and that church services at Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church were
typically conducted on a monthly basis for the surrounding community. This generally good
relationship between the TDCJ and the Church in the Modern era, which was corroborated
by Martin (2006), indicates that it is highly unlikely that any graves east of the Church
property were detected during construction of the gravel road. Davis (2007) could not recall
any graves impacted by the road construction, and added that if graves were found they
would have been reinterred in the present Church cemetery. However, to help determine if
graves may still be present under the gravel road or in the East Locus, geophysical
prospecting using GPR was conducted during Stage 2 of investigations at Site 41FB281.

4.3 Site 41FB281: Results of Phase II, Stage 2: Geophysical
Prospecting
To facilitate investigations, Site 41FB281 was subdivided into the fenced Church and
Cemetery Property which lies outside the APE, the Gravel Access Road east of the church
and cemetery; the East Locus, located east of the gravel access road, and the remainder of the
site consisting of two narrow strips along the west and north boundaries of the church and
cemetery property (Figure 9).
Henning (2006) (Appendix C) began her investigations at Site 41FB281 (Pleasant Green
Missionary Baptist Church) with calibration of the GPR over known graves inside the
historic cemetery. This is because the primary targets of her survey were possible unmarked
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graves. Secondary targets were historic features and soil disturbances that might be
associated with the “Bush Hollow” in the East Locus.
Henning (2006:4, figures 2a and 2b, table 2) acquired GPR data along 6 regional lines placed
parallel to the gravel road within the gravel road, and detected numerous anomalies at 0 to 31
centimeters (0 to 1 foot) depth in the gravel road. Several deeper anomalies were also
observed showing an intact horizon at 0.9 to 1.2 meters (3 to 4 feet) with several gaps.
Henning also placed 8 regional lines parallel to the gravel road over the “Bush Hollow” area
in the East Locus, and the north and south ends of three regional lines also revealed an intact
horizon at 0.9 to 1.2 meters (3 to 4 feet). Based on these data Henning (2006:Figures 2a and
2b) identified ten anomalies of interest at Site 41FB281, the deepest of which, Anomaly 10,
was estimated at 7 feet (Appendix C).

4.4 Site 41FB281: Results of Phase II, Stage 3: Machine Scraping
Based on the results of the shovel testing, geophysical prospecting, surface observations, and
ethnographic information, it was determined that some portions of the project area may
contain deeply buried deposits. It was also determined that investigations in this portion of
the project area would benefit by exposing larger, shallow areas in order to look for features.
Since historic features such as possible graves at Site 41FB281 were the principal target of
testing east of the site, ground penetrating radar anomalies rather than a standardized grid
system were used to guide scraping. As such, the northings and eastings for this portion of
the project area are not aligned to a north-south grid system, but parallel GPR lines. A total
of nine scrape areas were placed within the East Locus of Site 41FB281. These are discussed
below and summarized in Table 14.

Table 14. Scrape Areas Located Within the East Locus of Site 41FB281
Scrape
GPR Anomaly of Interest (AOI) or Other
Feature
Trench Size (m/ft)
Area
Target of Excavation
Numbers
SA1
AOI 10
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
SA2
AOI 11
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
AOI 12 and intact strata detected by the
SA3
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
GPR
AOI 13 and intact strata detected by the
SA4
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
GPR
SA5
AOI 4
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
SA6
AOI 8
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
SA7
Intact strata detected by the GPR
None Identified
1.2 x 67.9 (4 x 222)
Depression on surface, and intact strata
SA8
None Identified
5 x 5 (16.4 x 16.4)
detected by the GPR
SA9
Intact strata detected by the GPR
None Identified
1.2 x 29.7 (4 x 97.5)
Note: AOI 1 through 6 and AOI 9 were outside the East Locus and not tested. AOI 1 through 6 were
shallow and located in disturbed areas in the gravel road; AOI 9 was located in a dumping area east
of Site 41FB281 identified by an informant (Davis 2007).
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4.4.1 East Locus Scrape Areas
A total of nine scrape areas were examined within the East Locus area of Site 41FB281
(Figure 9, Table 15). Comparisons with local and regional soil references (Mowery et al.
1960; NWSS 2007; SSS NRCS USDA 2007) were used to help identify the soil strata at this
site. No cultural features were identified within these scrapes; however, some of the shallow
GPR anomalies investigated appear to result from modern metallic artifacts, and some of the
deeper ones from natural concentrations of iron-manganese concretions in soils or possibly
reflections from the ferruginous clay rich Bt2 horizon of the Kenney loam (SSS NRCS
USDA 2007), the culturally sterile weathered surface of the Beaumont formation upon which
the sandy Kenney soil formed. The results from each scrape area are discussed in detail
below, and representative plan and profile views of scrapes are presented in Figures 10
through 12.

Table 15. Results from Scrape Area Excavations in the East Locus of Site 41FB281

1
1
3
3
2
2
1
1

11
11
11
11

2
2
7
7

7
7
7
7

1
1
2
2

20
20
1
1
2
2

74
74
97
97

1
1

1

1

1

1

2
2

1
1
1
1
32
32
35
35
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1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

2
2

2
2
3
3

1
1

1
1

1
1

2
2
4
4

Grand Total

Total

Retouched Flake

Synthetics

Other

Mineral

metal/glass

Metal

Glass, vessel

Glass, flat

Ceramic, vessel

Ceramic, brick

Bone/ivory/shell/horn

Soil Horizon

Coll Prov .

Excavation Type

SA1
Ap
SA1 Total
Ap
SA2
Ap/A
SA2 Total
SA3
Ap
SA3 Total
Scrape SA4
Ap/A
SA4 Total
SA5
Ap
SA5 Total
SA6
Ap
SA6 Total
SA7
Ap
SA7 Total
Strip Total
Grand Total

Core

Prehistoric
Cultural
Materials

Historic Cultural Materials

1
1
1
3
4
25
25
2
2
4
4
1
1
131
131
168
168
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Figure 10. Plans and Profiles of Scrape Area SA1, Site 41FB281
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Scrape Area SA1
Scrape Area SA1 (Figure 10) was located in the East Locus and measured approximately 5 x
5 meters (16.4 x 16.4 feet). This scrape area was excavated to a maximum depth of 213.4
cmbs (84 inbs) in a 1 x 5 meter (3.3 x 16.4 feet) trench placed at its center to explore GPR
Anomaly 10 (Henning 2006:Figures 2a and 2b; see Figures 7 and 8), and 1.2 meters (4 feet)
in the remainder of the scrape. This trench typically had three primary strata in profile,
although the strata depths varied as the trench trended from southwest to northeast (Figure 8).
Stratum I was a Kenney loam Ap horizon that consisted of brown (10YR 4/3) fine sand
terminating in an abrupt wavy boundary. Stratum II, identified as a Kenney loam A horizon,
contained yellowish brown (10YR 5/3) fine sand mottled with some lighter areas of (7.5YR
6/2) fine sand. A thin laminae of dark gray (10YR 4/1) clay, apparently resulting from a
perched water table separated this stratum from a deeper (10YR 7/3) sand AC horizon
containing common coarse black (10YR 2/1) iron-manganese concretions whose density
increased with depth. The lowest part of the AC horizon, just above its abrupt wavy
boundary with underlying Stratum III (Figure 8), contained the richest concentration of ironmanganese concretions. This iron-rich concentration appears to have been the source of GPR
Anomaly 10.
Stratum IV was a sterile clay deposit that was composed of red (2.5YR 5/8) clay mottled
with yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) clay. This stratum, is the Kenney loam Bt2 horizon that
represents the upper surface of the Pleistocene age Beaumont formation which underlies the
uplands in the Aliana Development (Barnes 1992).
Only historic (n=2) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area SA1 (Table 15).
These were limited to a fragment of barbed wire recovered in the plowzone at a depth of 21.5
cmbs (8.5 inbs), and one anatomically modern cow bone (probably a lower leg bone)
detected during scraping of this unit at a depth of 66 cmbs (26 inbs).

Scrape Area SA2
Scrape Area SA2 was located in the East Locus and measured approximately 5 x 5 meters
(16.4 x 16.4 feet). This scrape area was excavated to a maximum depth of 80 cmbs (31.5
inbs) and placed to explore GPR Anomaly 11 (Henning 2006:Figures 2a and 2b; see Figures
7 and 8). This trench had two primary strata in profile, both of which were analogous to
Strata I and II described in Site 41FB281 Scrape Area SA1, above (Figure 8).
Minor quantities of both historic (n=1) and prehistoric (n=4) cultural materials were
recovered from Scrape Area SA2 (Table 15). Screening of soil from this unit produced
Historic materials (n=3) small fragments of brick (n=3), and black gravel (not collected).
Prehistoric material was limited to a possible prehistoric core fragment recovered in Stratum
I at a depth of 29.0 cmbs (11.3 inbs).
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Scrape Area SA3
Scrape Area SA3 was located in the East Locus and measured approximately 5 x 5 meters
(16.4 x 16.4 feet). This scrape area was excavated to a maximum depth of 80 cmbs (31.5
inbs) and placed to explore GPR Anomaly 12 and a possible intact horizon detected by GPR
(Henning 2006: Figures 2a and 2b; see Figures 7 and 8). This scrape area had two primary
strata that were generally analogous to Strata I and II described in Site 41FB281 Scrape Area
SA1, above (Figure 8) with a few exceptions possibly caused by recent rains at the time of
scraping.
Stratum I was a Kenney loam Ap horizon that consisted of light brownish gray (10YR 6/2)
sandy clay terminating in an abrupt wavy boundary. The stratum varied in thickness from 55
to 100cmbd (21.6 to 31.5 inbs) thinning slightly to the east. Stratum II, identified as a
Kenney loam A horizon, contained a uniform yellowish brown (10YR 5/3) wet sand. The
stratum appeared to dip slightly westward, and was detected at a shallower depth of 55 cmbs
(21.6 inbs) on the eastern end of the scrape area.
Only historic (n=25) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area SA3 including
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=3), glass (n=9) and metal (n=1) (Table 15). Identifiable
historic to modern materials included the base of a brown glass machine-made patent finish
bottle dating to 1893-2005 (Jones and Sullivan 1989); brown bottle glass from a modern
applied color label Anheuser-Busch beer bottle (n=10); and two fragments of synthetic
(asphalt) roofing material. These materials were recovered during the screening of soils
excavated from this unit. Given the position of this unit relative to the Old Road to
Richmond whose bed is still partly preserved north of the Church property (Figure 7) these
materials may represent remains of trash from the old road that once passed through this part
of the site.

Scrape Area SA4
Scrape Area SA4 was located in the East Locus and measured approximately 5 x 5 meters
(16.4 x 16.4 feet). This scrape area was excavated to a maximum depth of 65 cmbs (31.5
inbs) and placed to explore GPR Anomaly 13 and a possible intact horizon detected by GPR
(Henning 2006:Figures 2a and 2b; see Figures 7 and 8). This scrape area had two primary
strata in profile, both of which were analogous to Strata I and II described in Site 41FB281
Scrape Area SA3, above.
Only historic (n=2) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area SA4, both of them
from screening of soils excavated from this unit (Table 15). These included the finish from a
brown glass machine-made straight neck wine bottle dating to 1893-2005 (Jones and Sullivan
1989); and a fragment of flat glass.

Scrape Area SA5
Scrape Area SA5 was located in the East Locus and measured approximately 5 x 5 meters
(16.4 x 16.4 feet). This scrape area was excavated to a maximum depth of 100 cmbs (39
inbs) and placed to explore GPR Anomaly 4 (Henning 2006:Figures 2a and 2b; see Figures 7
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and 8). This scrape area had three primary strata in profile, which were generally analogous
to strata I through IV described in Site 41FB281 Scrape Area SA1, above (Figure 8).
However, there were several minor differences in these strata that merit further discussion.
Stratum I was a Kenney loam Ap horizon that consisted of brown (7.5YR 4/3) fine sand
terminating in an abrupt wavy boundary. The stratum varied in thickness between 65 and 78
cmbs (25.6 and 30.7 inbs) and thickened slightly eastward. Stratum II, identified as an
undulating Kenney loam A horizon composed of yellowish brown (7.5YR 5/3) wet fine sand
similar to that described as Stratum II in Scrape Area SA3, above. Stratum II varied in
thickness between 20 and 35 centimeters (8.0 and 13.8 inches) and terminated in an abrupt
wavy boundary with underlying Stratum III.
Stratum III was analogous to Stratum IV described in Scrape Area SA1, above (Figure 8).
This stratum, is the Kenney loam Bt2 horizon that represents the upper surface of the
Pleistocene age Beaumont formation which underlies the uplands in the Aliana Development.
In Scrape Area SA5, this stratum was composed of light brown (7.5YR 6/3) silty clay
mottled with equal parts of red (2.5YR 4/8) and reddish yellow (5YR 6/8) ferruginous clay
containing common coarse black iron-manganese concretions.
Historic (n=3) and prehistoric (n=1) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA5
(Table 15) were limited to one prehistoric retouched uniface recovered during screening of
soil from a depth of approximately 45.0 cmbs (20.0 inbs). In addition, an oval solarized
amethyst glass base fragment embossed with “3A” on the bottom, and fragment of an
unidentified clear pattern mold glass bottle were recovered during screening of soils below
this depth.

Scrape Area SA6
Scrape Area SA6 was located in the East Locus and measured approximately 5 x 5 meters
(16.4 x 16.4 feet). This scrape area was placed to explore GPR Anomaly 8 (Henning
2006:Figure 2a and 2b; see Figures 7 and 8), and excavated to a maximum depth of 50 cmbs
(20 inbs). The excavation revealed one primary stratum in profile, which was analogous to
Stratum I described in Site 41FB281 Scrape Area SA5, above.
Cultural material recovered from Scrape Area SA6 (Table 15) was limited to a nearly
complete metal cup recovered in situ at a depth of 48.0 cmbs (18.9 inbs). The cup was found
upside down. A metal cup in that orientation would act as a parabolic metallic reflector to
GPR, and apparently the cup may be responsible for GPR Anomaly 8.

Scrape Area SA7
Scrape Area SA7 (Figure 11) was a trench located parallel to the gravel road and the fence
line in the western part of the East Locus. It was placed at this location based on the
observation that many of the graves in Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church Cemetery
were oriented with their long axis east-to-west. It was assumed the trench would crosscut
graves that might be present in the area near the fence, though conditions favored GPR
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survey, and no grave like anomalies, only intact horizons were detected along the GPR line
east of GPR Anomalies 11 and 12.
Scrape Area SA7 measured approximately 67.9 meters (222 feet) in length, and 1.0 meters
(3.3 feet) in width. This scrape area was excavated to a maximum depth of approximately
1.4 meters, and averaged approximately 1 meter (3.3 feet) in depth (Figure 8). Strata I, II,
and III described in Scrape Area SA1 (above) were also observed in seven measured sections
along the trench. Bioturbation by rodents was observed during scraping, particularly in
Stratum II. Small piles of dirt accumulated very quickly under active rodent burrows present
at several locations in the trench (Figure 8). No evidence of burials or funerary remains was
detected in the long soil profiles of this unit.
Both historic (n=129) and prehistoric (n=2) cultural materials were recovered in situ or
during screening of soils from Scrape Area SA7 (Table 15). Historic materials recovered
from Scrape Area SA7 included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=2), lime (n=1), historic
ceramic (glazed stoneware) (n=7), non-silvered flat glass (n=1), bottle glass (70), metal cans
(n=17) and other metal (n=11). One clear glass bottle finish with the metal cap still attached
was also recovered.
Identifiable historic cultural materials from Scrape Area SA7 included one complete but
broken 6-ounce. Coca-Cola bottle; four other bottle bases, an Indian Head/Buffalo nickel
coin dating to 1919; two barbed wire fragments, and one nail.
The Coca-Cola bottle is a lime green (flint glass) bottle embossed with "TRADEMARK
REGISTERED", "BOTTLE PAT. D-105529" and the Coca-Cola logo on the body, and
"HOUSTON TEX." on bottom (FS 0817, Plate 17c), top pcs w/ partial finish is broken off
but refits easily. Historic bottle bases include: one green glass wine bottle base stamped with
"GALLO FLAVOR-GUARD BOTTLE", "11", "REFILLING PROHIBITED", "205E",
"REG.", "CAL." (FS 0816, see Plate 17a); and one solarized amethyst glass bottle base
embossed with an "F" on the center of the bottom. The “F” on the clear glass base (FS 0817,
see Plate 17d) could be the mark of a German company Amberger Flaschenhutten, or
possibly Wm. Frank & Sons of Pittsburgh (Toulouse 1971). Whitten (2005) indicates that
the “F” may represent a mark used in the 1920s and early 1930s by Fairmount Glass
Works/Company, Indianapolis, Indiana, which was in business between 1906 and 1968.
Two modern bases: a brown beer bottle base date marked “1986” (Plate 17b); and a light
green glass soda bottle base marked with modern circular embossed raised dot marks (Plate
17e), were also recovered. The historic materials were recovered from depths ranging
between 24 and 115 cmbs (9.4 and 45.3 cmbs).
Prehistoric cultural materials (n=2) recovered from Scrape Area SA7 were limited to one
freehand chert core and one tested coble recovered in the plowzone at depths between 12 and
24 cmbs (4.7 and 9.4 cmbs) (Table 15).
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Plate 17. Selected historic and modern glass bottle bases from Scrape Area SA7
at Site 41FB281: (a) FS 0816 Gallo Bottle base; (b) modern brown glass beer bottle
base with “1986” date mark; (c) FS 0816 Coca-Cola bottle base from nearly
complete bottle; (d) FS 0817 clear glass base with “F” mark; and (e) modern Coca
Cola bottle base.
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Scrape Area SA8
Scrape Area SA8 was located in the East Locus and measured approximately 5 x 5 meters
(16.4 x 16.4 feet). This scrape area was placed around a shallow circular depression
measuring approximately 1.18 meter (4 feet) in diameter that was visible on the ground
surface. The depression was thought to mark a possible well. To investigate this possibility
the scrape was excavated to a maximum depth of 40 centimeters (16 inches) below surface
penetrating Stratum I. Excavation of this scrape was abandoned when no evidence of a well
other subsurface cultural feature was detected at its maximum depth. No cultural material
was recovered from this unit, and the depression turned out to be a natural surface feature,
most likely an old cattle scrape, as opposed to any well or deeper excavation.
Two modern bases were recovered: a brown beer bottle base date marked “1986” (Plate 17b);
and a light green glass soda bottle base marked with modern circular embossed raised dot
marks (Plate 17e), were also recovered. The historic materials were recovered from depths
ranging between 24 and 115 cmbs (9.4 and 45.3 cmbs).

Scrape Area SA9
This scrape area was placed to investigate an area of intact horizons detected by GPR east of
Anomaly 13 (Figure 12) and excavated to a maximum depth of 1.5 meters (4.9 feet). Despite
its length and depth, the only cultural material recovered from Scrape Area SA9 was one
fragment of modern bottle glass recovered during screening of soils excavated from the unit.
It was not collected.
4.4.2 Gravel Access Road to Church Avoidance Area
The initial scope of work for Site 41FB281 called for scraping of the gravel access road east
of the church to search for graves. As indicated above, Martin (2006) indicated that graves
may have been present east of the Church fence in what is now the roadway. However, most
GPR anomalies detected in this area appeared to be shallow and probably derived from road
construction (Henning 2006).
In addition, white cemetery irises (Mueller 2005) were in bloom in the spring of 2007 during
investigations in the project area. White cemetery irises are commonly found associated with
marked and unmarked graves in cemeteries dating from the Plantation era (Jones 2005).
They have long been a symbol of eternal life in Africa (Miller 2005), and in poor AfricanAmerican communities often substituted for headstones as grave markers (Jones 2005). A
thick bed of these flowers, likely derived from slave burial customs was observed inside the
chain link fence surrounding the Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church and Cemetery.
The irises extended southward from the mowed area of marked graves to the north bank of
the channelized drainage near the southern boundary of the Church property (Figure 9).
However, no irises were observed in unmown areas north of the drainage way but east of the
church fence, or along the fence line east of the road.
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Given that the few deeper GPR anomalies recorded by Henning (2006) in the roadway were
situated within the proposed construction buffer zone (Figure 9) which will subsume the
entire roadway east of the Church plans to scrape the road were aborted. Instead a Site
Avoidance Plan proposed for portions of Site 41FB281 will encompass the gravel access
road area east of the church (Foradas 2007, in Appendix A).

4.5 Summary of Phase II, Stages 1-4 Investigations
Eligibility testing investigations at Site 41FB281, the Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist
Church, were completed by the end of Stage 3 (Table 16). These investigations
complemented intensive pedestrian survey investigations that included excavations of 26
shovel tests during site delineation (Foradas 2006:62-64, figures 6a and 6b, table 6).
Comparisons of the geometry of six GPR anomalies in the roadway (Anomalies 1 through 6
in Figure 9 and Henning 2006:Figure 2b) with known graves in the existing cemetery
suggested the likelihood of graves extending into the gravel road immediately east of the
church was low. In addition, deep anomalies detected east of the gravel road did not appear
to be graves but other deeply buried and shallow metallic features. An intact area of soils
was also detected by GPR in the East Locus in an area and may indicate the location of the
Bush Hollow (Henning 2006:4, Figure 2b).
Excavations in the East Locus of Site 41FB281 produced 167 artifacts almost all of which
were historic to modern and only broadly temporally diagnostic (Table 17). These artifacts
were all that was recovered from samples of over 350 cubic meters of soil that constituted an
approximately 6% sample of the East Locus. Some historic to modern metal artifacts were
detected as deep as 115 centimeters (45 inches), while the greatest depth of prehistoric
materials detected was only approximately 48 centimeters (19 inches). Along with
artifactual evidence of mixing, there was also surface and subsurface evidence of modern
ground disturbances caused by Prison era and later agricultural practices. Extensive
bioturbation by rodents, and to a lesser extent, insects, was also evident across the site. Many
disturbances extended to the base of Holocene strata and deeper, and explain both the
discontinuity of shallow intact horizons detected by GPR (Henning 2006:Figure 2b) and
several deeper geophysical anomalies which turned out to be associated with natural iron
oxide concentrations.
The area east of the gravel road to the church making up the East Locus of Site 41FB281
appears to have been largely in agricultural use throughout the Nineteenth and Twentieth
centuries and into the present day. No evidence of intact historic or prehistoric resources was
detected after a roughly 6% sample of the locus. Artifact densities in this area were also
extremely low, and historic and prehistoric materials were clearly mixed.
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Table 16. Summary of Phase II Testing Investigations at Site 41FB281
Location in
Site

Approx.
Area (m2)

Depth
Estimate
(m)

Estimated
Temporal
Affiliation

Phase I
Shovel
Tests

Phase II
Geophysical
Survey

Phase II
Test
Trenches
2
(Qty./m )

Phase II
Scrape
Blocks
(Qty./m2)

Phase II
Test Units
(Qty./ m2)

Phase I and II
Excavation
Sample Size

None

GPR
calibration only
over known
graves

None

None

None

N/A

6 GPR lines

None

None

None

N/A

9 GPR lines

2/180

7/175

None

6%

None

None

None

None

N/A

15 GPR lines

180

175

0

2%

Locus:
Church and
Cemetery1

4,614

Unknown
Unknown
Prehistoric
and Circa
1830 to
Present

Gravel
1,268
0.2
None
Access
Road2
East Locus
6,044
0.0 – 1.2
5
Remainder
7,501
0.0 – 1.0
23
of Site
Total:
19,427
28
1
Outside APE in area to be avoided by construction.
2
Inside APE but in area to be avoided by construction.
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Table 17. Potentially Diagnostic Historic Artifacts Recovered During Stage 4 from Site
41FB281
Collection
Type
Strip

Material

Form

Manufacture

Comments

non-silvered,
unidentified
Glass, flat Total
Glass, flat

2
2

bottle, liquor

applied color
label

bottle, softdrink

machine-made

Glass,
vessel
embossed,
lettering

bottle/jar

machine-made

painted AnheuserBusch label, unable to
determine brand
6 oz. Coca-Cola bottle,
"TRADEMARK
REGISTERED",
"BOTTLE PAT. D105529" - says
"HOUSTON TEX." on
bottom, top pcs w/
partial finish is broken
off but refits easily
"F" on center of bottom could be German
company Amberger
Flaschenhutten, or
possibly Wm. Frank &
Sons of Pittsburgh
"GALLO FLAVORGUARD BOTTLE", "11",
"REFILLING
PROHIBITED", "205E",
"REG.", "CAL."
oval shaped base,"3A"
on bottom
maker's mark on
bottom, can't quite
make it out (letters
inside circle) - mark is at
12 o'clock w/ "08" at 9,
""86" at 3 and "5J" at 6.
unmarked

Glass, Vessel Total
can/can
fragment
Metal

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
8
2

1919 Indian
Head/Buffalo nickel

coin

1

nail
wire, barbed

1
3
7

bottle cap w/ bottle finish attached

1

Metal Total
metal/glass

Total

Metal/glass Total

1

Mineral

1

lime
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Table 17. Potentially Diagnostic Historic Artifacts Recovered During Stage 4 from Site
41FB281
Collection
Type

Material

Form

Manufacture

Mineral Total
Synthetics
roofing
Synthetics Total
Strip Total
Phase I Historic Diagnostics Total (Foradas 2006:Table 6)
Site 41FB281 Total Historic Diagnostic Artifacts

Comments

Total
1
1
1
20
0
20

Scraping indicated that remnants of the old road to Richmond apparently extend into the
northern part of the East Locus of Site 41FB281. The road bed may partly account for some
of the intact (compressed) horizons observed by Henning (2006) in the GPR lines along the
northern part of the East Locus. Evidence of bioturbation by rodents was common and
widespread throughout the A horizon in most scrape areas. The archaeological evidence thus
supported the ethnographic and historical evidence that the area was disturbed by modern
prison era agricultural activities, and that that graves were absent from the East Locus.
There was no conclusive archaeological evidence of the existence of a “Bush Hollow” in this
part of the site. However, Henning (2006) suggests that an oval pattern to the intact horizons
observed in GPR profiles in the East Locus may result from soil variation caused by part of
the area being devoid of tree cover for a longer period than other. The “Bush Hollow” was
said to be a tree lined clear area, and given the collective memory of the Pleasant Green
Missionary Baptist Church community it is probably likely that the “Bush Hollow” was there
at one time. However, no definitive intact archaeological traces of activities within that
space, which it is believed led to the establishment of the Church in the 1860s has been
preserved. It should also be added that no evidence of a Reconstruction Era Union Army
encampment which it was thought might have been needed to support a slave Relocation
Center was found in the East Locus.
Based on these findings, no Stage 4 fieldwork or further archaeological investigation is
recommended for Site 41FB281, particularly given that monitoring under the CCRMP is in
place in portions of the site slated for construction.
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5.0 RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS AT SITE 41FB304
5.1. Previous Investigations at Site 41FB304
Site 41FB304 (Figure 13) was recorded as a mixed historic and prehistoric site of
indeterminate age measuring approximately 125 x 100 meters (410 x 328 feet) on the basis of
subsurface remains detected in a pasture during intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas
2006:72-75). It is situated on a topographically high ridge west of an artificial pond
constructed in the western portion of an oxbow north of Oyster Creek. The oxbow appears to
be part of an abandoned meander channel tied to Fish Lake (Figure 1), and may represent the
west end of historic Crooked Lake mapped in this area (Carpenter 2001a; Pressler 1865).
Site 41FB304 was detected
produced prehistoric and or
around the positive tests, all
north, south and west. The
2006:Figure 6d).

when nine shovel tests (Foradas 2006:Figure 6d, table 12)
historic materials. The excavation of 17 radial shovel tests
of which were negative, was used to delineate the site to the
site was bounded to the east by the artificial pond (Foradas

Based on the shovel tests the site appeared to be restricted to a depth of 0 to 55 centimeters (0
to 22 inches) below surface and cultural materials were recovered from the Ap horizon of a
Fordtran loamy fine sand soil at depths between 0 and 30 centimeters (0 and 12 inches).
Only broadly temporally diagnostic historic materials were recovered from the site. These
include 3 cut nail fragments, resembling cut nail varieties produced from the 1830s through
the 1890s (Edwards and Wells 1993: types 8-10). A fragment of the base of what appears to
be hand-blown olive glass medicinal bottle fragment of a type manufactured between 1810
and 1860 (Kendrick 1966:45; see also USDIBLM 2006) was also recovered (Foradas
2006:Plate 6).
It also should be noted that areas where brick or brick chips were concentrated in the Ap
horizon of the Fordtran loam that covers much of the site, the soil appeared more compact
than is usual for this soil series (c.f. SSS NRCS USDA 2006), and was largely impenetrable
with hand tools. It was thought that areas of soil compaction, the nature of the historic
materials recovered, and the relatively topographically high setting on sandy soil may have
made this a suitable location for a habitation.
As a result of the intensive pedestrian survey investigations HRA Gray & Pape
recommended eligibility testing at Site 41FB304 (Foradas (2006:91). It was thought Site
41FB304 may represent the remains of a pre-Civil War historic habitation lying on a
disturbed and older unknown prehistoric site.
Since archival and oral historical
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Figure 13. Overview of Geophysical and Cultural Resource Investigations at Site
41FB304
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background research in that study indicated that several mid Nineteenth Century farmsteads
may have been present in the area it was suggested a midden, privy, well or other subsurface
feature in primary context might be associated with Site 41FB304. The site’s location at the
west shore of an artificial pond that appears to have been the west shore of Crooked Lake
prior to drainage modifications and evidence that the Prehistoric component of the site may
be intact below the plowzone was also presented as an argument for further work. However,
Foradas (2006:73) also cautioned that some prehistoric materials did not appear to be in
primary context, and may represent construction materials. No test trenches were excavated
at this site during intensive pedestrian survey because it was recommended for further
investigation.

5.2 Results of Phase II, Stage 1A: Supplemental Background
Research
Supplemental background research at Site 41FB304 consisted of discussions with Mr. Robert
Crosser regarding his research into the history of the Knight Plantation, and the location of
Kirk’s Point (Appendix B). The net result of these discussions was that the Knights had a
prairie home somewhere between their slave quarters and Oyster Creek. Site 41FB304 by
virtue of its location on a topographically high area west of the shoreline of historic Crooked
Lake, and other results discussed above, warranted further examination.
The possibility of a mid-Nineteenth century site at this location had to be balanced with data
derived from former TDCJ employees and aerial image analyses. Ethnographic informants
that worked in this area of the farm for the TDCJ (Davis 2007; Hughes 2007; Love 2007)
indicated that the area east of Site 41FB304 was generally too wet to be used as anything but
pasture, and that enough water to support beaver was usually present in the swampy oxbow
before the earthen dam impounding the pond east of Site 41FB304 (Figure 13) was built in
the early 1990s. Bono (2006) and Love (2007) also advised archaeological crews that the
area between the road to Oyster Creek along the eastern boundary of the Aliana Development
east of Site 41FB304 was usually impassable due to flooding and mud.
A review of aerial photographs of the site area indicated that the site was orchard in the early
Twentieth Century. Mature trees could be seen in a 1930 aerial photograph (USGS 1930a),
and several small drainage ditches, all trending roughly north-south, had apparently been cut
near the site. The site was forested in 1941 (ASCS 1941; USGS 1941), and by 1958 had
been converted to agricultural use and plowed (ASCS 1958). The TxDOT (1978) aerial
photograph clearly indicated the area of the oxbow as partly wooded and possibly drained. A
large drainage ditch was present west of the site, and a narrow road led south into the site
area to what appears to have been a structure or an animal pen. The TxDOT (1989a) map
and later images show the site as pasture. The pond east of the site is not visible in images
dated earlier than 1995 (USGS 1995, 2002) corroborating ethnographic informant reports
(Davis 2007; Hughes 2007) that the pond was constructed in the early 1990s.
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5.3 Results of Phase II, Stage 2: Geophysical Prospecting
Henning (2006:5, figures 6 and 7) acquired GPR data along 12 regional lines placed north
south in the northern portion of Site 41FB304 where the ground is most level. Henning
(2006:Figure 7) identified two broad diffractions detected at depths of 62 centimeters (2 feet)
located on the east side of both trees in the GPR survey area and attributed them to tree roots,
noting the site’s proximity to the oxbow lake east of the site, and the position of the
anomalies east of the trees (i.e. trending towards water). The GPR survey also detected
stratigraphic variation that seemed to represent compressed horizons and undulating horizons
in this northern section.

5.4 Results of Phase II, Stage 3: Machine Scraping
Based on the results of the shovel testing, geophysical prospecting, surface observations, and
ethnographic information, it was determined that some portions of the project area may
contain subplowzone deposits. Additionally, prior work conducted within the project area
indicated that opening larger, shallow areas to examine the strata below the plowzone for
features would also yield information about the site areas.
Knowing that the site is relatively shallow, the compressed horizons detected by GPR were
investigated under the assumptions that they may represent areas of frequent activity that
resulted in compaction of soil. Undulating areas were investigated based on the assumption
that they could represent scours caused by flooding, which as discussed above is known to
have been common in the modern past, but also historically (also Harris 1900, 1901, 1904;
Mowery et al. 1960; Smithwick 1900). Other explanations for GPR anomalies were also
explored including an uneven base of the modern plowzone; drainage ditches evident on
aerial photographs, and the remains of tree removal in the area between 1941 and 1958.
To test hypotheses concerning the GPR anomalies a total of six scrape areas were placed
within the 41FB304 site area. These are discussed below and summarized in Table 18.
Selected plan and profile views of some scrapes are illustrated in Figures 14 and 15. Finds
from each scrape area are summarized in Table 19.

Table 18. Scrape Areas Located Within the Site 41FB304 Area
Scrape
Area

Location

SA1
SA2
SA3
SA4
SA5
SA6

Figure 9
Figure 9
Figure 9
Figure 9
Figure 9
Figure 9

GPR
Anomaly of
Interest
1
2

3

Feature Numbers (all
modern)

Trench Size (m/ft)

Features 1 through 8
None
Feature 9
Features 11 and 12
None
Feature 10

10 x 10 (32.8 x 32.8)
10 x 12 (32.8 x 39.8)
20 x 20 (65.6 x 65.6)
20 x 20 (65.6 x 65.6)
20 x 20 (65.6 x 65.6)
10 x 10 (32.8 x 32.8)
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Figure 14. Plan Views of the Base of the Plowzone in Scrape Areas SA1 and SA2 at Site
41FB304
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Figure 15. Plan View of the Base of the Plowzone in Scrape Area SA4 at Site 41FB304
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5.4.1 Scrape Area SA1
Scrape Area SA1 (Figures 13 and 14) was placed in the central portion of the 41FB304 site
area. The unit was placed to explore GPR Anomaly 2 (Figure 13) recorded by Henning
(2006). This scrape was approximately 10 x 10 meters (32.8 x 32.8 feet) in size and was
excavated to an approximate uniform depth of 45 cmbs (17.7 inbs) in order to reach the base
of the plowzone.
A total of eight suspected archaeological features were encountered within this scrape area.
Features 1 and 2 were both organic stains with some odor. Feature 3 consisted of a larger
dark organic stain; Features 4 and 5 were medium sized organic stains. Features 6, 7, and 8
consisted of small organic stains with some charcoal flecking. Upon further investigation,
each of these features were determined to be natural in origin (i.e., the result of animal
activity) or of the modern area (i.e., historic burn piles).
Both historic (n=65) and prehistoric (n=4) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape
Area SA1 (Table 19). Historic (n=) cultural materials recovered from Scrape Area SA1
included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=5), historic ceramic (n=21), olive green
Champaign bottle glass (n=13), bottle glass (n=1) and metal (n=12). Identifiable historic
materials (Plates 18 and 19) (all part of FS 0757) included two fragments of crockery (Plate
18a-b), one fragment of a decorated whiteware dish (Plate 18c), three fragments of one
ironstone plate rimsherd with a blue feather edge (FS 0757, Plate 18d), an olive green
Champaign bottle finish (Plate 19a), two unmarked olive green rectangular bottle base
fragments (Plate 19b), and what appears to be a circular olive green bottle base rim fragment
embossed with “...SB...” along the rim (Plate 19c), and one nail.

Table 19. Results from Scrape Area Excavations at Site 41FB304

24
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Synthetics

Mineral

Metal

Glass, vessel

Glass, other
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Ceramic, other
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24
6
6

13
13

3
3
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4
4

1

1
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Grand Total

1
1
49

5
5
8
8
1
1
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Prehistoric Total

5
5

Ceramic, brick

Bone/ivory/shell/horn

Soil Horizon

Collection Provenience

SA1
Ap
SA1 Total
SA2
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SA3
Ap
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SA4
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4
4
0
0
0
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1
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2
2
2
3
3
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Grand Total

1
1
1

Prehistoric Total

3

19
24
24
6
6
65

Synthetics

2

6
59
59
8
8
97

Mineral

2
1
1

Metal

0

2
2

Glass, vessel

31

Glass, other

74

24
34
34
5
5
93

Glass, flat

10
7
7

Ceramic, vessel

Ceramic, brick

49
19
19

Ceramic, other

Bone/ivory/shell/horn

Soil Horizon

Collection Provenience

SA4 Total
SA5
Ap
SA5 Total
SA6
Ap
SA6 Total
Strip Total

Debitage

Prehistoric
Cultural
Materials

Historic Cultural Material

2
2
2
3
3
11

114
150
150
22
22
380

The whiteware fragment has transferprint underglaze with black lettering in gothic type
(Plate 18e#) "And th..", and possibly letters or numbers beneath that. Above the writing is a
curved line, on the other side of which are some curlicues, and what appears to be the letter
"H" almost at right angles to the other writing. It is too small and fragmentary to identify the
mark. Prehistoric cultural materials recovered from this scrape produced only chert debitage
(n=4), mixed with the historic materials in the plowzone.
5.4.2 Scrape Area SA2
Scrape Area SA2 (Figures 13 and 14) was placed to the east of Scrape Area SA1 and was
located approximately 60 meters (196.8 feet) to the east of a large wetland area. The unit
was placed to explore GPR Anomaly 3 (Figure 13) recorded by Henning (2006). This scrape
was approximately 10 x 12 meters in size (32.8 x 39.8 feet) in size and was excavated to a
uniform depth of 45 cmbs (17.7 inbs) to get to the base of the plowzone.
This trench was orientated at approximately 10 degrees of true north. While historic period
artifacts were encountered in this scrape area, no features were recorded. Cultural material
associated with Scrape Area 2 includes brick, glass, and historic ceramic artifacts.
Only historic (n=20) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area SA2 (Table 19)
including unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=8), historic ceramic (n=6) and glass (n=6). No
identifiable historic materials and no prehistoric materials were recovered from the scrape
and the material appeared broken and scattered by repeated plowing.
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HRA Gray & Pape # 276.00
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Created in CorelDRAW 9, 08-01-2007

Plate 18. Selected historic ceramic fragments from Scrape Area SA1 at Site 41FB304
(all FS 0757).
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Created in CorelDRAW 9, 08-01-2007

Plate 19. Olive glass bottle fragments from Scrape Area SA1 at Site 41FB304 (all FS
0757): (a) finish (side and top views); (b) rectangular base fragment; and (c)
embossed circular base fragment.
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5.4.3 Scrape Area SA3
Scrape Area SA3 (Figure 13) was located to the south of Scrape Area SA2, and
approximately 60 meters (196.8 feet) west of a large wetland area. This scrape was
approximately 20 x 20 meters (65.6 x 65.6 feet) in size and was excavated to a uniform depth
of approximately 45 cmbs (17.7 inbs) in order to reach the base of the plowzone. A single
probable feature, Feature 9, was encountered in this scrape. This feature consisted of a
charcoal stain that was visible at the base of the plowzone. Upon further inspection, this
feature was determined to be modern in origin. Historic cultural material was recovered
from Scrape Area SA3; this material consisted of historic metal, glass, and ceramic.
Only minor quantities of historic (n=5) cultural materials were recovered from Scrape Area
SA3 (Table 19), and all of these were associated with Feature 9. They included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=1) and metal (n=2), and one nail. One bone fragment,
probably from a cow was also recovered. No prehistoric materials were recovered from the
scrape.
5.4.4 Scrape Area SA4
Scrape Area S4 (Figures 13 and 15) was located to the south and west of Scrape Area SA1
and to the west of Scrape Area SA3. This scrape measured approximately 20 x 20 meters
(65.6 x 65.6 feet) in size and was excavated to a uniform depth of 45 cmbs (17.7 inbs) in
order to get below the plowzone in this area. A total of two probable features, Features 11
and 12, were encountered in this scrape area.
Both historic (n=112) and prehistoric (n=2) cultural remains were recovered from Scrape
Area SA4 (Table 19), all of them at depths between 20 and 45 cmbs (7.9 to 17.7 cmbs).
Nearly all of the historic remains and all the prehistoric remains were associated with Feature
11 (Figure #, Plate 20); however, one fragment of unidentified brick, one fragment of historic
ceramic, and one piece of blue plastic (Plate 20e) were found outside of the features.
Feature 11, was a medium sized, circular, dark organic stain with the same color and texture
as Stratum I. It was approximately 1-meter (3.3 feet) in diameter and produced numerous
burned and unburned cow bone fragments (n=47); unidentified brick (n=9), historic ceramic
(n=23), glass (n=6), metal (n=9) (Plate 20). Identifiable historic materials recovered from the
feature included one complete aqua blue (perfume) glass bottle stopper (Plate 20d), one glass
button fragment (Plate 20d), three chain links, 6 nails, one fragment of barbed wire; and
moderate amounts of fragmentary charcoal, brick flecks and bone slivers that were not
collected. The feature was probed with a 2.5-centimeter (1-inch) diameter Oakfield soil
probe and found to extend approximately 14 centimeters (5.5 inches) below the plowzone to
a maximum depth of 59 cmbs (23.2 inbs).
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Plate 20. Selected historic glass and metal artifacts found during scraping of
Feature 11 and other areas of Scrape Area SA4 at Site 41FB304: (a) cut nails; (b)
glass button fragment; (c) burned olive glass fragment; (d) FS 0770 amethyst
glass bottle cap; (e) plastic fragment (not in feature 11); (f) olive glass fragment;
(g) burned olive glass fragment; and (h) olive glass bottle fragment.
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Two prehistoric fragments of chert debitage were also recovered from the feature. Upon
further inspection, Feature 11 was determined to be a modern era trash burn pile, possibly
representing the remains of a modern cow burial similar to those detected at Site 41FB280.
Feature 12 was a small charcoal stain that was situated along the east was located along the
east wall of Scrape Area SA4 southeast of Feature 11 (Figure 15). A lime mortar fragment,
and one bone fragment were collected from the trackhoe bucket when this feature was first
encountered. They were probably from this feature. Minor quantities of bone and brick
flecks and larger quantities of charcoal flecks and smudges were also detected in association
with this diffuse burn feature. It was scraped and profiled and determined to be a modern era
trash burn or burned tree stump.
5.4.5 Scrape Area SA5
Scrape Area SA5 (Figure 13) was located to the north and west of Scrape Area SA1. This
measured approximately 20 x 20 meters (65.6 x 65.6 feet) in size and was excavated to a
uniform depth of approximately 45 cmbs (17.7 inbs) in order to reach below the plowzone.
No historic features were encountered within this scrape area.
Both historic (n=148) and prehistoric (n=2) cultural materials were found dispersed
throughout the plowzone in Scrape Area SA5 (Table 19). Historic cultural materials included
unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=7), historic ceramic (n=33), bottle glass (n=59) and
metal (23). Identifiable historic materials included one rim sherd of a blue spongeware
variant of refined stoneware (ironstone), non-silvered flat glass (n=2), one glass button, one
fragment of slate, one fragment of lead, and one fragment of plastic. Prehistoric materials
recovered consisted of chert debitage (n=2).
5.4.6 Scrape Area SA6
Scrape Area SA6 (Figure 13) was located to the north of Scrape Area SA5. The unit was
placed on the edges of the site boundary to explore GPR Anomaly 1 (figure 13) recorded by
Henning (2006). This scrape area measured approximately 10 x 10 meters (32.8 x 32.8 feet)
in size and was excavated to a uniform depth of 45 cmbs (17.7 inbs) in order to reach below
the plowzone in this site area. A single probable feature, Feature 10, was encountered in this
scrape area. Feature 10 consisted of a dark organic stain that was roughly square in shape.
Upon further inspection, this stain was found to be a possible modern fencepost. This
hypothesis was plausible not only because of the feature’s shape and similarity to fence posts
and fence post molds detected during scraping at Site 41FB280, but also due to the proximity
of the feature along an old fence line visible on aerial photographs of the parcel (USGS 1941,
1982).
Both historic (n=19) and prehistoric (n=3) cultural materials were found dispersed
throughout the plowzone in Scrape Area SA6 (Table 19). Historic cultural materials included
only unidentifiable fragments of historic ceramic (n=5), bottle glass (n=8) and metal (6).
Prehistoric materials recovered from Scrape Area SA6 consisted of chert debitage (n=3).
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5.5 Results of Phase II, Stage 4: Test Unit Excavations
Based on information gained as a result of machine scraping within the 41FB304 site area, it
was suspected that Site 41FB304 represented a historic to modern plowzone scatter similar to
Sites 41FB300, 41FB301, and 41FB302 (Figure 1). These sites were originally detected in a
freshly plowed field, while Site 41FB304 was recorded in a grass covered pasture. To
confirm these suspicions, a total of four hand-excavated test units were placed within the site
area as shown in Figure 13. The results of these hand excavations of test units are presented
below and summarized in Table 20. Selected test unit profiles are presented in Figure 16.

1 Total
2

10-20
20-30
30-40

2 Total
3

9-20
20-30
30-35

3 Total
4

9-20
20-30
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1
1
2
2
1
2
7
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5
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1
1
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2
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1
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0
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0
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1
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1
1
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1
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Table 20. Results from Test Unit Excavations at Site 41FB304

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
4

7
8
7
22
12
6
7
25
14
21
19
54
22
37
14
6
79
180

5.5.1 Test Unit 1 (N974.965 E1054.583)
Test Unit 1 (Figure 16) was located just to the north and east of Scrape Area SA4. A
possible feature (Feature 11) was encountered in this strip area, and the unit was placed in
this area to determine of additional features might be present near Feature 11.
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Figure 16. Plans and Profiles of Test Units 1 and 3 at Site 41FB304
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This unit was excavated to a depth of 40 cmbd (15.7 inbd) and two strata were observed in
profile. Stratum I consisted of a layer of very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) compacted
sandy clay mottled with strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) compacted sandy clay that extended from
the ground surface to approximately 30 cmbd (11.8 inbd). This was underlain by a stratum
of mottled compacted sandy clay composed of very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2), strong
brown (7.5YR 5/8), and yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) that extended from the base of Stratum
I to 40 cmbd (15.7 inbd). Cultural material was recovered from both Stratum I and the upper
portion of Stratum II. The unit was terminated at 40 cmbd (15.7 inbd) as sterile clay was
reached.
Only historic (n=22) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit 1 (Table 20). These
included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=9), historic ceramic (n=2), flat glass (n=2),
olive glass (n=1) and metal (1). Identifiable historic materials included fence staples (n=3).
Five fragments of cow or other large domestic mammal bone were also recovered.
5.5.2 Test Unit 2 (N996.226 E1082.752)
Test Unit 2 was located to the south of Scrape Area SA2. This unit was placed near the strip
area, as the strip area yielded historic period artifacts. This unit was excavated to a depth of
40 cmbd (15.7 inbd) and a single stratum was observed in profile. Stratum I was composed
of a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) sandy clay that was extremely compacted. While cultural
material was recovered from the very top of level 3 (30 to 40 cmbd [11.8 to 15.7 inbd]), the
unit was terminated when the sterile clay was encountered in base of the unit.
Both historic (n=23) and prehistoric (n=2) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit 2
(Table 20). These included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=1), historic ceramic (n=9),
flat glass (n=1), glass (n=8) and metal (3). Identifiable historic materials included a nail.
Prehistoric materials recovered consisted of chert debitage (n=2) recovered in the first
excavation level (Table 20).
5.5.3 Test Unit 3 (N998.970 E1069.332)
Test Unit 3 (Figure 16) was located south of Scrape Areas SA1 and SA3 and to the south of
these areas. As both of these scrape areas yielded historic artifacts, units were placed in here.
Unit 3 was excavated to a depth of 35 cmbd (13.7 inbd) and two strata were observed in
profile. Stratum I was brown (10YR 4/3) sandy clay that was extremely compacted. Stratum
I extended from the ground surface to 30 cmbd (11.8 inbd). Stratum I was underlain by
Stratum II, which consisted of a layer of yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) sandy clay that was
mottled with dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) clay.
Both historic (n=54) and prehistoric (n=1) cultural materials were recovered from Test Unit 3
(Table 20). These included unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=22), historic ceramic
(n=14), and glass (n=13). Identifiable historic materials included one glass button and two
nails. One fragment of cow or other large domestic mammal bone was also recovered.
Prehistoric materials recovered consisted of chert debitage (n=1).
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5.5.4 Test Unit 4 (N1010.224 E1059.988)
Test Unit 4 was located to the west of Test Unit 3, and south of Scrape Areas SA1 and SA2.
This unit was excavated to a depth of 46 cmbd (18.1 inbd) and a single stratum was observed
in profile. This included a layer of brown (10YR 4/3) compacted sandy clay. While this unit
only contained a single stratum in profile, there were several pockets of mottling present
throughout the unit. For example, level one contained brown (10YR 4/3) compacted sandy
clay soil with mottles of pale red 2.5YR 7/2) clay. Level two contained a layer of brown
(10YR 4/3) compacted sandy clay soil with mottles of dark reddish brown (10YR 3/3) clay.
This unit likely contains substantial disturbance.
Both historic (n=78) and prehistoric (n=1) artifacts were recovered from Unit 4 (Table 20).
These included only unidentifiable fragments of brick (n=17), historic ceramic (n=34), and
glass (n=18). Seven fragments of cow or other large domestic mammal bone were also
recovered. Prehistoric materials recovered consisted of chert debitage (n=1).

Auger Testing
Each of the units excavated within the 41FB304 site area was probed with an Oakfield auger
to determine if the sterile clay layer that was reached at an approximate depth of 30 to 40
cmbd (11.8 to 15.7 inbd) continued past the encountered depth. In each unit, this was the
case and the units were terminated.

5.6 Summary of Phase II, Stages 1-4 Investigations
Eligibility testing investigations at Site 41FB304 were completed by the end of Stage 4
(Table 21 and 22). These investigations complemented intensive pedestrian survey
investigations that included excavations of 26 shovel tests in and near the site during initial
site delineation (Foradas 2006:Figure 6c).

Table 21. Potentially Diagnostic Historic Artifacts Recovered During Stage 4 from Site
41FB304
Collection
Type

Excavation
Unit

Material

Form

Manufacture Comments

Glass,
button
other
Glass, other Total
Metal

Total
1
1

nail
staple

3
2

Metal Total

5

Excavation Unit Total

6
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Table 21. Potentially Diagnostic Historic Artifacts Recovered During Stage 4 from Site
41FB304
Collection
Type

Material

Ceramic,
vessel

Form

fragment

Manufacture Comments

unidentified

Has lettering in gothic type "And th..", possibly letters or
numbers beneath that. Above
the writing is a curved line, on
the other side of which are
some curlicues and what
appears to be the letter "H"
almost at right angles to the
other writing

Ceramic, vessel Total
nonGlass, flat
silvered,
unidentified
Glass, flat Total
Glass,
other
Scrape

Glass,
vessel

bottle/jar

1

1
1
1

button

stopper
Glass, other Total

Total

2
unidentified

aqua glass

unidentified

olive glass champagne bottle
finish, base and body
fragments; one embossed with
"…SB…"

Glass, vessel Total
chain links
(not
attached)
Metal
nail
wire,
barbed
Metal Total
mortar,
lime
Mineral
slate
Mineral Total
Synthetics
plastic
Synthetics Total

1
3
4
1
1
5
1
7
1
1
2
2
2
16
22

Scrape Total
Site 41FB304 Total

Stage 1A supplemental ethnohistorical research could not confirm that this site was the
location of a Mid Nineteenth century habitation as originally proposed. Aerial image
analyses, discussed above indicate the site has been disturbed by logging, ditching, road
construction and agricultural practices taking place throughout the Prison era. Flooding is
also common at this site (Love 2007; Fort Bend County 2007).
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The GPR survey conducted during Stage 2 did not detect substantial evidence of subsurface
remains, though three anomalies of interest were recorded (Henning 2006) and investigated
during scraping (Figures 13 and 14).
The extent of subsurface disturbances to Site 41FB304 was made clear during Stage 3 and 4
investigations. During Stage 3 a number of modern cultural features were detected in Scrape
Areas SA1, SA2, SA3, and SA4. The correlation between the 3 anomalies detected by
Henning (2006) and scrapes in Scrape Areas SA1, SA2, and SA6 was fairly good, suggesting
that GPR has potential to detect features in similar settings in Fordtran series soils. However,
most features appeared to represent organic stains typical of animal congregation areas, or
evidence of burning of trash along with tree stumps and modern fence posts.
The best preserved trash burn was Feature 11, a roughly circular modern trash burn that
produced cow remains and other modern trash. Minor quantities of fragmentary, broadly
diagnostic historic artifacts that could date to the mid-Nineteenth Century or later, were also
recovered during Stage 3.
However, Stage 4 testing was recommended to estimate artifact density and evaluate site
integrity more accurately. Four test units were placed between scrape areas and excavated an
average of 30 centimeters deep. These tests produced an average artifact density of
approximately 13 artifacts per level, with a few prehistoric artifacts mixed with more
common historic to modern materials. The materials recovered from scrapes and test units
were similar to those recovered during earlier investigations (Foradas 2006:72-75, plates 6-7,
table 12). No microdebitage, which is indicative of prehistoric stone tool production at a site
was recovered from fine screened samples in each unit.
It appears that all the features are associated with modern Prison era agricultural practices or
more recent agricultural practices on the parcel. The few brick fragments recovered in
association with features appear modern and resemble brick in modern brick troughs and
cisterns detected elsewhere on the property. Glass and ceramics also are broadly diagnostic
and may range in age from Mid-Nineteenth Century to the present.
In conclusion, Site 41FB304 appears to represent a plowzone scatter similar to those located
at non-eligible sites detected by surface survey of plowed fields elsewhere on the Aliana
Development (e.g. Sites 41FB300, 41FB301, and 41FB302) during the intensive pedestrian
survey (Foradas 2006:Figure 6c). The features extending below the plowzone were of
modern agricultural origin and clearly had their origin in the plowzone or on the surface.
The organic stains appear to represent an area where animals congregated such as that visible
in the TxDOT (1978) aerial photograph. Evidence of burning such, as Features 8, 9, and 10
in Scrape Area SA1, and Feature 12 in Scrape Area SA4 probably represents the remains of
tree and brush clearing in the mid-Twentieth Century when trees were removed form this
area.
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Nineteenth Century artifacts (e.g. square nails) have been recorded at this site previously
(Foradas 2006:Plate 6, table 12). As with previous investigations, the historic cultural
materials recovered during scraping and test unit excavations at Site 41FB304 were only
broadly temporally diagnostic and recovered from disturbed context (Plates 7). In addition,
the number of prehistoric artifacts detected by scraping and testing was negligible (Tables 19
and 20). In addition, the artifacts recovered from Site 41FB304 during this project
(Appendices D and E) have not been detected in quantity, or in a state of preservation that
would warrant further investigations of this site.
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Table 22. Summary of Eligibility Testing Investigations at Site 41FB304
Phase I
Intensive
Estimated
Approx.
Phase II
Depth
Location in
Pedestrian
Temporal
Area
Geophysical
(m)
Site
Survey
Affiliation
(m2)
Survey
Shovel
Tests
Unknown
Within Site
Prehistoric
7,800
0.4
28
5 GPR lines
; 1830Workspace
Present
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Phase II
Test
Trenches
2
(Qty./m )

Phase
II
Scrape
Blocks
(Qty./
m2)

Phase
II Test
Units
(Qty./
m2)

Phase I
and II
Est. %
Sample

none

5/1125

4

14%

As a result of these investigations, the boundary of Site 41FB304 was further delineated to
form a parallelogram (Figures 3 and 13). It was also concluded that had this site been
detected after fresh plowing such as at Sites 41FB300, 41FB301 or 41FB302 (Figure 1;
Foradas 2006:65-70, figure 6c), as opposed to after it had reverted to pasture for several
decades, it would most likely not have been initially recommended for further testing.
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6.0 RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS AT SITE 41FB306 AND
THREE SUSPECTED KIRK’S POINT CEMETERY
LOCATIONS
This Section presents the results of Stage 1A through Stage 2 investigations at Site 41FB306,
and at the three possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations designated KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3,
respectively (Figure 3). These investigations, along with a closer review of earlier intensive
pedestrian survey data from Site 41FB306 (Foradas 2006:76-79, 93-94, figures 6d and 9,
table 14) presented enough evidence that graves or other subsurface cultural features may be
present in all three Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations, and that Site 41FB306 was likely to be
determined eligible if excavated further. Based on these findings which are summarized
below the client desired that construction plans be modified to avoid this area, and a Site
Avoidance Plan was developed for Site 41FB306, KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3 (Foradas 2007 in
Appendix A).

6.1 Previous Investigations At Site 41FB306
Site 41FB306 (Figure 17) is a prehistoric midden site of indeterminate age measuring
approximately 50 x 15 meters (164 x 50 feet) and approximately 20 centimeters (8 inches) in
average thickness (Foradas 2006:76-79, 93-94, figures 6d and 9, table 14). The site is
situated on a topographically high sandy ridge, on one of two of the highest points on a
paleolevee north of Oyster Creek (Fort Bend County 2007b) immediately north of Oyster
Creek (Foradas 2006:Figure 6d).
The site was first surveyed during intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006:76-79) between
April 10 and 11, 2006, and identified on the basis of subsurface remains. The site was
detected when excavation of two shovel tests along Segment 17 Transect 1 produced
prehistoric cultural remains in an Ab horizon, and a third one produced charcoal fragments at
the boundary between the Bw and the Ab horizons (Foradas 2006:Table 14). The discovery
of these materials resulted in the excavation of 15 radial shovel tests north, east and west of
the positive tests, and in the placement of Test Trench 67 at the site (Foradas 2006:Figure 6d,
table 14). Seven of the radial shovel tests also produced prehistoric cultural materials in the
Ap, Bw or Ab horizons (Foradas 2006:Table 14).
The remaining tests were negative and used to delineate the site. The site was bounded to the
south by the sloping tread of the terrace along the north bank of Oyster Creek, and in all
other directions on the basis of the excavation of two consecutive negative shovel tests in
cardinal directions from positive shovel tests (Foradas 2006:Figure 6d).
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Figure 17. Overview of Geophysical and Cultural Resource Investigations in the Syrup
Mill Bridge Area, Including Site 41FB306, and Two Possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery
Locations (KP 1 and KP 2)
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Foradas (2006:78-79) concluded that 41FB306 is a subsurface midden site overlain by a silt
loam plowzone (Ap horizon) and a Norwood silt loam Bw horizon which is probably a flood
drape and contained small quantities of whole and fragmentary snail shells that appear to
represent individuals of a terrestrial species. They most closely resemble the genus
Mesomphix which typically inhabit floodplain habitats (Malof n.d.).
The intact portions of the site lie in an approximately 20-centimeter (8-inch) thick Abhorizon which underlies the Bw horizon in this area. A clear wavy boundary that can be
irregular in places separates the overlying Bw horizon from the Ab horizon. Evidence from
Trench 67 excavated at the site during intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006:Figure 9)
and reprinted in this volume as Figure 18 suggests that the top of the Ab horizon was once
scoured by water and partly torn up by a flood. Portions of the Ab horizon were also
subsequently bioturbated by aquatic and terrestrial organisms (Figure 18). However, the
integrity of cultural materials increases with depth in the Ab horizon.
There was also ethnographic evidence from Bono (2006) that also indicated that in his
childhood the area was called “an Indian burial ground” by older prison guards. However,
more recent conversation with Bono (2007) he indicated the older guards might have been
pulling his leg.
A pushpile containing mostly wood beams around the stump of an old oak tree visible in its
prime in the 1930s (USGS 1930b) was also present immediately northeast of the site (Figure
3). The pushpile consists largely of the remains of the modern wooden bridge that spanned
Oyster Creek prior to the construction of the present wooden bridge (Bono 2006). Cultural
materials discovered in the plowzone at Site 41FB306 (Foradas 2006:Table 14) appear to be
associated with the pushpile and plowing, and or bioturbation bringing up materials from the
underlying site.
Artifacts recovered from shovel tests penetrating the Ab horizon included a possible unifacial
flake tool and debitage consisting of five chert flakes. Charcoal, and unburned bone ecofacts
were also recovered. Several bone fragments detected in the Ab horizon at the site were at
first suspected to be human. Given rumors of “an Indian burial ground” in the vicinity (Bono
2006; Hughes 2006), Trench 67 was placed on top of Shovel Test 29 to explore for additional
bone and possible graves.
Trench 67 (Figure 18) produced prehistoric cultural material including 1 unifacial flake tool
and 21 pieces of chert debitage. Over 80 ecofacts including a fragment of a large mammal
cranium containing the base of a horn or antler, more than 60 bone fragments, over 10 burned
bone fragments; 2 mammalian (non human) tooth fragments; over 5 marine clamshell
fragments; and charcoal fragments were also recovered. Nearly all of these artifacts and
ecofacts were recovered from the Ab horizon (Foradas 2006:Table 14) along with a charcoal
sample suitable for radiocarbon analysis recovered at 88-centimeters (35-inches) depth.
Much of the bone found in situ was badly weathered and deteriorated quickly
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Figure 18. Overview of Investigations in Trench 67, Site 41FB306 (adapted from
Foradas 2006:Figure 9)
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after being exposed to air and light. However, field and laboratory examination of bone
recovered from excavations at Site 41FB306 by HRA Gray & Pape’s faunal analysts
confirmed that nearly all of the bone recovered from the site was derived from large
mammals (most likely deer) (Figure 18; Foradas 2006:76-79, plate 7, table 14). Selected
artifacts and ecofacts recovered from the midden at Site 41FB306 and subjected to further
laboratory analysis are illustrated in Plate 8.
Based on these investigations subplowzone components of Site 41FB306 are suspected to
represent the remains of a prehistoric midden deposit, the upper most portions of which have
been disturbed by bioturbation by plants and animals and prolonged inundation. The overall
integrity of the midden deposit appears to be good and increases with depth. It most likely
predates Crooked Lake and is associated with flooding of Oyster Creek or the ancestral
Brazos which are suspected to be the source of the Norwood Bw horizon capping the midden
on this paleolevee.
While no temporally diagnostic prehistoric materials were recovered from the site, many of
the materials recovered appear to be in primary context. Given the site’s local status as a socalled “Indian burial ground” portions of the site may have been disturbed by prison era
construction and erosion along oyster Creek which exposed bone and artifacts. It should also
be noted that the depth and character of these materials resembled descriptions of finds in
prehistoric middens discovered less than 200 meters (656 feet) east of the site along the
western shore of Fish Lake such as at Site 41FB123 (Jackson and Moore 1997).
Foradas (2006:91) recommended NRHP eligibility testing for Site 41FB306 to understand
the nature of the midden deposit and to establish whether it is part of a larger settlement
system, possibly related to sites 41FB123 (Glander and Jameson 1986; Jackson and Moore
1997; James and Jameson 1985) and 41FB130 (Kelly and Whelan 1986) recorded east of the
site closer to Fish Lake (Figure 1). Foradas also noted that no evidence of any “Indian burial
ground” was recovered during his investigations at the site. He also noted that materials
similar to those detected in the current investigation may have been detected eroding along
the north bank of Oyster Creek which forms the site’s south boundary, or during earlier
bridge construction or agricultural activities in the area. Such finds may have resulted in the
rumor Bono (2006) heard in childhood.
Hudson (2006b) and Dunk (2006), both of whom worked on the Jester farm in the 1970s did
not recall hearing such a rumor, and also noted that arrowheads would be confiscated from
prisoners. They indicated that surface finds of projectile points when they worked the Jester
farm in the 1970s were extremely rare.

6.2 Previous Investigations Regarding Kirk’s Point Cemetery
Foradas (2006:83-84) also reported on ethnohistorical research concerning possible locations
of Kirk’s Point. His primary informant on this subject was Mr. Robert Crosser, Region 6
THC Archaeological Steward who has been trying to identify the location of Kirk’s Point for
some time. Mr. Crosser noted that Kirk’s Point was named for the location where the Kirks,
relatives of one of James Knight’s sisters spent their first winter in the Oyster Creek
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Community (also Harris 1900, 1901, 1904; Wharton 1939). Crosser (2006) noted the
cemetery is likely to lie on the 1000 acres of Knight property in the Jane Wilkins League that
remained in the Knight and Kirk family into the early twentieth Century. That parcel
included a stretch of Oyster Creek that flows through the project between the Houstonian
Golf Course and the Grand Parkway (Figures 1 through 3).
Within this stretch of Oyster Creek, Crosser (2006) indicated three possible locations for the
Kirks Point cemetery, all of which were shown in Foradas (2006:Figure 6) and in Figures 2
and 3 in this report. Foradas (2006:84) noted that the walkover of the steeply sloping north
bank of Oyster Creek, which exhibited generally greater than 20 degrees dip, was conducted
at an approximately 30-meter (100 foot) interval so headstones in brush could have been
missed. He added that the possibility existed that the cemetery is no longer present since the
bank of Oyster Creek at these locations has been partly eroded by recent high flow episodes.
However, he recommended a search for graves in this area concurrent with eligibility testing
investigations at Site 41FB306 (Foradas 2006:92).

6.3 Results of Phase II, Stage 1A: Supplemental Background
Research
Supplemental research concerning Site 41FB306 and the three possible Kirk’s Point
Cemetery locations was conducted before and after two geophysical surveys, which are
discussed below. As mentioned above, Crosser (2007) identified the locations of three
possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations Foradas 2006:83, figure 11). These locations,
designated KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3 were platted for the geophysical survey and the developers
during Stage 1A so that alternatives to excavation could be considered if necessary (Figures 2
and 3).
Over a period of several months in the first half of 2007 Crosser met with the Principal
Investigator and other HRA Gray & Pape personnel. During these meetings on and off site,
they reviewed historical documents provided by Crosser (2007; see Appendix B) and modern
maps, aerial photographs, and satellite imagery of these locations (Abbott 2001:Figure 66;
Barnes 1992; Mowery et al. 1960:Sheets 12 and 18; Pressler 1865; NAIP 2005; NCSS 2006;
TSHD 1936; TxDOT 1978, 1989a-b, 1999; USGS 1930a-b, 1941, 1965, 1982, 1995, 2002;
2006a, 2006b; Wharton 1939).
A review of older maps and aerial photographs of this stretch of Oyster Creek indicated that
the road leading across Oyster Creek at the Old Syrup Mill Bridge forked. The east fork
went due north along the edge of the old Knight Plantation property line (along what is now
the east end of the project area. This road apparently passed immediately west of location
KP 1, and was situated slightly east of the present north-south road in the early Twentieth
Century. The west fork of the road followed the north bank of Oyster Creek westward
around the point of the meander, passing south of Site 41FB306, and south of the oak tree at
KP 2. A remnant of this road appeared to still be present immediately northeast of the
present Syrup Mill Bridge, and was used to give mowers access to KP 1 during site
preparation to geophysical survey. Further west the road visible on the aerial photo forked
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again with a north fork turning due westward along the south edge of a plowed field, and the
south fork continuing along the stream bank past KP 3 (ASCS 1941, 1958).
Later aerials (TxDOT 1978, 1989a) show this road system largely abandoned and the new
Syrup Mill Bridge in place. Given Dilue Harris’s (1900, 1901, and 1904) recollections of life
in the Oyster Creek Community, and Wharton’s (1939) later descriptions of the same
community it is plausible that the early Twentieth Century road along Oyster Creek
developed out of older road or trail systems following essentially the same route in the mid to
late 1800s. This is because Oyster Creek was the “lifeline” for farming and commerce in this
community in the early and mid-1800s (Harris 1900, 1901, 1904; Wharton 1939). Thus, the
potential exists that all three potential cemetery locations would have been located very close
to roads along Oyster Creek in the mid to late 1800s.
The aerial photographs dating to the 1930s (ASCS 1941, 1958; TxDOT 1978; 1989a; USGS
1930a, 1941; 1995; 2002) also appear to indicate the Jane Wilkins and Cartwright Leagues
were subdivided into many smaller roughly rectangular parcels by 1930. What is not clear is
whether these parcels result from Reconstruction era land redistribution, Nineteenth Century
tenant farms known to have been common in the County prior to the Prison era (Foradas
2006:20-30), or prison era landuse. There is no plat book, and there are few other property
records for Reconstruction Era Fort Bend County (Foradas 2006:26) to help resolve this
issue. However, the ethnographic data for Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church
(Martin 2006); archaeological data including several historic scatters containing midNineteenth Century materials (e.g. Sites 41FB190, 41FB280, 41FB302, 41FB304); and aerial
imagery indicating small acreage plots similar in shape and size to known Plantation
subdivisions (compare ASCS 1941 and USGS 1930a with Figure 3); all suggested that the
Knight Plantation may have been occupied by smaller tenant farmsteads even if much of the
property remained in the possession of the Knight’s heirs during the Reconstruction era
(Crosser 2007).
This issue was important in the search for graves along Oyster Creek because family
cemetery plots were not uncommon in the region in the later part of the Nineteenth Century
(Mayfield 2007; Wharton 1939). Given that extant examples of such family cemetery plots
are generally very small in area and typically contain only a handful of graves (Mayfield
2007), the search for graves along Oyster Creek operated under the assumption that more
than one of the three potential cemetery locations being investigated might yield graves. In
addition, the CCRMP was developed in part to monitor for isolated graves and small family
plots that may have been present in the Project Area in the mid-to-late Nineteenth Century.
Crosser (2007) and the Principal Investigator discussed several lines of evidence in an effort
to rank the likelihood that one of the three locations was Kirk’s Point. Crosser (2007)
indicated that KP 2 is the most likely location for the Kirk’s Point Cemetery, with KP 1
second most likely, and KP 3 third. One line of evidence is the solitary oak tree stump
located immediately north of Site 41FB306 and immediately west of KP 2 (Figure 17). The
stump was a mature solitary tree visible in a pasture in a 1930 aerial photograph (USGS
1930a) and it appears to still be living there in some later photographs (ASCS 1958).
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Given that the area around all three potential Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations was covered in
brush or forest by the 1940s (ASCS 1941) it is curious why the oak tree was left standing.
Crosser (2007) suggested it could have marked the location of Kirk’s Point Cemetery. One
line of evidence for this hypothesis is that the location of Kirk’s Point may have been known
to Wharton (1939); however, Crosser’s (2007) investigations have not been able to establish
this. Which begs the question: was the location of Kirk’s Point common knowledge to some
Fort Bend County residents, including possibly some prison staff, early in this century? If so,
is this why the oak tree was left standing when the rest of the area was cleared; and is this
why Wharton does not provide specifics about its location?
There is also geomorphological evidence. Crosser (2007) and the principal investigator
reviewed the latest floodplain maps (Fort Bend County 2007a-b). These maps and older
topographic maps (USGS 1930b, 1982) indicate that KP 2 is situated at the highest point
opposite a point bar along this meander of Oyster Creek at an elevation of over 25.6 meters
(84 feet). KP 2 was also easily accessible by boat from Oyster Creek and later by road. It
would have been the last point along Oyster Creek in the project area to be inundated after a
major flood.
Crosser (2006, 2007) indicated that KP 1 was a possible location because of its position
relative to the roads leading north from Old Syrup Mill Bridge (Figure 17). In addition, KP 1
is located at the extreme southeast corner of the northern half of the Knight Plantation and at
the southeast corner of the portion of the property the family retained for themselves when
the plantation was subdivided (Crosser 2007, see Appendix B). Though slightly lower in
elevation at approximately 25.4 meters (82 feet), the KP 1 location would have freed up more
fertile land than a cemetery located at KP 2. The area also has several large older hardwood
trees associated with it, and only slopes slightly. The KP 1 vicinity has also been disturbed
by old road construction and excavations of nearby artificial drainages (Figure 17) and may
have once been broader and flatter similar to the landform at KP 3. In addition, dense
vegetation at KP 1 resembles that in unmown portions of the Pleasant Green Missionary
Baptist Church Cemetery at Site 41FB281. However, no white irises were detected during
visits to this area; but this may be because KP 1 was very densely vegetated with hard to
penetrate briars and brush in the late spring when such flowers are in bloom. No irises were
observed there after mowing.
Crosser (2007) noted that KP 3 (Figure 19; see also Figure 3) is the least likely location for
Kirks Point. It is lower on the floodplain than the other two locations (approximate elevation
is 22.5 meters [74 feet]), and lies below the eastern edge of Trash Dump 1 (Foradas
2006:Figure 6d; Fort Bend County 2007). However, aerial photographs of this area (ASCS
1941, 1958; TxDOT 1978, 1989a; USGS 1930a, 1995, 2002) indicate it remained forested
for much of the Twentieth Century. In addition, when the site was first visited with Crosser
(2006), it was found to contain a small cluster of willow trees, one of which is fairly old
(Figure 19). Willows were not observed elsewhere along this stretch of Oyster Creek, and
willow trees, like the white cemetery iris, are often associated with graves and death in
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Figure 19. Overview of Geophysical and Cultural Resource Investigations at Possible
Kirk’s Point Cemetery Location KP 3
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Euroamerican tradition (Knowles 2007; LoveToKnow Corporation 2007). In addition, a
cement slab fragment made of cement similar to that used in crypts observed by the author at
Evergreen Negro Cemetery in Houston during monitoring for Project R.E.S.P.E.C.T. (Jones
2005), was found on the surface near the willow tree. Thus, the background research and
walkovers of this area provide some surface evidence of a possible burial ground at this
location.
In an effort to determine if there were later recollections of Kirk’s Point Cemetery, Crosser
(2007) met with Mr. James Davis (2007) and Mr. Harry Hughes (2007) and toured the Syrup
Mill Bridge Area near KP 1 and KP 2 along with Robert Rome and the Principal Investigator
of HRA Gray & Pape. Davis (2007) and Hughes (2007) did not recall any cemetery along
Oyster Creek when they worked on the Jester farm; but that was in the 1960s a century after
James and Lucinda Knight would have been buried at Kirk’s Point (Crosser 2007; Foradas
2006:24; Wharton 1939).
Davis (2007) and Hughes (2007) also had not heard of any “Indian Burial Ground” near the
Syrup Mill Bridge area such as that reported by Bono (2006). However, they confirmed
earlier reports that prisoners could not possess chipped stone tools of any kind by Hudson
(2006) and Dunk (2006). Thus, if “arrowheads” were frequently found in this area or
elsewhere on the farm the “burial ground rumor” would have been common knowledge
among prison staff, because projectile points and other sharp stone tools or flakes in the
hands of prisoners posed a serious threat to guards.
Hughes (2007) and Davis (2007) also identified the remains of a modern TDCJ Syrup Mill
south of Oyster Creek and the footers of the Old Oyster Creek bridge. These modern
features of the area around Site 41FB306, KP 1, and KP 2 (Figure 17), and other features of
the modern landscape identified by these informants are discussed further in the next section.

6.4 Results of Phase II, Stage 2: Geophysical Prospecting
Henning (2006) conducted Ground Penetrating Radar Survey at Site 41FB306 and all three
possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations. Based on the results of her research, Crosser and
Gregg (2007) conducted additional SCM survey at KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3 on grids placed
over anomalies of interest detected by the GPR. It should be noted that Henning’s (2006)
report defined KP 1 as KP 2 and KP 2 as KP 1; however, Crosser and Gregg’s (2007) maps
surveys used the up to date designation for KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3. The results of the
geophysical surveys in each of these three areas are illustrated in Figures 17 and 19,
summarized below, and presented in Appendix C.
6.4.1 Site 41FB306 and KP 2
Due to the proximity of Site 41FB306 and KP 2, both of these locations were surveyed with
the GPR at the same time (Henning 2006:5-6, Figure 8). Henning (2006:5, Figure 8, Table
1) placed a total of 11 regional GPR lines and a 10 x 10 meter (33 x 33 foot) GPR grid at Site
41FB306. The GPR grid was placed over and near Trench 67 both to calibrate the
instrument since site stratigraphy was most accurately described at this location (Figure 17).
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The lines covered a total of 703 line meters (2,305 line feet) over the site (Henning
2006:Table 1).
The principal target of the GPR survey at Site 41FB306 was the 20-centimeter (8-inch) thick
midden, originally detected during the intensive pedestrian survey by shovel testing and test
trenching (Figure 18) at a depth of 70 to 90 centimeters (28 to 36 inches) (Foradas
2006:Figure 9). However, Henning (2006:5) noted that the soils at the site are not as sandy
as soils at Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, and 41FB304 might pose a problem for the GPR. She
expressed this in her report as follows:
“The soil at this site [41FB306] is red and suggestive of paleo-Brazos River sediment,
which has a higher clay content than the surrounding soils and may limit depth of
penetration of GPR compared to the other sites.” (Henning 2006:5).
Henning (2006:6) described the stratigraphy at Site 41FB306 as “flat and parallel with the
deepest continuous horizon at [0.6-0.90 meters] 2-3 [feet] and very few anomalies.” Henning
(2006:6) also observed “on several lines a brightening of the 2 [feet] horizon ... which may
indicate an intact horizon... [and that] ...weak reflections from a flat horizon at 6 ft are
visible,” but noted that the shallow stratigraphy was near the minimum depth imaged by the
500 MHz system and recommended Post-processing of the data or investigation with a
higher frequency antenna at Site 41FB306 (Henning 2006:6).
At KP 2, Henning (2006:6, figure 8, table 1) surveyed three short lines totaling 66 line meters
(215 line feet) in length; and identified two adjacent deep, broad diffractions located at
depths of 1.2 and 1.28 meters (4 and 4.2 feet), respectively (GPR Anomalies 1 and 2 in
Figure 17). Both of these GPR anomalies of interest were detected on the east side of the
remnants of the old oak tree. This is the most likely side for graves if this tree was originally
planted or used as a funerary marker (Crosser 2007; Jones 2007).
Based on the results of the GPR survey, Crosser and Gregg (2007) placed a 10 x 10 meter
(33 x 33 foot) SCM survey grid at KP 2. The SCM also detected two adjacent anomalies
over the GPR Anomalies. These anomalies were centered on SCM grid coordinates 2 meters
(6.6 feet) north and 4 meters (13.1 feet) east (Figure 17). They covered an approximately 2 x
2 meter (6.6 x 6.6 feet); however, their amplitude was only 2.25 mS/M. The remainder of the
SCM survey of the grid revealed an otherwise relatively even soil EC varying less than 2
mS/M except in areas where metallic litter appeared to be present at the southwest and
northwest corners of the SCM grid (Figure 17). The slightly higher conductivity associated
with the anomalies may represent areas of increased moisture caused by soil disturbances
(Crosser and Gregg 2007).
The results of the geophysical surveys at Site 41FB306 corroborate intensive pedestrian
survey results that indicate the site has a high potential to contain an extensive buried
prehistoric midden. Geophysical evidence for this comes from the fact that the depth of the
deepest continuous horizon detected by Henning’s (2006) GPR survey across Site 41FB306
closely corresponds with the 70 to 90 centimeters (28 to 36 inches) depth of the prehistoric
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midden identified by Foradas (2006:Figure 9). The preliminary GPR results from Site
41FB306 also suggest the midden may be quite extensive due to the continuity of the 24 to
36 centimeter (2 to 3 feet) deep horizon. In addition, intact parts of the midden surface may
explain the GPR brightening observed at 24 centimeters (2 feet).
Similarly, GPR and SCM data suggest that two subsurface features with grave-like geometry
and orientation appear to be present east of the oak tree at KP 2. Given ethnohistorical and
geomorphological data summarized above, a search for graves at the KP 2 location was
warranted. However, the likelihood that Site 41FB306 would be determined eligible if
excavated, and that KP 2 might contain two graves was considered to costly to explore
further by the Aliana Development. In lieu of what was predicted to be costly data recovery
in order to build houses in this area as originally planned (Figures 2 and 3), the developer
redesigned construction plans to avoid this area (Appendix A; Figure 17). The current plan is
to avoid both Site 41FB306 and KP 2 as greenspace in perpetuity. As a result of the change
in plans, recommendations for further geophysical survey at this location were not acted
upon.
6.4.2 GPR and SCM Survey at KP 1
As mentioned above, KP 1 was quite densely vegetated. Mowing to facilitate geophysical
survey of KP 1 helped, but much of the ground was still covered with weed stumps as high as
25 centimeters (10 inches) during geophysical survey. These stumps prevented good
coupling between the GPR antenna and the ground, but despite these setbacks Henning
(2006:6, table 1, figure 9) placed four regional lines at KP 1. The lines covered a total of 216
line meters (710 line feet) (Henning 2006:Table 1). Three broad and deep GPR anomalies
ranging in depth between 24 and 107 centimeters (2 to 3.5 feet) were identified (Figure 17;
Henning 2006:6, Figure 9), but no continuous or intact stratigraphy was evident at this
location (Henning 2006:6). Anomaly 3 was the broadest reflector, measuring an estimated at
0.9 meter (3 feet) in width, and Anomaly 1 was the deepest.
Based on the results of the GPR survey, Crosser and Gregg (2007) placed a 15 x 5 meter (33
x 33 foot) SCM survey grid at KP 1. The grid was oriented over GPR Anomalies 2 and 3,
because they were closely spaced, as one would expect the graves of James and Lucinda
Knight to be. In addition, Anomaly 3 was the broadest reflector.
The SCM survey of KP 1 was not affected by the weed stumps and revealed a relatively
uniform soil EC varying only between 24 and 31 mS/M (Figure 17). In general, soil
conductivity decreased eastward and there was an oval shaped low EC area in the east central
part of the grid. There were two monopolar low EC anomalies in the vicinity of GPR
Anomalies 2 and 3 at SCM grid coordinates of approximately 12 meters (39.3 feet) north and
2.5 meters (8.2 feet) east, and 11 meters (36 feet) north and 4.5 meters (14.6 feet) east,
respectively (Figure 17). Monopolar anomalies measuring between 1 to 8 square meters
(10.8 to 43 square feet) in area were also present: in the northwest corner of the SCM grid;
the southwest corner of the SCM grid; and at SCM grid coordinates 5.5 meters (18 feet)
north and 0.5 meters (1.6 feet) east. A bipolar anomaly was present at SCM grid coordinates
5.5 meters (18 feet) north and 0.5 meters (1.6 feet) east. All of these anomalies were subtle,
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with an amplitude of less than 7 mS/M suggesting that minor variation in soil properties (e.g.
moisture or organic content) or different vegetation can account for them.
The GPR and SCM data suggest that subsurface features with grave-like geometry and
orientation may be present at KP 1. Given ethnohistorical and geomorphological data
summarized above, a search for graves at KP 1 was warranted. However, since the area was
originally planned to be set aside as parkland, avoidance of this area was recommended
instead of proceeding to Stage 3.
6.4.3 GPR and SCM Survey at KP 3
Henning (2006:5, Figure 9, Table 1) placed a roughly 8 x 12 meter (40 x 26 feet) GPR grid,
and several short and long regional lines in and near KP 3. The GPR grid was oriented with
its long axis parallel to the bank of Oyster Creekand placed immediately north-northeast of
the old willow tree and cement fragment (Figure 19). One additional GPR line was placed
parallel to the long axis of the grid but south of the willow tree and the grid, and immediately
north of the fence separating KP 3 from the tree covered stream bank to the south (Figure
19). The total distance covered by these short lines in and near the grid was 99 line meters
(325 line feet). In addition, two regional lines, which covered a total of 148 line meters (485
line feet), were placed on the terrace crest and its sloping riser, well north of KP 3 and the
willows. These areas geomorphologically compared to the topographic setting of 41FB306
to the east (Henning 2006:Figure 9, Table 1) but were outside the KP 3 location defined by
Crosser (compare Figures 17 and 19).
Henning (2006:6, Figure 9) recommended two deep and broad anomalies (Anomalies 1 and
2) detected within the GPR grid for further inspection (Figure 19). Henning (2006:6) also
noted that such anomalies were observed on most of the GPR profiles across the grid and that
very little stratigraphy was apparent at this location. Henning (2006:Figure 9) only mapped
one intact horizon, but this was detected on the northernmost regional line atop the 500-year
terrace, in an area known to have been disturbed from aerial photography and shovel testing
(ASCS 1941, 1958; Foradas 2006:Figure 6d; USGS 1930a).
Based on the results of the GPR survey at KP 3, Crosser and Gregg (2007) placed a 15 x 10
meter (33 x 33 feet) SCM survey grid over the GPR grid at KP 3 (Figure 19). The SCM
detected two low broad bipolar EC anomalies in the vicinity of the GPR anomalies (Figure
19). One anomaly was a dipole centered on SCM grid coordinates 2 meters (6.6 feet) north
and 6 meters (19.7 feet) east, covered an approximately 3 x 2 meter (9.9 x 6.6 feet) area and
had an amplitude of 15 mS/M. A second dipole was centered on SCM grid coordinates 7
meters (23 feet) north and 2 meters (6.6 feet) east, covered an approximately 2 x 2 meter (6.6
x 6.6 foot) area and had an amplitude of 30 mS/M. The SCM also detected smaller similar
dipoles at grid coordinates 9 meters (29.6 feet) north and 6 meters 19.7 feet) east, and 6.5
meters (21.3 feet) north and 10 meters (32.8 feet) east, respectively; and a larger broader
bipolar EC anomaly in the southeast corner of the SCM grids (Figure 19). The variation in
EC across the grid generally decreased from north to south, clearly reflecting a decrease in
soil moisture with increasing distance from Oyster Creek. The generally much higher
conductivity at KP 3 (EC range 20 to 80 mS/M) in relation to KP 1 (EC range 22 to 31
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mS/M), and 41FB306/KP 2 (EC range 20 to 24 mS/M outside of metallic litter) was
interpreted as a function of proximity to water and lower elevation. However, the geometry
of the anomalies was consistent with what might be expected for grave-like features.
The GPR and SCM data suggest that subsurface features with grave-like geometry and
orientation may be present at KP 1. Given ethnohistorical and geomorphological data
summarized above, a search for graves at KP 3 was warranted. However, the client currently
desires that the area be avoided and set aside as green space (Foradas 2007; see Figures 3 and
19), therefore work at KP 3 did not proceed to Stage 3.

6.5 Summary of Phase II, Stages 1-2 Investigations
Site 41FB306 and the three possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations (KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3)
shown in Figures 3, 17, and 19 were only subjected to Stage 1A additional archival and oral
historical research, and Stage 2 investigations including geophysical survey and (Table 23).
These sites were not tested by further excavation because the results of the geophysical
surveys corroborated existing archaeological and ethnohistorical data concerning these sites
(Crosser 2006, 2007; Foradas 2006:83-84) that suggests deep features may be encountered.
The geophysical and historical evidence as well as evidence on the surface suggested a
moderate probability for mortuary features at all three of the possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery
sites. The GPR and SCM surveys at KP 1, KP 2, and KP3 each detected broad anomalies of
interest at depths between 0.9 and 1.3 meters (3.0 and 4.2 feet) that may represent graves.
A GPR survey was also conducted at Site 41FB306 in an effort to map the extent of the
prehistoric midden. The GPR and SCM surveys both had trouble penetrating to the depth of
the midden, and the GPR was affected by the clayey nature of the Norwood series soils at the
site. However, Henning (2006:6) did indicate the potential for a continuous horizon at the
depth of the midden. This corroborated test-trenching results (Figure 18) and shovel testing
associated with earlier intensive pedestrian survey that recorded the site (Foradas 2006:7679, 93-94, Figures 6d and 9, table 14), and indicated that the midden at 41FB306 is
approximately 50 x 15 meters (164 x 50 feet) in area and approximately 20 centimeters (8
inches) thick.
It should be noted that the midden at 41FB306 appears to be similar in depth and
composition to middens reported at Sites 41FB123 (Glander and Jameson 1986; Jackson and
Moore 1997; James and Jameson 1985) and 41FB130 (Kelly and Whelan 1986) in the nearby
Houstonian Golf Course (Foradas 2006:38). These sites are located immediately east of the
Aliana Parcel on the same landform as Site 41FB306 and KP 2 (Figure 1). In addition, Site
41FB123, which is only identified by a centroid on the Texas Sites Atlas (Figure 1), is almost
adjacent to KP 1 (Figure 17).
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Table 23. Summary of Phase II Investigations at Site 41FB306 and at the 3 possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery Locations
Phase I
Phase I
Phase II
Phase II
Phase II
and II
Shovel
Estimated
Approx.
Phase II
Scrape
Test
Test
Depth
Temporal
Location
Area
Estimated
Tests
Geophysical
(m)
Units
Trenches Blocks
Affiliation
(m2)
Subsurface
Survey
(Qty./m2) (Qty./m2) (Qty./m2)
Sample
0.7Unknown
12 GPR lines
41FB306
2,100
18
1/5
None
None
<1%1
1.0
Prehistoric
1 GPR block
4 GPR lines
None
None
None
None
Mid-19th
None
KP 1
600
0-2.02
Century
1 SCM block
Mid-19th
3 GPR lines
None
None
None
None
None3
KP 2
50
0-2.02
Century
1 SCM block
2 GPR Lines
None
None
None
None
Mid-19th
None
1 GPR block
KP 3
400
0-2.02
Century
1 SCM block
1
All positive shovel tests and Test Trench 67 (Figure 18) detected an approximately 20-centimeter thick prehistoric midden.
2
Depth estimated based on average historic grave depth. Note also that GPR and SCM surveys at KP 1, KP 2 and KP3
detected broad anomalies of interest at depths between 0.9 and 1.3 meters (3.0 and 4.2 feet).
2
Two negative radials of Site 41FB306 were placed east of the oak tree stump near this potential cemetery location
(Foradas 2006:Figure 6d).
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7.0 SUPPLEMENTAL FINDS CONCERNING MODERN
PRISON LANDUSE
As indicated in Appendix A the USACE and the THC consider the entire Aliana
Development a culturally sensitive area. This resulted in several consultations that led to
methodological changes ultimately resulting in the development of the CCRMP. Among
these requests was the THC’s desire to understand modern TDCJ landuse on the entire
Aliana Parcel. To comply with the THC’s requests supplemental background research and
additional oral historical research and fieldwork was conducted to document modern
agricultural features on the prison farm.
Foradas (2006:86-87) observed a number of structures and remains of structural features on
the property. Some of these were initially recorded by as temporary sites including trash
dumps, modern livestock sheds of wood beam and galvanized steel and or fiberglass
construction; a wooden bridge over Oyster Creek; several windmills with companion bricklined wells all of which have been capped with cement; a circular above ground cistern made
of modern brick; the remains of what appeared to be a cement lift station near a brick and
riprap dam for a retention pond; three modern rectangular brick animal watering troughs; two
appurtenances to water or oil pipelines or wellheads; and one above ground water tower
made of a fiberglass tank secured to wood beams associated with a windmill.
Foradas (2006:61-62) citing Dunk (2006) and Hudson (2006b) also noted that the brick used
in most structures appeared to be of the variety manufactured at prison brick plants beginning
after 1936; and that similar bricks were observed in standing TDCJ structures along Owens
Road, and at the Supervisors Shack built at Central Prison Farm in the 1970s (Konicki and
Foradas 2005).
Many of the livestock sheds, several water troughs, the cistern, and the water tower and
windmill well facilities at Site 41FB280 were also modern prison structures, that were still in
use by the tenant farmers during the intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006:86-87, table
5). He also noted that remains of windmill driven wells, and older irrigation appurtenances
such as water pipe lines, and what were thought to be lift station remains in Segment 1
appeared not to have been used in several decades. Dunk (2006) and Hudson (2006b) also
informed him that an oil well on what may have been a possible narrow gauge railhead in
Segment 12 was built after the prison farm property was recently sold, and that the possible
lift station and dam were not in use when these two corrections officers started their careers
with TDCJ in the 1970s (Foradas 2006:86-87).

7.1 Aliana Development: Results of Stage 1A Research
Supplemental background research concerning modern prison landuse consisted of
interviews and tours of the Aliana Development with Davis (2007), Hughes (2007), and Love
(2007) helped clarify the identification of modern agricultural features on the landscape.
With the help of these informants the remains of several new modern structures were
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recorded. Hughes (2007) and Davis (2007) were the primary informants since they had
worked for the TDCJ since the 1960s, two decades before Dunk (2006), Hudson (2006), and
Love (2007).
Mr. Harry Hughes (2007), now a tenant farmer on the Aliana Development served the TDCJ
for over 30 years retiring from the post of Director of Agriculture and has acted as an
informant on several statewide studies of the TDCJ agricultural system (Hughes 2007; see
McCarl et al. 2000; see Texas Board of Criminal Justice [TBCJ] 2001). Mr. James Davis
(2007) worked for TDCJ at Jester Prison Farm between 1960 and his retirement in 1985,
rising to Farm Manager of both Jester and Central Prison Farms. Gary Love (2007), who
also supervised recent geotechnical boring on the parcel, worked on the Jester Farm as a
guard in the late 1990s, and has been the principal varmint hunter on the property since it was
sold by TDCJ. Love, Hudson and Dunk all worked at Jester at approximately the same time,
within the last two decades.
All five of these informants indicated that several other older inmates, former guards and
some neighbors of the Jester Farm may still be alive. Davis (2007), Hughes (2007) and
Hudson (2006) also noted that detailed records of equipment and facilities on the farm,
including crop rotation schedules and other data are likely to be preserved in TDCJ files due
to state requirements for detailed accounting established in the late 1960s. Some of these
were cited in Foradas (2006:Appendix A). These research materials are noted here as a
venue for further research. In depth research of TDCJ archives, prisoner interviews, and
other oral historical and archival research regarding modern prison era use of the landscape
was not pursued further for this project due to logistical constraints. It was also clear from
the interviews and from ground observations that most structures were not architecturally
unique, but built using well established plans for equipment sheds, windmills and wells
commonly employed at many other agricultural facilities throughout the state.

7.2 Results of Supplemental Research
Supplemental ethnohistorical research clarified the origin and use of many modern features
and structures detected during the intensive pedestrian survey. It also resulted in the
identification and mapping of an additional well site, a crop duster airstrip, the remains of a
modern syrup mill and several other smaller features (Figures 20 through 24, Table 24). It is
not recommended that any of these modern features be assigned trinomials due to their recent
age, lack of integrity, and failure to meet any NRHP criteria. However, a brief discussion of
these modern features is presented below.
7.2.1 Equipment Storage Sheds
According to Davis (2007) and Hughes (2007) a total of six equipment sheds (referred to as
Weather Sheds by the informants) were built on the farm in 1967. Their construction
resulted from an increase in funding for the penitentiary system in the 1960s. The increase in
funding resulted in construction of the Ellis Unit in Huntsville, which began operations in
1961 and produced lumber for sheds and other construction not only at Jester but as part of a
state wide prison construction boom.
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Figure 20. Circa 1967 Prison-Era Agricultural Equipment Storage Sheds in the Project
Area
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Figure 21. Modern Prison-Era Structures in the Cattle Pens Area
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Figure 22. Remains of Twentieth Century Prison Windmills and Wells in the Project
Area
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Figure 23. Modern Water Storage Structures in the Project Area
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Table 224. Modern Cultural Features in the Aliana Development by Survey Project Segment
TDCJ ID

Field ID

Northing

Easting

3284700

240450

3284050

238950

Description

Segments 1 and 2:
TDCJ 2652
NISPI

Equipment
Shed 1
Equipment
Shed 2

Galvanized steel and wood beam
construction open shelter built in 1967
Galvanized steel and wood beam
construction open shelter built in 1967
Galvanized steel and wood beam
construction open shelter built in 1967.
Demolished after 1985. Visible on USGS
(1982)
Circular brick cistern made of similar brick
to that of Cistern 1, but only 2 feet high.
Appears to have been linked to a windmill
mapped in this area on USGS (1982).
Davis (2007) who worked on the farm
between 1960 and 1985 did not remember
it being there. Probably more modern.
Associated with lift station; appears modern
and may serve to dam north end of an
artificial channel seen in the USGS (1995)
aerial as extending northwestward from a
natural drainage seen on the USGS 1982
topographic map.
A modern tractor trailer recently used as an
Okra storage shed by tenant farmers during
okra harvests. It is not visible on event the
latest USGS (2002) image of the property.
The remains of the bed of the Old Road to
Richmond visible on USGS (1930b) maps,
portions of which are still present on the
ground surface north of PGMBC.
Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church
and Cemetery, established 1866 by former
slaves and still an active parish.

NISPI

Equipment
Shed 7

3282875

240420

NISPI

Brick
Cistern 2
and
Windmill

3283090
3283200

240440
240480

NISPI

Lift Station

3283320

239510

NISPI

Brick Dam

3283310

239520

N/A

Okra
Trailer

3282725

240175

Old Richmond
Rd.

(same)

3283660

237920

N/A

PGMBC

3283640

237920

N/A

Pond/Clay
pit

3283600

238850

Pond previously used as a clay pit

N/A

Steel
Trough

3284160

240600

Recently fabricated from one half of a steel
liquid storage tank, fed by a hose and used
to water cattle.

3283000

239150

Well mapped in this area on USGS (1982).

3282950

239750

3283850

239150

3283008

240452

Well Number 6
Well Number 7
Well Number 8

NISPI

Well
Number 6
Well
Number 7
Well
Number 8
Wellhead 2
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Well and tank mapped in this area on
USGS (1982).
Windmill driven well mapped in this area on
USGS (1982).
Circular cement capped wellhead 1.35
meters (4.4 feet) in diameter with 20
centimeter wide raised rim around
circumference. Possibly source of water

Table 224. Modern Cultural Features in the Aliana Development by Survey Project Segment
TDCJ ID

Field ID

Northing

Easting

Description
for a tank seen in USGS (1982) in this
area.

NISPI

Windmill 1

3284650

240300

Ruins of windmill visible on USGS (1982)

NISPI

Windmill 2

3283920

238905

Ruins of windmill visible on USGS (1982)

NISPI

Windmill 3

3283350

239950

Windmill visible on USGS (1982)

Cattle Pens
Area

3283400

238000

“Dog Pond”

3283300

237950

Silage Pits
Area

3283400

237800

3283410

237920

3283300

238075

Segment 3:

NISPI
NISPI

Windmill 3
and cistern
Windmill 4
and water
tank

Built in 1960s as a staging area for moving
cattle around the TDCJ farm system in
response to drought.
An artificial pond in the oxbow south of the
Cattle Pens built in the 1970s to water
livestock.
Two large 10’ deep east-west oriented
silage pits built in the early 1960s and three
narrower cement bottom north-south
oriented silage pits built in the late 1960s
over the older pits. The north-south pits
are visible in a square area west of the
cattle pens in USGS (1995, 2002).
Windmill with accompanying cement cistern
visible on USGS (1982, 1995, 2002).
Windmill with accompanying fiberglass
water tank on wood tower visible on USGS
(1982, 1995, 2002).

Segments 4 through 7
NISPI

NISPI

An improved dirt airstrip approximately 800
meters (2,624 feet) long used by TDCJ
crop dusting aircraft in the late 20th
Century.
Brick water trough of similar construction to
the water trough immediately south of
Cistern 1
Galvanized steel and wood beam
construction open shelter built in 1967.
Served Prison Dairy Farm.
TDCJ-Folsom Lease well, drilled by
Louisiana Gas Development Corporation in
2006

Airstrip

3282700

238400

Brick
trough

3282352

238151

Equipment
Shed 3

3282320

238020

Gas Well 2

3281800

238200

Iron Guard
rail

3282340

238255

Welded steel pipe construction guard rail.

238600

Improved drainage basin servicing “Hog
Pens Pasture” south of Oyster Creek.
Clearly visible in USGS (1995) aerial
photograph.

Segments 8 through 17:
Artificial
Pond
“Flats”

3281200
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Table 224. Modern Cultural Features in the Aliana Development by Survey Project Segment
TDCJ ID

Field ID

Northing

Easting

Description

A large circular brick cistern the served the
dairy pasture since the 1960s and possibly
3282300
238260
NISPI
earlier; and a brick trough similar to other
3282280
238255
brick troughs detected on the farm
immediately south of the large cistern.
Earthen
Built in 1990 by TDCJ to impound water in
3282210
238770
Dam
oxbow.
Galvanized steel and wood beam
Equipment
NISPI
3281965
238520 construction open shelter built in 1967.
Shed 4
Served Prison Dairy Farm.
Galvanized steel and wood beam
Equipment
TDCJ 2658
3281610
238595 construction open shelter built in 1967.
Shed 5
Served “Hog Pens Pasture.”
Probably a TDCJ-Folsom Lease well drilled
Gas Well 1 3280855
238625
before 1995, but after 1985.
Old Syrup
Remaining wooden footers of Old Syrup
NISPI
3281525
239040
Mill Bridge
Mill Bridge over Oyster Creek, pre 1970.
Syrup Mill
Extant wooden bridge over Oyster Creek
NISPI
3281360
239000
Bridge
built circa 1970.
Jester Syrup
Syrup Mill
Cement foundation of TDCJ Jester Farm
3281520
238960
Mill; NISPI
pad
Syrup Mill utilized in the 1960s
Notes: Numerous roads, ditches, and ponds detected on the property were not numbered. Ponds
discussed in the text and this table are presented as examples; NISPI = Numbered in state prison
inventory (records on this structure should exist in TDCJ files); N/A=Not Applicable.
Sources: Bono (2006), Davis (2007), Dunk (2006), Hudson (2006), Hughes (2006), Martin (2006),
USGS (1982, 1995, 2005)
Brick
Cistern 1;
brick
trough

The location of the TDCJ equipment sheds on the Aliana Development is shown in Figure
20. All of the sheds were visible on the USGS (1982) topographic map; however, one of the
sheds located west of Airport Road in Project Segment 1 was demolished in the early 1990s.
The remaining sheds were still on the parcel at the time of this writing. While all six were
numbered structures within the TDCJ System, the building numbers of only two (TDCJ 2652
and 2658; see Table 24, above) were still visible painted on the walls of the structures at the
time of survey. According to Hughes (2007) records should be available at Jester Prison
regarding prison use of these structures, and it is highly likely since they were erected at the
same time that they are numbered sequentially.
The extant equipment sheds were in various stages of preservation at the time of survey
(Figure 20). Equipment Shed 1 lay in ruins, but the remaining four sheds appeared to be in
use as temporary storage facilities by the present tenant farmers, and or as livestock shelters
when they were revisited for this project.
7.2.2 The Cattle Pens Area
The “Cattle Pens” area is located in Segment 3, in the Central Locus of Site 41FB280
(Figures 4 and 21). The facility consists of several wood frame animal stockades and cattle
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chutes and one wood-framed, galvanized steel and fiberglass weather shed utilized both as a
barn and a feed and equipment storage facility. A covered work area near resembling a steel
roofed picnic shelter is also present. It is situated near the cattle chute at the main entrance to
the cattle sheds is also present (USGS 2002).
Two windmill driven wells (Windmills 3 and 4) are also part of the Cattle Pens facility
(Figure 21). Windmill 3, on the west side of the facility used to pump water to a cement
cistern and is linked by steel plumbing to Windmill 4 at the east end of the Cattle Pens area.
The remains of the modern plumbing were detected by Henning (2006) utilizing GPR and
later by machine scraping. A circa 1970 brick water trough is also preserved along the north
side of the facility, and a longitudinal pond referred to as the “Dog Pond” by some
informants (Love 2007) is present in the oxbow immediately south of the facility (Figure 21).
According to Hughes (2007) and Davis (2007) the cattle pens have been on the farm since
trucking was used to haul cattle around the Texas Prison Farm system to compensate for
drought. Hughes (2007) also noted that the “Dog Pond’s” purpose when it was built in the
1970s was to provide water to livestock, specifically domestic ducks, not as a dog training
pond, as originally thought. Ducks were also stocked at several other ponds on the property
(Davis 2007, Hughes 2007).
7.2.3 Silage Pits
Silage is fermented high-moisture forage that is commonly fed to livestock such as dairy
cattle to supplement grazing (Davis 2007; McDonald et al. 1991), particularly during the
winter months when many range grasses in Fort Bend County are dormant (Mowery et al.
1960). Silage pits are underground pits that are common on many farms, and are one way of
producing silage, in this case by fermenting plant material by burying it underground. Silage
can be made from many different crops (McDonald et al. 1991), but is most commonly made
from corn in Texas (Butler et al. 2001). Details of the ensilage process by which silage is
made are discussed elsewhere, but it is generally understood that the process requires careful
management to be effective and safe (Butler et al 2001; McDonald et al 1991).
The remains of three partly filled north-south oriented Silage Pits are located in a separately
fenced pasture immediately west of the Cattle Pens area (Figure 4; Foradas 2006:Plate 4).
Davis (2007) indicated that an older approximately 76.2-meter (250-foot) long, east-west
running pit built perpendicular to the ridge predated the three north-south silage pits, and
may have been the second such pit constructed there. This older pit was destroyed in 1968
when sweet corn production began on the farm. The reason for its destruction was that it was
too large, had a mud bottom, poor drainage, and could not be easily managed to make silage
from sweet corn because of its size and orientation.
The first of the north-south silage pits, the easternmost of the three, was built to replace the
older pit in 1968 “maybe 50 feet to the south (Davis 2007).” The north-south orientation of
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the new pit improved drainage and silage management including loading of the pit. Since it
proved effective, two additional silage pits were built a few years later, sometime between
1972 and 1973 (Davis 2007). What appear to be the footprints of the older pit and one of the
newer pits are clearly visible in the TxDOT (1978) aerial photograph. However earlier
photographs do not show any pits. Davis (2007) and Love (2007) recalled the north-south
pits were approximately 3 meters (10 feet) deep and slightly shorter than the old pit, and that
they had cement floors. These estimates were confirmed by field observations and GIS
manipulation of aerial imagery using the NWSS (2007) and recent aerial images (TxDOT
1978; USGS 1995, 2002).
Based on these studies it was determined that each of the north-south silage pits measured
approximately 70.1 meters (230 feet) x 10 meters (30 feet) in width, and encompassed an
approximately 0.08 hectare (0.2 acre) area when constructed. The presence of up to five
silage pits in this area, and the tendency of Kenney loam soils to collapse during trenching,
explained why the silage pit walls slope inward slightly, why they are spaced approximately
10 meters (30 feet) apart, and why the new pits were placed 15 meters (50 feet) south of the
old one (compare TXDOT 1978 with NWSS 2007; USGS 2002).
7.2.4 Water Management Structures
According to Hughes (2007), liver flukes posed a danger to livestock on the prison farm early
during its operations. As a result, livestock were not allowed access to surface water sources,
such as the tanks, which were used only for irrigation purposes. Instead, cattle were watered
using wind or fuel driven pumps at wells that pumped well water into troughs, such as those
still extant on the property. Some no longer extant wells and windmills are visible on older
maps and aerial images discussed above. The remains of some of these water management
structures were still present on the farm at the conclusion of this survey (Figures 21 through
23).
The wells also supplied “tanks” which were ponds used as sources of water for irrigation.
With the advent of modern veterinary methods, liver flukes and other waterborne pathogens
proved less of a problem (Hughes 2007). However, several common diseases and drought
resulted in cattle die-offs and account for many of the cow burials detected at Site 41FB280
and elsewhere.
In recent years livestock were allowed access to tanks. During this project, cows were
frequently observed drinking and wading in some of the remaining tanks and ponds. Water
is now supplied to cattle by hose fed steel water troughs such as the one in use southwest of
the FM1464 Bridge over Red Gully (Figure 23). Modern plastic circular red-and-white
mineral lick stations are also available to livestock in all the pastures.
Water management was also important with respect to flood control and crop irrigation.
Numerous artificial ditches and channelized drainages (e.g. Red Gully) present in the Aliana
Project Area were crossed during the intensive pedestrian survey. A low basin south central
Segment 17 referred to as the “Flats” (Hudson 2006; see Figure 23), which is visible in
topographic maps (USGS 1982) served as a shallow water retention basin with artificial
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outfalls to Oyster Creek (Hudson 2006) in the Hog Pens area. Hogs were not allowed access
to the Flats (Davis 2007).
Most ponds visible on maps and aerial photographs appear to be tanks associated with water
wells; however, ethnographic informants indicated that several ponds are derived from
natural filling of older prison clay pits. One example of a former clay pit is shown in Figure
22 and several other ponds and depressions present on the parcel may also represent the
remains of clay pits (Dunk 2006). Small earthen and brick dams were also apparently used
to impound water and create tanks. One example is a small brick dam detected in a tank
southwest of the Old Number 8 well (Figure 22). Another is a much larger earthen dam
constructed to impound the upper part of the oxbow east of Site 41FB304 in central Segment
16 (Figure 13). Downstream from this earthen dam was the frequently flooded remainder of
the oxbow lake east of Site 41FB304 which outflows through artificial ditches to Oyster
Creek. This area contained beaver dams at one time and was too swampy to build upon
(Hughes 2007). Hunting for ducks, geese, and upland game as well as varmint hunting was
also permitted at some ponds and elsewhere on the parcel in the modern era (Davis 2007).
Foradas (2006:Appendix A) uncovered historical information regarding drainage ditch
construction practices utilized by the Texas State Prison system. Since there appears to be
ample historic evidence of irrigation practices on prison farms, no effort was made to number
ditches or investigate agricultural irrigation in the Aliana Development further. This is
because at another TDCJ prison farm, prison era landscape modifications to farms were often
conducted on a large scale, had deep impacts, and often resulted in changes in local
topography and drainage (Davis 2007; Hughes 2007).
7.2.5 Syrup Mill Bridge Area
The Syrup Mill Bridge area lies along both sides of Oyster Creek in intensive pedestrian
survey Segments 16 and 17, near Site 41FB306 (Figure 17). During shovel testing associated
with the intensive pedestrian survey, Trash Dump 1 was identified in Segment 17 (Foradas
2006:86, figure 6d). The dump was situated on a flat rectangular landscaped area south of
the wooden bridge over Oyster Creek along the east bank of Oyster Creek (Foradas
2006:Figure 6d). The rectangular area resembled a bridge footer and turned out to be a
modern landfill containing metal, brick, plastic, aluminum foil, and other trash.
A revisit of Trash Dump 1 with Hughes (2007) and Davis (2007) clarified the origin and use
of this modern trash dump and of Trash Dump 2 (Foradas 2006:86, Figure 6d) which was
closed in 1970 (Davis 2007). Mr. Davis (2007) took the Principal Investigator to a largely
buried and weed covered cement foundation truncated by a fence line in the vicinity of Trash
Dump 1. Mr. Davis (2007) noted that Trash Dump 1 was associated with activities taking
place at and around the foundation, which formed the base of a portable syrup mill operated
by the TDCJ in the 1960s.
Specifically, the cement foundation was associated with a shelter and base for a temporary
TDCJ syrup mill (Davis 2007). The mill resembled small portable syrup mills such as the
ones illustrated in Outlaw and Outlaw (2007). Davis (2007) and others (Hughes 2007; Love
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2007) also noted that the Syrup Mill Bridge draws its name from the temporary syrup mill.
These informants also noted that syrup production was not conducted on a large scale at
Jester Prison Farm, but that molasses were largely produced elsewhere in the State Prison
system (Hughes 2007). Based on these data and the lack of evidence from other background
research it is not likely that a larger syrup mill operated by prison labor, such as those
described by Few (1999, 2006) elsewhere in southeast Texas, ever existed in this part of the
Harlem/Jester State Prison Farm.
Both Hughes (2007) and Davis (2007) also noted that an older span of Oyster Creek was
present further down stream than the present Syrup Mill Bridge when he worked on the farm
(Figures 17 and 24). The footers of the “Old Syrup Mill Bridge,” an older wooden bridge
downstream from the present bridge were still visible at the time of the visit (Figure 24). The
old bridge was damaged by floods and demolished when the newer Syrup Mill Bridge was
built and the remains of the bridge were stacked up alongside the old oak tree stump at KP 2
(Figures 3 and 17). Love (2007) indicated that the Syrup Mill Bridge, in addition to serving
the prison farm as a safe crossing for farm machinery over Oyster Creek, had also been used
as a fishing spot, a teen hangout, and as a swimming hole by several generations of TDCJ
children living in the TDCJ corrections officer housing along Owens Road and elsewhere in
the neighborhood.
7.2.6 Other Modern Features of the Landscape
Several other features of the Aliana Development landscape associated with Prison era and
later modern agricultural practices were also identified by the 2007 ethnoarchaeological
survey. First among these is the Crop Duster Airstrip (Figure 24). This was initially
dismissed as another roadway between fields and not given further notice in Foradas
(2006:Figure 6c). It is not identified as an airstrip on USGS (1930b, 1982) maps and its use
was not made clear until Hughes (2007) and Davis (2007) met with the Principal
Investigator.
The Crop Duster Airstrip is approximately 0.8 kilometers (0.5 mile) long and occupies the
entire length of the boundary between agricultural fields making up intensive pedestrian
survey Segments 5 and 6 (Figure 24). On closer inspection the airstrip appeared to still be
suitable for use by light aircraft. However, it has not been in use since TDCJ shut down
airborne pesticide use for agricultural operations in this part of the Jester Prison Farm (Davis
2007). There is also a tractor trailer on the property in Segment 2 (Figure 24). It was
recently brought to the property (it is not visible on the USGS 2002 aerial) and is used to
store okra during the okra harvest by another tenant farmer (Bono 2007).
Two gas wells are present on the property. One was previously identified as an “oil” well in
Segment 12 (Foradas 2006:87, figure 6e). A second was recently drilled in south Segment 4
(Figure 24). Both wells are part of the TDCJ-Folsom Lease, based on a sign posted on the
newer well during its construction. The construction of the new well in 2006 was conducted
on wood and fiberglass palates, and subsurface drilling of the well took place in Trash Dump
1. Its construction did not intrude into archaeological workspaces identified by Foradas
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(2006:Figure 11; see Figure 2); hence, its construction was periodically monitored under the
borehole monitoring agreement which was in place prior to the CCRMP (Appendix A).
Roadways and artificial drainages observed in the Aliana Development generally resembled
dirt and gravel roads built to prison system specifications (Foradas 2006:Appendix A; see
Figures 3, 999, 21, and 24). Two roadways deserving special attention, namely the Old Road
to Richmond and the modern gravel road linking the Church and the Cattle Pens area to
Madden Road were discussed in Section 7.
Day to day activities on the Jester Farm in the modern era were generally very similar to
those described in Konicki and Foradas (2005) at the nearby Central Prison and are not
discussed further in this manuscript. Given that many informants that worked the farm are
still alive, and that detailed records are available, detailed archival and oral historical
research beyond the scope of this project may prove useful for research into modern era
prison activities.

7.3 Summary and Recommendations
This project was conducted as part of archaeological research conducted on 827 hectares
(2044 acres) of property proposed construction of the Aliana Development in Fort Bend
County, Texas, which began with intensive pedestrian survey (Foradas 2006). This report
presents the findings of eligibility testing at Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304 and
41FB306; graves survey at three potential locations for Kirk’s Point Cemetery (KP 1, KP 2,
and KP 3) and along the boundary of Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church & Cemetery
(41FB281). Eligibility testing and or graves survey took place at Sites 41FB280, 41FB281,
41FB304, 41FB306, KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3 because the sites and potential cemeteries lay
within the APE of the Aliana Development (USACE Individual Permit 24124 and
Nationwide permit D-18-168).
Included in this report are supplemental ethnohistorical investigations concerning modern
prison landuse on the Jester Farm by the TDCJ. The latter investigations took place at the
recommendation of the THC and USACE because of the culturally sensitive nature of the
Beauford H. Jester State Prison Farm (formerly Harlem State Prison Farm) and other areas
along Oyster Creek in the vicinity of the historic Oyster Creek Community (Harris 1900,
1901, 1904; Wharton 1939).

7.4 Project Background
Intensive pedestrian survey (Stage 1) of the Aliana Development project included literature
survey, pedestrian reconnaissance, shovel testing and test trenching, photo-documentation,
and oral historical research of areas revealed by ethnographic informants (Foradas 2006).
That project determined that much of the Aliana Development property has been heavily
impacted by agricultural activities associated with the State Prison Farm and earlier midNineteenth Century historic landuse; as well as natural processes including periodic intensive
flooding, erosion, and bioturbation. However, Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, and
41FB306 were recommended for further work.
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Figure 24. Other Modern Structures in the Project Area
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Investigations at three potential locations for Kirk’s Point Cemetery (KP 1, KP 2 and KP 3)
identified by Crosser (2006) were also recommended because according to Wharton (1939)
Kirk’s Point is the burial place of Colonel James Knight and his daughter Lucinda (also
Crosser 2007 in Appendix B). The cemetery associated with the Pleasant Green Missionary
Baptist Church and Cemetery (Site 41FB281) was also recommended for further
investigation. Initial research indicated it was originally established as a burial ground for
slaves on the Knight Plantation in the Antebellum period. The cemetery lies outside the APE
on Church property, and continues to be used into the present day by the Church community.
This community traces its roots to Knight’s slaves, and Martin (2006) indicated it was
possible that graves might be present in the roadway immediately east of the church property.
Under the original site plan for Aliana (Figure 2) there was potential for adverse affects to
KP 1, KP 2 and KP 3; to all of Sites 41FB280, 41FB304, 41FB306; and to portions of Site
41FB281, all of which lay in the APE of this project. Since Foradas (2006) recommended
further work at the four archaeological sites, the original scope of the present investigation
was to assess the integrity of these sites, and to determine if all or portions of these sites were
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places or as Texas State Archeological
Landmarks. Archaeological workspaces were recommended placed around the seven
locations recommended for further work (Figures 2 and 3), and the remainder of the project
area was cleared for construction under conditions specified in the CCRMP and agreed to by
the USACE, the THC and the Aliana Development (Appendix A).
The current project began at Stage 1A where the former project left off. Workspace
boundaries were platted, temporary data were staked at each site, and archival sources were
further investigated in order to gain a more detailed understanding of historical events
concerning Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, 41FB306 and the Kirk’s Point cemetery.
The chain of title for these sites, which started during the intensive pedestrian survey, was
completed using various Fort Bend County archives (Crosser 2007; Foradas 2006; see
Appendix B).
A number of ethnographic informants (Crosser 2007; Davis 2007; Hughes 2007; Love 2007)
familiar with the history of the Knight Plantation and or State Prison Farm operations in the
project area were contacted for additional information regarding the history of the sites. Oral
historical research of tenant farmers and present and former TDCJ corrections personnel
focused on detailed understanding of prison era landuse within the Aliana Development, and
detailed mapping of modern disturbances. Interviews of former prison staff also helped
clarify the origin and use of several sites and temporary sites previously recorded during the
intensive pedestrian survey. Interviews of Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church
parishioners, Fort Bend Museum, Fort Bend County Archaeological Society, Fort Bend
County Genealogical Society and other individuals familiar with these parcels focused on
identifying possible locations of graves (including possible locations of Kirks Point
cemetery), historic habitations and other activity loci.
Analysis of various maps (Abbott 2001:Figure 66; Barnes 1992; Mowery et al. 1960:Sheets
12 and 18; Pressler 1865; NCSS 2006; TSHD 1936; TxDOT 1999; USGS 1930b, 1982;
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Wharton 1939), aerial photographs and other aerial imagery (Fort Bend County 2007;
Mowery et al. 1960:Sheets 12 and 18; NAIP 2005; NCSS 2006; TxDOT 1978, 1989a; USGS
1930a, 1941, 1965, 1995, 2002; 2006a, 2006b). It was hoped these documents might show
near surface features now obscured by over a century of prison agriculture and further assess
site potential. These images were shared with several ethnographic informants to see if they
recognized any of the features.
Stage 2 of the project consisted of geophysical prospecting. Ground penetrating radar (GPR)
survey (Henning 2006) was conducted at Sites 41FB280, 41FB281, 41FB304, 41FB306 and
at all three possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations (KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3). The GPR was
supplemented by SCM survey of areas over broad deep GPR anomalies at KP 1, KP 2, and
KP 3 (Crosser and Gregg 2007).
The deep sandy Kenney loam soils at Sites 41FB280 and 41FB281, and the Fordtran loam
soils at Site 41FB304 proved ideal for GPR survey to search for subsurface features.
Norwood soils associated with Site 41FB306 and KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3 were clayey, and
though they proved less conducive to deep GPR survey, the signal penetrated deep enough to
apparently detect the base of the prehistoric midden at approximately 90 centimeters (36
inches), and to indicate that portions of the upper surface of this large feature may also be
intact. Soil conductivity survey conducted by Crosser and Gregg (2007) on a 1-meter (3.3
foot) grid, also indicated broad, possibly grave-like SCM anomalies might be present at KP
1, KP 2, and KP 3. As a result of these geophysical surveys and complementing
archaeological and ethnographic data Site 41FB306 and KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3 were not
excavated, but recommended for avoidance (Foradas 2007 in Appendix A).
Stages 3 and 4 of this project investigated high potential areas at Sites 41FB280, 41FB281,
and 41FB304. The locations of these areas were established on the basis of intensive
pedestrian survey data, ethnographic informant information, and geophysical survey. The
results of these tests and recommendations regarding National Register of Historic Places
eligibility of these sites are presented below. The criteria by which sites are nominated for
the National and State registers are summarized below.

7.5 Section 106 and National Register Eligibility Determination
Following Section 106 of the NHPA, any federal undertaking must take into account its
effect on historic resources, i.e., architectural or archeological properties on or eligible for the
NRHP. Once resources are identified within the project’s APE, they must be evaluated for
their National Register eligibility (Advisory Council for Historic Preservation 1999).
When an archeological site has been discovered, a major goal associated with any
archeological evaluation is to make recommendations concerning the eligibility of the
resource for the NRHP. Archeological resources are most frequently evaluated for eligibility
in regard to Criterion D: information potential.
For a site to be considered eligible for the NRHP under Criterion D, it must possess
information bearing on an important scientific research question. Important research
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questions commonly involve testing new or former hypotheses regarding topics in the natural
sciences and/or addressing aspects of the cultural chronology of a region. This information
must be evaluated within the framework of a historic context, meaning, the researcher must
be able to address how the information contained within the resource is likely to effect
current understanding of a particular time period (USDI 1983:II-26, 1991:21). In order for
an archeological resource to be considered significant, it generally must retain integrity.
While sites that have been disturbed through natural or cultural processes can still be eligible
if their undisturbed portions contain significant information potential, sites that have lost
their stratigraphic context are commonly considered to have lost integrity of location (USDI
1983:II-26, 1991:23, 49).

7.6 Antiquities Code of Texas and State Landmark Designation
The antiquities Code of Texas as specified in Title 9, Chapter 191 of Texas Natural
Resources Code directs state agencies and political subdivisions (cities, counties, river
authorities, etc.) to assist the THC in preserving archeological resources on state land and
beneath state waters. One way to do this is to designate archeological sites as SALs because
they meet at least one of the following five criteria:
1. The site can contribute to a better understanding of the prehistory and/or history of
Texas by the addition of new and important information
2. Archeological deposits are preserved and intact, thereby supporting research
potential
3. The site possesses unique or rare attributes concerning Texas prehistory and/or
history
4. The site offers the opportunity to test theories and methods of preservation
5. There is a high likelihood that vandalism and relic collecting has occurred or could
occur
There are some advantages to declaring Archeological Sites SAL’s. First, there are criminal
penalties for damaging SALs. It is a misdemeanor to do so punishable by fine not less than
$50 or more than $1000 or jail time up to 30 days or both. In addition, the Texas State
Attorney General may also file restraining orders or other injunctions to prevent threatened
violations. It should also be noted that SAL designation on private property, such as the
Sanctuary, can be achieved only at the request of the landowner.

7.7 Eligibility Determinations
7.7.1 Sites Not Recommended Eligible
To paraphrase conditions set forth by Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966, Sites 41FB280, 41FB304, and portions of 41FB281 lying within the APE do not
meet National Register Criterion D. That is, they are not likely to yield information useful in
developing our understanding of Prehistoric and Historic Cultures of Southeast Texas. As
with sites on the remainder of the Aliana Development that Foradas (2006:92-94)
recommended for no further work, Sites 41FB280, 41FB304, and portions of 41FB281 lying
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within the APE have apparently been severely impacted by modern anthropogenic
disturbances and natural erosion and bioturbation to a degree that they lack integrity to make
them eligible for the NRHP. By default, SAL Designation is also not recommended for Sites
41FB280, 41FB304, and portions of 41FB281 lying within the APE because the sites do not
meet any of the Criteria specified in the NRHP eligibility section above.
Eligibility recommendations were not made for the remainder of Site 41FB281, the platted
Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church and Cemetery property, which lies outside the
APE. Eligibility recommendations were also not made for Site 41FB306 because the client
elected to avoid the site, along with potential cemeteries KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3. Since these
locations were already in or close to proposed green spaces the revised construction plans
were easily adaptable to the original land plan. Recommendations are summarized in Table
25, while the reasons for making these determinations are summarized below.

Table 235. Recommendations for Previously or Newly Identified Cultural Resources
Field Site
Number

State Site
Number

Size
(acres)

Site Type Based on
Ethnoarchaeological
and Archaeological
Research

Notes &
Recommendations

Previously Identified Resource:

N/A

N/A

41FB280

41FB281
(Pleasant
Green
Missionary
Baptist
Church &
Cemetery)

Archaic to Late
Prehistoric campsite; Mid
th
19 Century Slave
Quarters; Reconstruction
era Freedmens’
settlement.
th
Mid 19 Century to
present Church &
Cemetery (outside APE);
possible remains of older
church structures and
Reconstruction Era Slave
Relocation Center outside
APE inside Church and
Cemetery Property.

Poor integrity
Not Eligible
MUCCRMP
Church and Cemetery
property: not evaluated
(outside APE). May
contain NRHP eligible
resources and contains
numerous graves,
Recommend a 30-feet
buffer zone, preservation
in place.

Remainder of site: Poor
integrity, Not NRHP
Eligible. NFWMUCCRMP
Poor integrity
Prehistoric and historic
277-6
41FB304
1.3
Not Eligible
scatter
NFWMUCCRMP
May be eligible;
277-9
41FB306
0.2
Prehistoric midden
Preserve in place as
greenspace
Potential Location for Kirk’s Point Cemetery (no site numbers will be assigned):
Possible historic
Preserve in place as
KP 1
N/A
< 0.01
cemetery
greenspace
Preserve in place as
KP 2
N/A
< 0.01
Likely historic cemetery
Remainder of Site:
Prehistoric and historic
scatter (in APE);
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Table 235. Recommendations for Previously or Newly Identified Cultural Resources
Field Site
Number

KP 3

State Site
Number

N/A

Size
(acres)

< 0.01

Site Type Based on
Ethnoarchaeological
and Archaeological
Research
Possible historic
cemetery

Notes &
Recommendations
greenspace
Preserve in place as
greenspace

KEY: N/A= Not applicable
NFWMUCCRMP =No further work except monitoring under existing CCRMP

Site 41FB280
Site 41FB280 (Figures 3 and 4) was previously identified as a large multicomponent
prehistoric and historic site (Carpenter 2001a-c; Foradas 2006:58-62). Investigations at Site
41FB280 (Figure 4) concluded at the end of Stage 4 and ultimately resulted in the excavation
of 8 test trenches totaling approximately 530 line meters in length, 39 scrape blocks covering
975 square meters in area, and 24 test units that measured 1 x 1 meter (3 x 3 feet).
The results of Stage 3 scraping indicated that much of the historic record across the site has
been greatly disturbed in the shallow zone by both bioturbation, and Prison era agricultural
practices. Some of these disturbances including numerous cow burials and silage pits are
quite extensive in area. Artifact density across the site was generally also very low (1281
artifacts total recovered in sampling of approximately 1505 square meters of machine
excavations). However, test units were excavated during Stage 4 to assess the potential for
localized intact deeply buried prehistoric resources at the three loci.
The Stage 4 test unit excavations recovered a total of 2064 artifacts from 28 test units and
recorded one shallow basin shaped feature containing medium mammal bone (possibly deer)
fragments (Feature 4.1). This was the only prehistoric feature detected on the 97 square
kilometer site. The feature could not be dated.
In summary, Site 41FB280 produced very low quantities of fragmentary historic and
prehistoric artifacts that indicate the site is likely to have been periodically inhabited since
the Early Archaic period. The prehistoric components of the site are best described as
temporary campsites.
Historically, the site is known to have been utilized as a slave quarters by the Knight
Plantation circa 1834-1866. Freedmen descended of Knight’s slaves remained on the
property which developed the area into an “Iron Rail” settlement during the Reconstruction
era. Descendants of these slaves and Freedmen still attend Pleasant Green Missionary
Baptist Church (Crosser 2006; Foradas 2006; Martin 2006).
The likelihood that intact resources associated with these time periods are present on the site
is extremely low due to severe deep impacts by Prison era and more recent agricultural
practices. This premise is supported by evidence from archaeological excavations and
confirmed by former TDCJ corrections personnel that worked at Jester Prison Farm before its
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closing (Davis 2007; Dunk 2006; Hudson 2006; Hughes 2007; Love 2007), and tenant
farmers (Bono 2006; Hughes 2006). The site does not appear to posses the integrity required
for it to be recommended eligible for the NRHP. With the exception of monitoring
recommended in already cleared areas under the CCRMP, no further work is recommended
at Site 41FB280.

Site 41FB304
Site 41FB304 was previously recorded as a multicomponent prehistoric and site in a grass
covered pasture along what was likely the western shoreline of historic Crooked Lake
(Foradas 2006:Figure 4; Pressler 1865). It was recommended for further work because its
location, and the mid-nineteenth Century diagnostic artifacts found there, suggested a
possible habitation site dating to that period. The GPR anomalies and associated features
investigated during Stage 3 turned out to be derived from modern animal waste and burning
of trees, trash, and or fence posts. Stage 4 test units confirmed the site is best described as a
historic to modern scatter of refuse mixed with minor quantities of prehistoric materials and
limited to the plowzone. As such, Site 41FB304 resembles many other non-eligible surface
and near surface historic sites recorded elsewhere on the parcel (e.g. Sites 41FB190,
41FB300, 41FB301, 41FB302, 41FB305) and the project study radius (Figure 1; see Foradas
2006:46-82, 92-94). No further work is recommended at Site 41FB304 because the site does
not appear to posses the criteria that would recommend it eligible for the NRHP. It is
recommended that construction at Site 41FB304 be cleared to proceed under periodic
monitoring for previously cleared areas specified in the CCRMP.
7.7.2 Sites Partly Evaluated for Eligibility

Site 41FB281 (East Locus and Other Areas Inside APE)
It should be clearly stated here that archaeological investigations at Site 41FB281, the
Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church, only took place in portions of the site lying in the
APE. These areas lay outside the fenced Church and Cemetery Property which are not part
of the Aliana Development (Figures 3 and 9).
Investigations at Site 41FB281 were completed by the end of Stage 3 (Figure 9). These
included GPR survey of the Gravel Access Road and the East Locus, and machine scraping
in the East Locus (Figure 9, Table 16). Stage 3 scraping and trenching found the East Locus
to be highly disturbed, extremely low in artifact density, and lacking any cultural features.
Subtle stratigraphic integrity needed to identify the “bush Hollow” was also lacking due to
the impacts of bioturbation and Prison era agricultural practices on this part of the site.
Therefore, with the exception of monitoring recommended in already cleared areas under the
CCRMP, no further work is recommended in portions of Site 41FB281 lying outside the
fenced Church and Cemetery Property. These areas do not appear to posses the integrity
required for this part of the site to be recommended eligible for the NRHP.
The remainder of the platted Church and Cemetery Church property, and a 10 meter (30foot) buffer around it (Figure 9) are recommended for avoidance in perpetuity. This is
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because ethnographic and geophysical evidence suggest some graves may have been present
under the gravel road immediately east of the Church’s chain link fence. In addition, the
remains of a Reconstruction Era Slave Relocation Center and the first two church structures
may underlie the present Church (Foradas 2006:62-64). The Draft Avoidance Plan for Site
41FB281 is presented in Appendix A.
7.7.3 Sites Recommended for Avoidance
Site 41FB306 and the three possible Kirk’s Point Cemetery locations (KP 1, KP 2, and KP 3)
shown in Figures 17 and 19 were only subjected to Stage 2 investigations including
geophysical surveys and additional archival and oral historical research (Table 24). The
results of the GPR and SCM geophysical surveys (Crosser and Gregg 2007; Henning 2006)
corroborated existing archaeological and ethnohistorical data concerning these sites (Crosser
2006, 2007; Foradas 2006:76-79, 83-84, Figure 9). They were not subjected to eligibility
testing because the client desired that they be avoided (Appendix A).

Site 41FB306
Site 41FB306 (Figures 17 and 18) was recorded as a prehistoric midden site of indeterminate
age measuring approximately 50 x 15 meters (164 x 50 feet) and approximately 20
centimeters (8 inches) in average thickness (Foradas 2006:76-79, 93-94, Figures 6d and 9,
Table 14). The site is situated on the highest point of a paleolevee of Oyster Creek (Fort
Bend County 2007b) immediately north of Oyster Creek and was identified on the basis of
ten positive shovel tests and one positive test trench during intensive pedestrian survey.
Eligibility testing of this site was suspended when the results of the geophysical surveys at
41FB306 corroborated intensive pedestrian survey results indicating the site has a high
potential to contain an extensive buried prehistoric midden. Geophysical evidence for this
comes from the fact that the depth of the deepest continuous horizon detected by Henning’s
(2006) GPR survey across Site 41FB306 closely corresponds with the 70 to 90 centimeters
(28 to 36 inches) depth of the prehistoric midden (Figure 18). The preliminary GPR results
from Site 41FB306 also suggest the midden may be quite extensive due to the continuity of
the 24 to 36 centimeter (2 to 3 feet) deep horizon. In addition, though the surface of the
midden was found to be partly disturbed in Test Trench 67 (Figure 18), intact parts of the
midden surface observed as a clear wavy boundary between the Norwood Bw horizon and
the underlying midden in some shovel tests on the site (Foradas 2006:76) may explain the
GPR brightening observed by Henning (2006) at 24 centimeters (2 feet), which is close to the
estimated depth to the boundary between the Bw horizon and the midden.
Based on these data and the presence of similar midden sites (e.g. 41FB123 and 41FB130;
see Figures 1 and 17) in proximity to Site 41FB306, it is highly likely the site will produce
intact cultural remains that may make it eligible for the NRHP. The possible discovery of
prehistoric graves in association with such middens also exists. However, in order to avoid a
lengthy and expensive faunal analysis, testing and data recovery operation, the Aliana
Development elected to revise the construction plan in this area, and to set aside the site and
a buffer zone around it that includes KP 1 and KP 2 nearby as green space. The avoidance
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plan for the site is presented in Appendix A. It should be noted that fencing and other
construction work in the vicinity of the 41FB306, KP 1, and KP 2 avoidance area will be
monitored under the conditions specified in the CCRMP.

Kirk’s Point Cemetery Locations
KP 1
Possible Kirk’s Point location KP 1 is situated along the eastern project boundary north of
Oyster Creek on the same paleolevee landform as Site 41FB306 and KP 2 (Figure 17). The
location was planned to be avoided and set aside as green space from the inception of the
Aliana project (Figure 2). As such, the area was not shovel tested during intensive pedestrian
survey (Foradas 2006:Figure 6d). However, it was surveyed with GPR and SCM during this
project, and three subsurface anomalies, one of which was 1 meter (39 inches) in breadth,
were identified there. It is recommended that the KP 1 area be avoided as planned (Figures 2
and 17), and that any fencing or other construction near this area be monitored under
conditions set forth in the CCRMP.
KP 2
Possible Kirk’s Point location KP 2 is situated east of an old oak tree stump immediately
north and adjacent to Site 41FB306 and approximately 122 meters (400 feet) northwest of
KP 1 (Figure 17). The GPR and SCM data from KP 2 suggest that two subsurface features
with grave-like geometry and orientation are present east of the oak tree. Kirk’s Point
location KP 2 also occupies a slightly higher elevation than KP 1 and is located on a small
“point” on the generally broad and flat paleolevee landform (Fort Bend County 2007b).
Based on these data, the potential for graves at the KP 2 is moderate to high and the site is
recommended for avoidance in perpetuity under conditions specified in the Site Avoidance
Plan (Foradas 2007 in Appendix A). Further work at KP 2 will be required only if existing
plans change and Site 41FB306 and KP 2 are not avoided by construction. It is also
recommended that all construction work along the buffer zone around KP 2 and Site
41FB306 including fencing be monitored under the CCRMP.
KP 3
Possible Kirk’s Point location KP 3 is situated further upstream and at a lower elevation than
the KP 1 and KP 2 (Figure 19). However, this locality also produced several subsurface
anomalies when surveyed with GPR and SCM. It is also associated with a small concrete
slab and several willow trees, which are still commonly planted as funerary markers. In
addition, it lies east and below of a topographically high point of land comparable in
elevation to that at KP 2. However, the high point northwest of KP 3 is known to be
disturbed by a modern prison landfill (Trash Dump 1) which was discussed in the previous
section. Due to surface and subsurface evidence of possible mortuary features associated
with KP 3, this location is also recommended for avoidance in perpetuity under conditions
specified in the site avoidance plan (Foradas 2007 in Appendix A). Further work at KP 3
will be required only if existing plans change and KP 3 is not avoided by construction. It is
also recommended that all construction work along the buffer zone around KP 3 including
fencing be monitored under the CCRMP.
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7.8 Concluding Remarks
Cultural resources surveys of the culturally sensitive prison farms of Fort Bend County
present several challenges. First, these farms are often partly situated on floodplain
landforms with a high potential to produce intact, deeply buried resources. Second, many of
these prison farms were established in the later part of the poorly documented Reconstruction
era (circa 1890), and as a result little is known about pre-Prison era landuse and land
ownership.
There is ample evidence that more detailed archival and oral historical research regarding
Beauford H. Jester State Prison Farm and the Harlem State Prison that preceded it is
warranted. Two avenues for research being pursued further by Crosser (2007) and Hudson
(2007) are studies of archival documents concerning Jane Wilkins, the Knights and the Kirks,
and the Cartwright families. According to Crosser (2007) both Wharton’s memoirs and some
original notes and letters regarding the Kirk family exist elsewhere. Dilue Harris’s (1900,
1901, 1904) recollections of life on the Cartwright tract and in the Oyster Creek Community
are other primary documents that may shed more light on historic activities on the Aliana
Development than is currently known about these individuals.
Don Hudson continues to search prison archives for documents and maps. In addition,
Hughes (2007) notes that detailed records, such as crop schedules, building construction and
contents, photographs, and other records concerning the Jester Prison Farm should be
available in the prison archives.
Oral historical research of former corrections officers, and neighbors of the Jester Prison
farms prove useful in this research. However, the individuals interviewed for this project
may still have much to tell about the history of these farms. Living trustees may also prove
useful as ethnographic informants. Oral historical research should take precedence because
many informants are retirees.
Other conclusions reached by this study are that more use should be made of both remote
sensing data available for prison farms in various federal, state and local archives than is
currently the norm. Analyses of these images when tied to detailed prison specifications
concerning construction and agricultural practices; and used in conjunction with
ethnographic informant interviews proved very useful for understanding how modern landuse
impacted the prison farm landscape. In the future such resources can be used to develop and
refine predictive models concerning similar landscapes, particularly as yet undeveloped parts
of the Jester, Central and Imperial Prison Farms.
Geophysical prospecting methods also proved useful for this study. They successfully
identified possible graves, and possible intact horizons at several sites. This fact should not
be lost, when one considers that many anomalies were associated with modern infrastructure
(e.g. plumbing and steel pots), and deeper natural features (e.g. iron rich sands) as opposed to
historic features of interest illustrated in SGSPE forms.
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Lastly, it was clear that a stage approach is effective on such culturally sensitive parcels that
have the potential to produce both cultural remains as well as graves associated with some of
Texas’ oldest and most important historic communities. However, the staged approach used
in this study should be modified in similar future studies. The following approach is
proposed.
Stage 1 should be “topheavy” background research that includes: more detailed compilation
of archival records and remote sensing data (e.g. aerial photographs, LIDAR; soil maps;
PALM maps) than usual.
Stage 2 should be oral historical research within and outside the prison farm system (e.g.
interview trustees, guards, neighbors and tenant farmers). The archival documents assembled
during Stage 1 should be shared with ethnographic informants familiar with the prison farm
and its history in order to understand how modern and possibly historic landuse has impacted
the parcel of interest.
Stage 3 should consist of developing a detailed predictive model for the landscape that
considers both the potential for intact resources and for pioneer cemeteries or other mortuary
sites. Public concerns about monitoring for graves, or construction over known cemeteries
should also be addressed in the model.
Stage 4 should be an intensive pedestrian survey guided by the landuse model developed in
Stage 3. It is predicted that fewer better placed shovel tests and or test trenches placed to test
hypotheses postulated by the landuse model will result. Of course, minimum survey
standards based on state guidelines for project area size will still be met or exceeded. In
addition, SGSPE forms will be completed at any sites that appear to require further work
involving geophysical investigation.
Stage 5 will consist of reporting of intensive pedestrian survey results and recommendations
for further work and or avoidance of cultural resources. Any conclusions for further work at
sites (e.g. eligibility testing) will include a scope that explains how the sites will be
investigated. Monitoring and site avoidance plans for certain areas may also be developed at
this stage, and implemented once the agencies concur.
Stage 6, if applicable will consist of coarse geophysical survey using one or more techniques
applicable to specific site conditions (soil properties, vegetation, suspected features). A
coarse survey using regional lines will model site stratigraphy and verify subsurface
disturbances in low potential areas.
Stage 7, if applicable will involve test unit excavations to assess integrity across a site and to
investigate features detected during Stage 4 or geophysical anomalies detected during Stage
6. On a small site, this may be all that is needed to evaluate NRHP eligibility. On a larger
site this testing will verify how effective the geophysical survey was at assessing stratigraphy
and detecting features.
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Stage 8, if applicable will consist of close-interval geophysical grid surveys to search for
cultural features in undisturbed areas of potentially eligible sites. Depending on the site this
may involve sampling.
Stage 9, if applicable, will consist of supplemental testing using machine scraping and or
additional test units to expose larger features in plan view. Features detected will be
excavated using established techniques.
Stage 10, will consist of reporting of the results of Stages 6 through 9, and result in a
definitive statement concerning the NRHP eligibility of sites recommended for further work
at the conclusion of Stage 5 intensive pedestrian survey. Any conclusions for further work at
sites (e.g. data recovery, mitigation, memoranda of agreement, site avoidance plans) will be
made. Since such operations can vary considerably in scale and composition from site to site
and project to project, details concerning the scope of such subsequent stages of
investigation are not provided here.
Ultimately, both the THC and the USACE recommended “caution as the better part of valor”
when it came to cultural resource investigations of a portion of one of the first prison farms
in Texas. The result was probably a much more rigorous archaeological investigation than
was ultimately necessary for many of these sites. However, the potential to find the remains
of small family grave plots and homesteads dating to the poorly documented Reconstruction
Era made this a necessity.
The results of the Aliana Development survey have also proved useful both in evaluating the
potential for detecting intact resources in several Oyster Creek and paleo Brazos landforms
impacted by prison agriculture, and for detecting graves in these landforms. In addition, this
project demonstrates that continuing consultation with the Agencies for the duration of the
project (which will continue during the monitoring of construction under the CCRMP), has
positive results in such culturally sensitive areas. In addition, the methodology used by this
project established a largely positive relationship between the investigators and the local
community including the Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church, the TDCJ, tenant
farmers, local historic preservation agencies, regional archaeological stewards, and other
members of the public whose concern for their history and the remains of their ancestors led
to the increased scrutiny and cultural sensitivity of this prison farm survey. As such, it is
believed that this project fulfilled its ultimate mission: to provide a good faith assessment of
the NRHP eligibility of cultural resources and the potential for graves on the Aliana
Development under the Section 106 process; and to do it by demonstrating that the Aliana
Plantation honors the history and legacy of the Knight, Cartwright, and Harlem Plantations
that preceded it.
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